
B. CUBA 

The facts with respect to Cuba are divided into three broad sections. 
The first describes the plots against Fidel Castro’s life without ad- 

dressing the question of authorization. 
The second deals with whether or not the successive Directors of 

Central Intelligence, Allen Dulles and John &Cone, authorized or 
knew about the various plots. (Although we have separated the evi- 
dence relating to the DC13 from that relating to other high adminis- 
tration officials, it is important to remember that the Director of 
Central Intelligence is the principal advisor to the President on 
intelligence matters and a member of major administrative policy- 
making councils, ,as well as head of the Central Intelligence Agency.) 

The third section covers the evidence concerning whether or not 
other high officials-including the various Presidents-authorized or 
knew about the plots. This section also considers the evidence relating 
to whether or not the CIA officials involved believed the plots to be con- 
sistent with the general policy objectives of the various administra- 
tions even if those officials had no personal knowledge as to whether 
the plots were or were not specifically authorized by higher authority. 

1. !PHE ASSASSINATION PLOTS 

We have found concrete evidence of at least eight plots involving 
the CIA to assassinate Fidel Castro from 1960 to 1965.l Although some 
of the assassination plots did not advance beyond the stage of planning 
and prepa.ration, one plot, involving the use of underworld figures, re- 
portedly twice progressed to the point of sending poison pills to Cuba 
and dispatching teams to commit the deed. Another plot involved fur- 
nishing weapons and other assassination devices to a Cuban dissident. 
The proposed assassination devices ran the gamut from high-pow- 
ered rifles to poison pills, poison pens, deadly bacterial powders, and 
other devices which strain the imagination. 

1 In August 1975, Fldel Castro gave Senator George McGovern a list of twenty-four 
alleged attempts to assassinate him in which Castro claimed the CIA had been involved. 
The Committee forwarded this list to the CIA and requested it to respond to those allega- 
tions. The CIA’s fourteen-page response concluded : 

“In summary, of the l * l incidents described in Castro’s report, the tiles reviewed 
indicate that CIA had no involvement in Bfteen of the CBSPS : i.e., never had any contact 
with the individuals mentoned or was not in contact with them at the time of the alleged 
incidents. In the remaining nine cases, CIA had operational relationships with some of 
the individuals mentioned but not for the purpose of assassination. * * * Of the cases 
reviewed, nothing has been found to substantiate the charges that CIA directed its agents 
to assassinate Castro. 

The Committee has found no evidence that the CIA was involved in the attempts on 
Castro’s life enumerated in the allegations that Castro gave to Senator McGovern. The 
CIA’s involvement in other plots against Castro and the top figures in his Government 
are set forth below. 
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The most ironic of these plots took place on November 22,1963-the 
I-erv day that President Kennedy was shot in Dallas-when a CIA 
official offered a poison pen to a Cuban for use against Castro while 
at the same time an emissary from President Kennedy was meet- 
ing with Castro to explore the possibility of improved relations. 

The following narrative sets forth the facts of assassination plots 
against Castro as established before the Committee by witnesses and 
documentary evidence. The question of the level and degree of authori- 
zation of the plots is considered in the sections that follow. 

(a) Plots : Early 1960 

(i) Plots to Destroy Castro’s Public Zmage 
Efforts against Castro did not begin with assassination attempts. 
From March through August 1960, during the last year of the 

Eisenhower Administration, the CIA considered plans to undermine 
Castro’s charismatic appeal by sabotaging his speeches. According 
to the 196’7 Report of the CIA’s Inspector General, an official in the 
Technical Services Division (TSD) recalled discussing a scheme to 
spray Castro’s broadcasting studio with a chemical which produced 
effects similar to LSD, but the scheme was rejected because the chemi- 
cal was unreliable. During this period, TSD impregnated a box of 
cigars with a chemical which produced temporary disorientation, 
hoping to induce Castro to smoke one of the cigars before delivering a 
speech. The Inspector General also reported a plan to destroy Castro’s 
image as “The Beard” by dusting his shoes with thallium salts, a strong 
depilatory that would cause his beard to fall out. The depilatory was to 
be administered during a trip outside Cuba, when it was anticipated 
Castro would leave his shoes outside the door of his hotel room to be 
shined. TSD procured the chemical and tested it on animals, but 
apparently abandoned the scheme because Castro cancelled his trip. 
(I.G. Report, pp. 10-13) 

(ii) Accident PZot 
The first action against the life of a Cuban leader sponsored by the 

CIA of which the Committee is aware took place in 1960. A Cuban who 
had volunteered to assist the CIA in gathering intelligence informed 
his case officer in Havana that he would probably be in contact with 
R.aul Castro. (,Memo to Inspector General, l/17/75) CIA Headquar- 
ters and field stat,ions were requested to inform the Havana Station of 
any. intelligence needs that the Cuban might fulfill. The case officer 
testified that he and the Cuban contemplated only acquiring intelli- 
gence information and that assassination was not proposed by them.’ 

The cable from the Havana Station was received at Headquarters 
on the night of ,July 20. The duty officer, who was summoned to Head- 
quarters from his home, contacted Tracy Barnes, Deputy to Richard 
Bissell, CIA’s Deputy Director for Pl,ans and the man in charge of 

1 A cable to Headquarters requesting any intelligence needs supports this account. 
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CIA’s covert action directorate. The duty officer also cont.acted J. C. 
King, Chief of the Western Hemisphere Division within the Director- 
ate for Plans.’ 

Following their instructions, he sent a oable to the Havana Station 
early in the morning of July 21, stating: “Possible removal top three 
leaders is receiving serious consideration at HQS.” The cable in- 
quired whether the Cuban was sufficiently motivated to risk ‘Larranging 
an accident” involving Raul Castro and *advised that the station could 
“at discretion contact subject to determine willingness to cooperate 
and his suggestions on details”. Ten thousand dollars was authorized 
as payment “after successful completion,” but no advance payment 
was permitted because of the possi,bility that the Cuban was a double 
agent. According to the case officer, this cable represented “quite a 
departure from the conventional activities we’d been asked to handle.” 
(Case Officer interview, 8/4/Z, p. 2) * 

The case officer contacted the Cuban and told him of the proposal. 
The case officer avoided the word “assassinate” but made it clear that 
the CIA contemplated an “accident to neutralize this leader’s [ Raul’s] 
influence.” (Case Oflicer interview, 8/4/75, p. 2) After being assured 
that his sons would be given a college education in the event of his 
death, the Cuban agreed to take a “calculated risk,” limited to possibili- 
ties that might pass as accidental. (Cable, Havana to Director, 
7/22/60) 

Immediately after returning to the station the case officer was told 
that a cable had just arrived stating : “Do not pursue ref. Would 
like to drop matter.” (Cable, Director to Havana, 7/22/60 ; Memo 
to I. G., l/17/75) This cable was signed by Tracy Barnes. 

It was, of course, too late to “drop the matter” since the Cuban 
had already left to contact Raul Castro. When the Cuban returned, he 
told the case officer that he had not had an opportunity to ‘arrange an 
accident. 

(iii) Poison Cigars 
A notation in the records of the Operations Division, CIA’s Office 

of Medical Services, indicates that on August 16, 1960, an official was 
given a box of Castro’s favorite cigars with instructions to treat them 
with lethal poison. (I. G. Report, p. 21) The cigars were contaminated 
with a botulinum toxin so potent t,hat a person would die after putting 
one in his mouth. (I. G. Report, p. 22) The official reported that the 
cigars were ready on October 7, 1960 ; TSD notes indicate that they 
were delivered to an unidentified person on February 13,196l. (I. G. 
Report, p. 22) The record does not disclose whether an attempt was 
made to pass the cigars to Castro. 

‘The duty 06icer testified that he must have spoken with Ring because he would not 
otherwise have signed the cable “by direction, J. C. Kin 
He also would “very definitely” have read the cable to 

.” (Duty Officer, 8/U/75, p. 16) 
% 

“Barnes was the man to whom we went . . . 
arnes before sending it, because 

for our authority and for work connected 
with the [Cuban] project.” (Duty OWcer, pp. 4, 25) Since King at that time was gfving 
only “nominal attention” to Cuban affairs, the o5cer concluded that a pro osal of the 
gravity of an assassination could only have “come from Mr. Barnes”. ( 8 uty Officer, 
B/11/75, p. 24) 

2 The duty officer remembered the cable and some of the surrounding facts for precisely 
that reason : “[II t was an unusual type of [cable], and I say this because I can remember 
it 15 year8 later.” (Duty 05icer. 8/11/75, p. 14.) The case officer recalled that when he 
saw the cable, he “swallowed hard.” (Case 05icer interview, B/4/75, p. 3) 
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(6) Use of Underworld Figures-Phase I (Pre-Ba,y of Pigs) 

(i) The Znitial P7an 
In August 1960, the CIA took steps to enlist members of the criminal 

underworld with gambling syndicate contacts to aid in assassinating 
Castro, The origin of the plot is uncertain. According to the 1967 
Inspector General’s Report, 

Bissell recalls that the idea originated with J. C. King, then Chief of W. H. 
Division, although King now recalls having only had limited knowledge of such 
a plan and at a much later date-about mid-1962. (I. G. Report, p, 14) 

Bissell testified that: 
I remember a conversation which I would have put in early autumn or late 

summer between myself and Colonel Edwards [Director of the Office of Security], 
and I have some dim recollection of some earlier conversation I had had with 
Colonel J. C. King, Chief of the Western Hemisphere Division, and the subject 
matter of both of those conversations was a capability to eliminate Castro if 
such action should be decided upon. (Bissell, 6/9/75, p. 19) 

The earliest concrete evidence of the operation is a conversation 
between DDP Bissell and Colonel Sheffield Edwards, Director of the 
Office of Security.’ Edwards recalled that Bissell asked him to lo- 
cate someone who could assassinate C?astro. (Edwards, j/30/75, pp. 
2-3) Bissell confirmed that he requested Edwards to find someone 
to assassinate Castro and believed that Edwards raised the idea of con- 
tacting members of a gambling syndicate operating in Cuba,* (Bis- 
sell, 6/S/75, pp. ‘71-73) 

Edwards assigned the mission to the Chief of the Operational Sup- 
port Division of the Office of Security The Support Chief recalled 
that Edwards had said that he and Blssell were looking for someone 
to “eliminate” or “assassinate” Castro. (Operational Support Chief, 
hereinafter “O.C.“, 5/30/75, pp, 6-8,95-96) 3 

Edwards and the Support Chief decided to relv on Robert A. Maheu 
to recruit someone “tough enough” to handle the sob. (O.C., 5,/30/75, p. 
8) Maheu was an ex-FBI agent who had entered into a career as a 
private investigator in 1954. A former FBI associate of Maheu’s was 
employed in the CIA’s Office of Security and,,had ‘arranged for the 
CIA to use Maheu in several sensitive covert operations in which “he 
didn’t want to have an Agency person or a government person get 
caught.” 4 (O.C., 5/30/75, p. 158)Maheu was initially paid a monthly 

1 The Insuector General’s Report ulaced the conversation between Edwards and Blase11 
in August 1960. Bissell testified that he would not have remembered the exact month 
without having been shown the Inspector General’s Report, but that “I would have remem- 
bered Initial conversations early in the autumn of 1960” (Bissell. 6/g/75. p. 18). 

*Although Castro closed the gambling casinos in Cnba when he first came to power, 
the.v were reooened for use by for&n tourists in late February 1959, and remained open 
until late September 1961. 

3Howard Onborn. who became Director of the Office of Security in 1964. told the Com- 
mlttee that the DDP often drew upon personnel of the O&e of Security. which was 
within a different directorate, because of the contacts and expertise that Security personnel 
developed in the fleld. This 1s an example of operations being carried out across formal 
organization lines. The fact that B&sell called on Edwards might indicate that Bissell 
had already formulated a plan and was relyine on Edwards to put it In to practice. 

4DnrIng 1954-1955. Maheu cooperated with the CIA in attempting to undermlne 
n contract with the Saudi Arabian government that would have given one person vlrtnally 
romnlr+e control over shipping of 011 from Saudi Arabia. Although he was employed b a 
competitor of the person who held the contract. Maheu worked closely with the C A. 9 
Mnheu testified that. after consulting with the Agency, he arranged for a listening device 
to be placed in the room of the contract holder : and that he provided the impetus for the 
termination of the contract by publicizing Its terms in a Rome newspaper which he said he 
had purchased wlth CIA funds. (Maheu. 7/30/75, pp. 14-25) 

The Support Chief testified that at the CIA’s request Maheu had also previously arranged 
for the production of n 5lm in Hollywood porportlng to depict a foreign leader with a 
woman in the Soviet T’nion. The CIA planned to circulate the film. renvsrnting lt to hnve 
hwn prodared by thP Sol-i& Union. The film was never used. (0.C.. 5/30/75. op. 159. 16% 
163.) Mnheu testified that he had located an actor resemblfng the leader and had arranged 
for the production of the film. (Maheu, 7/30/75, pp. 39-42) 
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retainer by the CIA of $500, but it was terminated after his detective 
agency became more lucrative. (O.C., 5/30/75, pp. 13-14 ; I.G. Report, 

p. 15) The Operational Support Chief had served as Maheu’s case 
officer since the Agency first began using Maheu’s services, and by 
1960 they had become close personal friends. (Maheu, 7/30/75, p. 6) 

Sometime in late August or early September 1960, the Support 
Chief approached Maheu about the proposed operation. (O.C. 5/30/ 
‘75, p. 9 ; Maheu, 7/29/75, p. 6) As Maheu recalls the conversation, the 
Support Chief asked him to contact John Rosselli, an underworld fig- 
ure with possible gambling contacts in Las Vegas, to determine if he 
would articipate in a plan to “dispose” of Castr0.l (Maheu, 7/29/75, 
P. 8) $ he Support Chief testified, on the other hand, that it was * 
Maheu who raised the idea of using Rosselli. (O.C., 5/30/75, pp. 15- 
16) 

Maheu had known Rosselli since the late 1950’s. (Maheu, 7/29/75, 
pp. 58-60) Although Maheu claims not to have been aware of the 
extent of Rosselli’s underworld connections and activities, he recalled 
that “it was certainly evident to me that he was able to accomplish 
things in Las Vegas when nobody else seemed to get the same kind of 
attention.” (Maheu, 7/29/75, p. 60) 

The Support Chief had previously met Rosselli at Maheu’s home. 
(Maheu, 7/29/75, p. 8) The Support Chief and Maheu each claimed 

’ that the other had raised the idea of using Rosselli, and Maheu said 
the Chief was aware that Rosselli had contacts with the gambling 
syndicate. (Maheu, 7/29/75, p. 8 ; O.C., 5/30/75, pp. 1.5-16) 

At first Maheu was reluctant to become involved in the operation 
because it might interfere with his relationship with his new client, 
Howard Hughes.* He finally agreed to participate because he felt that 
he owed the Agency a committment. (O.C., 5/30/75, pp. 12-13, 103) 
The Inspector General’s Report states that : 

Edwards and Maheu agreed that Maheu would approach Rosselli as the repre- 
sentative of businessmen with interests in Cuba who saw the elimination of 
Castro as the first essential step to the recovery of their investments. (LG. 
Report, p. 16) 

The Support Chief also recalled that Maheu was to use this cover 
story when he 
but Rosselli sai B 

resented the plan to Rosselli. (O.C., 5/30/75, p. 16) 
that the story was developed after he had been con- 

tacted, and was used as a mutual “cover” by him, the Chief, and Maheu 
in dealing with Cubans who were subsequently recruited for the 
project. (Rosselli, 6/24/75, pp. 16-17) The Support Chief testified that 
Maheu was told to offer money, probably $150,000, for Castro’s assassi- 
nation.3 (O.C., 5/30/75, pp. 16,111; Memo, Osborn to DCI, 6/24/66) 

(ii) Cmtuct With the syndioate 
According to Rosselli, he and Maheu met at the Brown Derby 

Restaurant in Beverly Hills in early September 1960. Rosselli testi- 

‘Maheu testifted that he was told that the plan to assassinate Castro was one phase of 
a larger project to invade Cuba. (Maheu, 7/29/75, pp. 7, 13, 47) 

p Maheu told the Committee that at that time, Hughes was bccomlng an important 
client, and that devoting time to the CL4’s assassinatfon plot was hlnderlng his work 
for Hughes. He testified that shortly before the election in November 1960, while be was 
lo Miami working on the assassination project, Hughes phoned and asked him to return 
t0 the West Coast. Maheu testified that since he dld “not want to lose” Hughes as a 
client. he “definitely told him that the project was on behalf of the Unlted States 
Government. that it included plans to dispose of Mr. Castro in connection with a pending 
invasion.” (Maheu, i’/29/75, pRp. 22-23) 

a The Inspector General’s eport states that “Maheu was authorized to tell Rosselll 
that his clients’ were willing to pay $150,000 for Castro’s removal.” 
The evidence varies, however, with respect to the amount that was o I4 

I.G. Report, p. 19) 
ered. 
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fied that Maheu told him that “high government officials” needed his 
cooperation in getting rid of Castro, and that he asked him to help 
recruit Cubans to do the job. (Rosselli, 6/24/75, p. 8) Maheu’s ECO~- 
lection of that meeting was that “I informed him that I had been 
asked by my Government to solicit his cooperation in this particular 
venture.” (Maheu, 7/29/75, p. 9) 

Maheu stated that Rosselli “was very hesitant about participating 
in the project, and he finally said that he felt that he had an obliga- 
tion to his government, and he finally agreed to participate.” (Maheu, 
7/29/75, p. 10) Maheu and Rosselli both testified that Rosselli in- 
sisted on meeting with a representative of the Government. (Maheu, 
?‘/29/75, p. 9; Rosselli, 6/24/75, p. 9) 

A meeting was arranged for Maheu and Rosselli with the Support 
Chief at t.he Plaza Hotel in New York. The Inspector General’s 
Report placed the meeting on September 14,196O. (I.G. Report, p. 16) 
Rosselli testified that he could not recall the precise date of the meet- 
ing, but that it had occurred during Castro’s visit to the United 
Nations, which the New York Times Index places from September 18 
through September 28,196O. (Rosselli, 6/24/75, p. 10) 

The Support Chief testified that he was introduced to Rosselli as a 
business associate of Maheu. He said that Maheu told Rosselli that 
Maheu represented international business interests which were pool- 
ing money to pay for the assassination of Castro. (O.C., 5/30/75, p. 26) 
Rosselli claimed that Maheu told him at that time that the Support 
Chief was with the CIA,’ (Rosselli, 6/24/75, pp. 11. 85) 

It was arranged that Rosselli would go to Florida and recruit Cu- 
bans for the operation. (Rosselli, 6/24/75, pp. 11-12) Edwards in- 
formed Bissell that contact had been made with the gambling syndi- 
cate. (B&sell, 6/9/75, pp. 20-21; I.G. Report, p. 17) 

During the week of September 24’1960 the Support Chief, Maheu, 
and Rosselli met in Miami to work out the details of the operation. 
(O.C. 5/30/75, pp. 25-26 ; Rosselli, 6/24/75, p. 12 ; I.G. Report, p. 18) 
Rosselli used the cover name “John Rawlston” and represented him- 
self to the Cuban contacts as ti agent of I‘* * * some business 
interests of Wall Street that had * * * nickel interests and properties 
around in Cuba, and I was gett.ing financial assistance from them.” 
(Rosselli, g/24/75, pp. 9,17) 

Maheu handled the details of setting up the operation and keeping 
the Support Chief informed of developments. After R.osselli and 
Maheu had been in Miami for a short time, and certainly prior to 
October 18.2 Rosselli introduced Maheu to two individuals on whom 

‘The weight of the testimony indicates that Rosselli realized the CIA was behind the 
assassination attemnt at an early stage. Mahue substantially confirmed his account (Mahue, 
7/29/75, D. 111) The support chief recalled that about three weeks after the New York 
meeting, Rosselli told him, “ I 
p. 26.) 

am not kidding, I know who you work for.” (O.C.. 5/30/75, 

* Maheu recalls that be first met “Sam Gold” (Giancana) after November 1960, when he 
was staying at the Fountainebleu Hotel. (Maheu, 7/29/75, p. 17). Other evidence lndicatrn 
that the meeting took pIace earlier. When they 5rst went to Miami, Maheu and Rosselli 
staved at the Kennilworth Hotel (Mabeu, 7/29/75, pp. 15-16) ; FBI records reveal that 
Maben and Rosselli (alias J. A. Rollins) were registered at the Kennilworth from Ckto- 
her 11-30. (FBI summary, p. 10). Giancana must have been involved in the operation dur- 
ing the October period at the Kennilworth because (1) the wiretap of the apartment, 
discussed intro. was made on October 30; (2) on October 18, the FBI sent a memorandum 
to Blssell stating that Giancana had heen telling several people that be was involv&, 
in an assassination attempt against Castro. No reference is made to the CIA in tbfi 
memorandum. (See Cnfrcr, p. 79) 
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: “Sam Gold,” who would serve as a “back-up 
man” (Rosselli, 6/24/ 5, p. 15), or “key” man (Maheu, 7/29/75, 
p. 17)) and “Joe,” whom “Gold” said would serve as a courier to Cuba 
and make arrangements there. (I.G., Report p. 19) The Support 
Chief, who was using the name “Jim Olds,” said he had met “Sam” 
and “Joe” once, and then only briefly. (O.C., 5/30/75, pp. 26-29) 

The Support Chief testified that he learned the true identities of 
his associates one morning when Maheu called and asked him to 
examine the “Parade” supplement to the Miami Tim.ml An article on 
the Attorney General’s ten-most-wanted criminals list revealed that 
“Sam Gold” was Momo Salvatore Giancana, a Chicago-based gang- 
ster,2 and “Joe” was Santos Traficante, the Cosa Nostra chieftam 
in Cuba.3 (I.G., Report, 
covery to Edwards, (0. 8 

. 19) The Support Chief reported his dis- 
. 5/30/75, pp. 31, 33) but did not know 

whether Edwards reported this fact to his superiors. (O.C., 5/30/75, 
p . 32, 41) The Support Chief testified that this incident occurred 

L r “we were up to our ears in it,” a month or so after Giancana had 
Leen brought into the operation, but prior to giving the poison pills to 
Rosselli. (O.C. 5/30/75, pp. 30,44) 

Maheu recalled that it, was Giancana’s job to locate someone in 
Castro’s entourage who could accomplish the assassination. (Maheu, 
7/29/75, p. 19) and that he met almost daily with Giancana over 
a substantial period of time. (Maheu, 7/29/75, p. 18) Although Maheu 
described Giancana as playing a “key role,” (Maheu, 7/29/7’5, p. 34) 
Rosselli claimed that none of the Cubans eventually used in the oper- 
ation were acquired through Giancana’s contacts. (Rosselli, 6/24/75, 
P. 15) 
(iii) La8 Vega8 Wiretap 

In late October 1960, Maheu arranged for a Florida investigator, 
Edward DuBois, to place an electronic “bug” in a room in Las Ve as. 
(Maheu, ‘7/291/75, p. 36) 4 DuBois’ employee, Arthur J. Balletti, fi ew 
to Las Vegas and installed a tap on the phone. (Maheu, 7/29/75, p. 35) 
The Support Chief characterized the ensuing events as a “Keystone 
Comedy act.” (O.C., 5/30/75, p. 68). On October 31,1960, Balletti, be- 
lieving that the apartment would be vacant for the afternoon, left the 
wiretap equipment unattended. A maid discovered the equipment and 
notified the local sheriff, who arrested Balletti and brought him to 
the jail. Balletti called Maheu in Miami, tying “Maheu into this thing 
up to his ear.” (O.C., 5/30/75, pp. 36-37) Balletti’s bail was paid by 
Rosselli. (Rosselli, 6/24/75, p. 52) 

(1) CIA ZmvoZvement In The Wiretap.-The Committee received 
conflicting evidence on whether the Agency was consulted prior to 

IA search of supplements to all Mlaml papera during thie period did not reveal the 
article described by the Support Chief. 

p Sam Glancana was murdered in his home on June 20 1975. 
a Trafflcante made regular trips between Miami and duba on gambling syndicate business. 

(1.0.. Report, pp. 19-20) 
4 According to the Support Chief and Roseelll. Du,Bols had been requested to place what 

they characterized as a “legal” electronic bug against the wall from an adjacent apart- 
ment. Ballettf instead installed an electronic tap on the phone. (O.C., 5/30/75. pp. 67-66 : 
Maheu, 7/29/75, pp. 36-37) 
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the installation of the tap.’ The Support Chief testified that he had 
called Edwards and cleared the placement of an electronic “bug” in 
the apartment prior to the installation of the tap. (O.C., j/30/76, pp. 
G7-71) Jlaheu recalled that he had initially asked the Support Chief 
if the CIA would handle the job, and that the Chief had told him 
that: 

He would call ;\Ir. Edwards and see if they would have the capability of 
accomplishing this * * * and that subsequently he informed me that Nr. Ed- 
wards had said that they would not do it, but approved paying for it if we hired 
an independent private detective to put it on. (hiaheu, 7/29/75, p. 37) 

011 the other hand, Edwards, in a May 14, 1962 memorandum for 
the Attorney General (discussed a,t length, inf?zz, p. 131), stated that 
“At the time of the incident neither the Agency nor the undersigned 
knew of the proposed technical installation.’ 2 

The Inspector General’s Report accepted Edwards’ assertion that 
“the Agency was first unwitting and then a reluctant accessory after 
the fact,!’ but offered no further evidence to support that contention. 
(I.G. Report, p. 67) 

The Committee also received conflicting evidence concerning 
whether the tap had been placed to keep Giancana in Miami or to 
check on security leaks. The Support Chief testified that during the 
early stages of negotiations with the gambling syndicate, Maheu in- 
formed him that a girl friend of Giancana was having an affair with 
the target of the tap. Giancana wanted Maheu to bug that person’s 
room ; otherwise, Giancana threatened to fly to Las Vegas himself. 
Maheu was concerned that Giancana’s departure would disrupt the 
negotiations, and secured the Chief’s permission to arrange for a bug to 
insure Giancana’s presence and cooperation. (O.C., 5/30/75, pp. 6% 
69) Maheu substantially confirmed this account. (Maheu, 7/29/75, 
pp. 25-30) 3 

There is some evidence, however, suggesting that the CIA itself 
may have instituted the tap to determine whether Giancana was leak- 
ing information about his involvement in an assassination attempt 

1 Regardless of whether the CIA initially authorized the tap, it is apparent that the 
CIA paid for the tap. DuBois told FBI 
$1,000. (File R-505, p. 14). The Support 

a ents that Maheu had paid him a retainer of 
6. hlef confirmed that CIA ‘*indirectly” paid for 

the tap because “we paid Maheu a certain amount of money, and he just paid it out of 
what we were divine him.” 

“Q: But it was understood, or you understood. that out of the money the CIA made 
available to Maheu, DuBois would be paid for the tap? 

“A : Yes. 

ul;;t*; $.;;YColonef Edwards l l * l knew sozebody was bzing employe;in order to &corn- 

L “A : T<ai is right.” (O.C., 5/30/75, p. 69) 
2However, a memorandum by J. Edgar Hoover states that the Attorney General said 

he had been told by Edwards in 1962 that the 
Maheu in making the installation.” 

‘WA admitted that they had assisted 
(Memo from Hoover, 5/1Oi62) 

3An acquaintance of Giancana’s, Joseoh Shimon, testified that Giancana had told him 
that Giancana had asked Rosselll to request Maheu to arrange for surveillance of the 
room to determine the occupant’s relationship with Giancana’s girl friend. (Shimon. 
9/2O/i5. p. 21) Shimon stated that Giancana had told him that Giancana had paid 
Mahen $3,000 for the tap. that the CIA had not known about the tap in advance, and 
that Jlaheu subsequently decided to use his connection with the CIA operation to avoid 
prosecution for his involvement in the tap. (Shimon, g/20/75, p. 23) Maheu testified that 
he did not recall having been paid for the tap. (Maheu, g/23/75, p. 7) 
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against Castro.’ An October 18, 1960 memorandum from J. Edgar 
Hoover to Bissell, stated that “a source whose reliability has not been 
tested” reported : 

[Dluring recent conversations with several friends, Giancana stated that 
Fidel Castro was to be done away with very shortly. When doubt was expressed 
regarding this statement, Giancana reportedly assured those present that Castro’s 
assassination would occur in November. Moreover, he allegedly indicated that 
he had already met with the assassin-to-be on three occasions. * * * Giancana 
claimed that everything has been perfected for the killing of Castro, and that 
the “assassin” had arranged with a girl, not further described, to drop a “pill” in 
some drink or food of Castro’s, (Memo, Hoover to DC1 (Att : DDP) , 10/X3/60) 

Rosselli testified that Maheu had given him two explanations for 
the tap on different occasions: First, that Giancana was concerned 
that his girl friend was having an affair; and, second, that he had 
arranged the tap to determine whether Giancana had told his girl 
friend about the assassination plot., and whether she was spreading the 
story. (Rosselli, s/24/75, pp. 4748) Maheu gave the second explana- 
tion to the FBI when he was questioned about his involvement in the 
tap (Summary File by FBI), and Edwards wrote in the memoran- 
dum to the Attorney General : 

Xaheu stated that Sam Giancana thought that [Giancana’s girl friend] might 
know of the proposed operation and might pass on the information to * * * a 
friend of [Giancana’s girl friend]. (Memo Edwards to Attorney General, S/14/62) 

(2) Cmzseyuemes Of The Wiretap.-Edwards told Maheu that if he 
was “‘approached by the FBI, he could refer them to me to be briefed 
that he was engaged in an intelligence operation directed at Cuba”. 
(Memo, Edwa.rds to Attorney General, j/14/62) FBI records indicate 
that on April 18,1961, Maheu informed the FBI that the tap involved 
the CL4, and suggested that Edwards be contacted. (Memo 4/20/61) 
Edwards subsequently informed the Bureau that the CIA would 
object to Maheu’s prosecution because it might reveal sensitive infor- 
mation relating to the abortive Bay of Pigs invasion.* 

In a memo dated April ?4,. 1962, Herbert J. Miller, Assistant At- 
torney Genera!, Criminal Division, advised the Attorney General that 
the “national mterest” would preclude any prosecutions based upon 
the tap. Following a briefing of the Attorney General by the CIA, a 
decision was made not to prosecute.3 

(iv) Poison Is Prepared And Delivered to Cuba 
The Inspector General’s Report described conversations among Bis- 

sell, Edwards, and the Chief of the Technical Services Division 

1 When Rosselli talked with Giancana after the wiretap had been discovered, Giancana 
“laughed * * * I remember his expression, smoking a cigar, he almost swallowed it laugh- 
ing about it” (Rosselli, 6/24/75, p. 52). Rosselli claims that he was “perturbed” because 
“It xvas blowing everything, blowing every kind of cover that I had tried to arrange to 
keep quiet” (Rosselli, 6/24/713, p. 52). 

Rosselli said that he told Giancana that the CIA was involved in the operation “in 
order to have him keep his mouth shut” (Rosselli, 6/24/75, pp. 26-27). 

2 Details of the discussions between the CIA and FBI are described fully in@z at pp. 
125-135. 

3.\Iahen subsequently drew on his involvement with the CIA to avoid testifying before 
Senator Edward Long’s Committee investigating invasions of privacy in 1966.. According 
to the Inspector General’s Report, when Maheu learned that the Committee intended to 
call him, “he applied pressure on the Agency in a variety of ways--suggesting that pub- 
licity might expose his past sensitive work for the CIA.” (I.G. Report, pp. 73-74) Law- 
rence Houston. General Counsel for the CIA, met with Mahen and his attorney, Edward p. 
Morgan, and informed Senator Long that Maheu had been involved in CIA operations 
(Houston, 6/2/75, pp. 58-60). As a result, the Long Committee did not call lMaheu to 
testify. 



(TSD) , concerning the most effective method of poisoning Castro. 
(1-G. &port? pp. 23-33) There is some evidence that Giancana or 
Rosselli originated the idea of depositmg a poison pill m Castro’s 
&-ink to give the “asset” a chance to escape. (1.G. Report, p. 25) The 
Support Chief recalled Rosselli’s request for something “nice and 
clean, lvithout getting into any kind of out and out ambushing”, pref- 
crably a poison that would disappear without a trace. (C.C. 5/30/?5, 

, p. 116) The Inspector General’s Report cited the Support Chief as 
stating that the Agency had first considered a “gangland-style kill- 
ing” in which Castro would be gunned down. Giancana reportedly 
opposed the idea because it would be difficult to recruit someone for 
such a dangerous operation, and suggested instead the use of poison. 
(I.G. Report., p. 25) 

Edwards rejected the first batch of pills prepared by TSD because 
they lvould not dissolve in water. A second batch, containing botu- 
linum toxin, “did the job expected of them” when tested on monkeys. 
(I.G. Report, pp. 25-26; O.C. 5/30/75, p. 43) The Support, Chief 
received the pills from TSD, probably m February 1961, with assur- 
ances that theY were lethal,l and then ga.ve them to Rosselli. (O.C., 
a/30/75, p. 43) 

The record clearly establishes that the pills were given to a Cuban 
for delivery to the island some time prior to the Bay of Pigs invasion 
in mid-April 1961. There are discrepancies in the record, however, con- 
cerning whether one or two attempts were made during that period, 
and the precise date on which the passage[s] occurred. The Inspector 
General’s Report states that in late February or March 1961, Rosselli 
reported to the Support Chief that the pills had been delivered to an 
official close to Castro who may have received kickbacks from the 
gambling interests. (I.G. Report, p. 23) The Report states that the 
official returned the pills after a fern weeks, perhaps because he had 
lost his position in the Cuban Government, and thus access to Castro, 
before he received the pills. (I.G. Report, p. 28) The Report concludes 
that yet another attempt was made in April 1961, with the aid of a 
leading figure in the Cuban exile movement. 

Rosselh and the Support Chief testified that the Cuban official de- 
scribed.by the Inspector General as having made the first attempt was 
indeed involved in the assassination plot, and they ascribed his failure 
to a case of “cold feet.” (Rosselli, 6/24/75, p. 24; O.C. 5/30/75, p. 
44) Rosselli was certain, however, that only one attempt to assassinate 
Castro had been made prior to the Bay of Pigs, (Rosselli, 6/24/X5, p. 
26) and the Support Chief and Mahen did not clarifv the matter. It 
is possible then, that only one pre-Ray of Pigs attempt was made? and 
that the Cuban exile leader was the contact in the United States who 
arranged for the Cuban described in the Inspector General’s Report 
to administer the poison. 

111 any event, Rosselli told the Support Chief that Trafficante be- 
lieved a certain leading figure in the Cuban exile movement might be 
able to accomplish the assassination. ( I.CT. Report, p. 29) 2 The Inspee- 

‘Records of the TSD still extant when the LG. Report was written in 1967 indicate 
that the pills vere tested on February 10 and delivered to the Support Chief sometime 
thereafter. 

2 The Support Chief testified that he met this Cuban only once, and that after the 
meeting the Cnbnn told Rosselli : 

“Look, I don’t know [sic] like the CIA and you can’t tell me that this guy isn’t a 
CI.l 1nan.” The Support Chief recalled “I don’t know whether I showed it or what, but 
he suspected that I wasn’t what I was’represented to be.” (O.C., 5/30/75. p. 22) 
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tor General’s Report suggests that this Cuban may have been receiving 
funds from Trafficante and other racketeers interested in securing 
“gambling, prostitution, and dope monopolies” in Cuba after the over- 
throw of Castro. The Report speculated that the Cuban was interested 
in the assassination scheme as a means of financing the purchase of 
arms and communications equipment. (I.G. Report, p. 31) 

The Cuban claimed to have a contact inside a restaurant frequented 
by Castro. (Rosselli, 6/24/75, p. 21) As a prerequisite to the deal, he 
demanded cash and $1.000 worth of communications equipment. (I.G. 
Report, pp. 31, 32 ; O.C., 5/30/E, p. 23) The Support Chief recalled 
that Colonel J. C. King, head of the Western Hemisphere Division, 
gave him $50,000 in Bissell’s office to pay the Cuban if he successfully 
assassinated Castro. (O.C., 5/30/75, pp. 17-21) The Support Chief 
stated that Bissell also authorized him to give the Cuban the requested 
electronics equipment. (O.C., 5/30/75, pp. 20-24) 

Bissell testified that he did not doubt that some cash was given to 
the Support Chief, and that he was aware that the poison pills had 
been prepared. Bissell did not recall the meeting described above, 
and considered it unlikely that the Support Chief would have been 
given the money in his office. (Bissell, 6/11/75, p. 40) The Inspector 
General’s Report, relying on an Office of Security memorandum to the 
DDCI dated June 24,1966, as well as on an interview with the person 
who signed the voucher for the funds, placed the amount passed at 
$10,000. (I.G. Report, pp. 31-32) If the Inspector General’s conclu- 
sions were correct, the funds which Bissell allegedly authorized were 
probably the advance payment to the Cuban, and not the $150,000 that 
was to be paid to him after Castro’s death. 

The record does clearly reflect, however, that communications equip- 
ment was delivered to the Cuban 1 and that he was paid advance money 
to cover his expenses, probably in the amount of $10,000. (I.G. Report, 
p. 32) The money and pills were delivered at a meeting between 
Maheu, Rosselli, Trafficante, and the Cuban at the Fountainebleau 
Hotel in Miami. As Rosselli recalled, Maheu : 

* * * opened his briefcase and dumped a whole lot of money on his lap * * * 
and also came up with the capsules and he explained how they were going to be 
used. As far as I remember, they couldn’t be used in boiling soups and things like 
that, but they could be used in water or otherwise, but they couldn’t last for- 
ever. * * * It had to be done as quickly as possible. (Rosselli, 6/M/75, p. 211’ 

A different version of the delivery of the pills to the Cuban was 
given to the Committee by Joseph Shimon, a friend of Rosselli and 
Giancana who testified that he was present when the passage occurred. 
Shimon testified that he had accompanied Maheu to Miami to see the 
third Patterson-Johansson World Heavyweight Championship fight, 
which took place on March 12, 1961. (Shimon, g/20/75, pp. 6-8) 
According to Shimon, he, Giancana, Rosselli, and Maheu shared a 
suite in the Fountainebleau Hotel. During a conversation, Maheu 
stated that he had a “contract” to assassinate Castro, and had been 

‘The Supoort Chief testified that a man from the eommunlcatlons office delivered the 
communications equipment that the Cuban had requested to Miami. (O.C.. 5/30/75. 
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20) 

Mahcu recalled delivering an automobile which he had been told contained communi tions 
equipment to an empty lot. (Maheu, 7/29/75, p. 52) 

* Maheu denied that this dramatic event ever occurred. and did not recall being present 
at a meeting at which the pills were passed. (Maheu, 7/29/75, pp. 4041). Mahcu dlc: 
recall that the Support Chief showed him the pills in an envelope and told him that the 
pills would be given to a Cuban. (Maheu. 7/29/75, p. 40) 
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provided with a “liquid” by the CIA to accomplish the task. (Shimon. 
g/20/75, p. 9) 1 Shimon testified that Maheu had said the liquid was to 
be put in Castro’s food. that Castro would become ill and die after two 
or three days, and that an autopsy would not reveal what had killed 
him. (Shimon, g/20/75, pp. 9-10) 

Shimon testified t.hat the Cuban was contacted outside the Boom 
Boom Room of the Fountainebleau Hotel. Shimon said that Rosselli 
left with the Cuban, and that Maheu said, “Johnny’s goin to handle 
everything, this is Johnny’s contract.” (Shimon., 9/20/ 5, p. 11) 9 
Shimon testified that Giancana subsequently told him “I am not in it, 
and they are asking me for the names of some guys who used to work 
in casinos. * * * Maheu’s conning the hell out of the CIA.” (Shimon 
g/20/75, p. 12) 

Shimon testified that a few days later, he received a phone call 
from Maheu, who said: “* * * d d i you see the paper ? Castro’s ill. He’s 
going to be sick t,wo or three days. Wow, we got him.” (Shimon, 
9/20/‘75. p. 12) 2 

. 

Rosselli testified that he did not recall Shimon’s having been present 
when the pills were delivered to the Cuban. (Rosselli. g/22/75. p. 5) 
Maheu recalled having seen the fight with Rosselli and Giancana, but 
did not recall whether Shimon had been present, and denied that the 
poison had been delivered in the lobby of the Fountainebleau. (Mahen 
g/23/75, pp. 1415) 

The attempt met with failure. According to the Inspector General’s 
Report, Edwards believed the scheme failed because Castro stopped 
visiting the restaurant where the L‘asset” was employed. Maheu sug- 
gested an alternative reason. He, recalled being informed that after the 
pills had been delivered to Cuba, “the go signal still had to be re- 
ceived before in fact they were administered.” (Maheu, g/23/75, p. 42) 
He testified that he was informed by the Support Chief sometime after 
the operation that the Cubans had an opportunity to administer the 
pills t,o Fidel Castro and either Che Guevarra or Raul Castro, but that 
the “go signal” never came. (Maheu 7/29/75, pp. 4344, S&61) Maheu 
did not know who was responsible for giving the signal. (Maheu, 9/23/ 
75, pp. 4445) The Cuban subsequently returned the cash and the pills. 
(O.C., 5/30/‘15, pp. N-20; Memo, &born to DCI. 6/24/66) 

The date of the Cuban operation is unclear. The Inspector General’s 
Report places it in March-April 1961, prior to the Bay of Pigs. (I.G. 
Report, p. 29) Shimon’s testimony puts it around March 12. 1961. 
Bissell testified that the effort against Castro was called off after the 
Bay. of Pias, (Bissell. 6/11/75, p. 52) and Maheu testified that he had 
no involvement in the operation after the Bay of Pigs. (Maheu. 
g/23/75, p. 50) The Support Chief however, was certain that it oc- 
cured during early 1962. (O.C.. 5/30/75, pp. 4748) 

(c) Use of TJnderwAd Figures: Phase11 (Post Ba.y of Pigs) 

(i) Ch.ange in .tea&r8hip 
The Inspector General’s Report divides the gambling syndicate 

operation into Phase I, terminating wjth the Bay of pie, and Phase 

1 Maheu said that the poison. which he was shown on one occasion by the Support Chief. 
consisted of five or six gelatin capsules filled with a liquid. (Maheu, g/23/75. pp. 3&36) 
Rosselli described the poison as “capsules.” (Rosselli. V/22/75. p. 4) 

*The Committee has been unable to locate the newspaper account described by Shimon. 
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II, continuing with the transfer of the operation to William Harvey 
in late 1961.’ The distinction between a clearly demarcated Phase I and 
Phase II may be an artificial one. as there is considerable evidence that 
the operation was continuous, perhaps lying dormant for the period 
immediately following the Bay of Pigs.* 

In early 1961, Harvey was assigned the responsibility for establish- 
ing a general capability within the CIA for disabling foreign leaders, 
including assassination as a “last resort.” (Bissell. 6/9/75, p. 73 ; 
Harvey, 6/25/75, pp. 34-35) The capability was called Executive 
Action and was later included under the cryptonym ZR/RIFLE. Ex- 
ecutive Action and the evidence relating to its connection to the 
“White House’? and to whether or not it involved action as well as 
“capabilitv” is discussed extensively infra in Section (III) (c), p. 181. 

Harvev’s notes reflect that Bissell asked him to take over the 
gamblini syndicate operation from Edwards and that they discussed 
the “application of ZR/RIFLE program to Cuba” on November 16, 
1961. (I.G. Report, p. 39) Bissell confirmed that the conversation took 
place and accepted the November date as accurate. (Bissell, 7/17/75, 
pp. 12-13) He also testified that. the operation “was not reactivated, 
in other words, no instructions went out to Rosselli or to others * * * 
to renew the attempt, until after I had left the Agency in February 
1962.” (Bissell, 6/11/‘75, pp. 52-53.) Harvey agreed that his conversa- 
tion with Bissell was limited to exploring the feasibility of using the 
gambling syndicate against Castro. (Harvey, 7/11/75, p. 60) 

Richard Helms replaced Bissell as DDP in February 1962. As such, 
he was Harvey’s superior. The degree to which Helms knew about and 
participated in the assassination plot is discussed in the section of this 
Report dealing with the level to which the plots were authorized 
within the Agency. 

(ii) The Operation 1s Reactivated 

In early April 19G2, Harvey, who testified that he was acting on 
“explicit orders” from Helms, (Harvey, 7/U/75, p. 18)) requested 
Edwards to put him in touch with Rosselli. (Edwards memo, 
5/14/62) The Support Chief first introduced Harvey to Rosselli in 
Miami, where Ha,rvey told Rosselli to maintain his Cuban contacts, 
but not to deal with Maheu or Giancana, (0.C.. j/30/75, p. 50; Ros- 
selli. 6/24/75, pp. 27-30) whom he had decided were “untrustworthy” 
and “surplus.” (Harvey, 6/25/75, p. 65) The Support Chief recalled 
that initially Rosselli ‘did not trust Harvey although t.hey subse- 
quently developed a close friendship. (O.C., 5/30/75, p. 52) 

‘Harvey bad a long background in clandestine activities. At the time the ambling 
syndicate Operation ~88 moved under Harvey’s supervision. he was rerponsib e f for a 
nfmIber of important activities and soon thereafter was Relected to head of Tank Force 
W. the CIA component of the Kennedy Administration’s cover effort to oust Castro. 

* H*WW said that he took over a “going operation” from Edwards (1.0. Report, p. 42 : 
HamY, 6/25/75, p. 67) and emphasized that: “I would like to make RS clear a8 I can 
that there was no Phase 1. Phase 2 in this. This is an ongoing matter which I was 
injected into l * *. (Harvey, 6/25/75. p. 90) 

Continuity was provided by retiining the support chief as the case officer for the 
Project well into May 1962. During interviews for the Inspector General’s Report, thP 
SUPnOrt Chief recalled that there was “something going on” between the Bay of Pigs and 
HarveYs assnmption of control (LG. Report. p. 4.1). When testifying before the Corn 
mlttee. the Sunport Chief firmly recalled several trips to Miami in the fall of 1061. nni 
“rifiht up to the time I turned it over to Harvey I was in and out of Miami.” (0.C 

.5/30/75. pp. 89-90) 
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Harvey, the Support Chief and Rosselli met for a second time in 
New York on April 8-9, 1962. (I.G. Report, p. 43) A notation made 
during this time in the files of the Technical Services Division indi- 
cates that four poison pills were given to the Support Chief on April 18, 
1962. (I.G. Report., pp. 4647) The pills were passed to Harvey. who 
arrived in Miami on April 21, and found Rosselli already in touch 
with the same Cuban who had been involved in the pre-Bay of Pigs 
pill passage. (I.G. Report, p. 47) He gave the pills to Rosselli, ex- 
plaining that “these would work anywhere and at any time lvith any- 
thing.” (Rosselli, 6/24/75, p. 31) Rosselli testified that he told Harvey 
that. the Cubans intended to use the pills to assassinate Che Guevara as 
well as Fidel and Raul Castro. According to Rosselli’s testimony, 
Harvey approved of t,he targets. stating “everything is all right, what 
they want to do.” (Rosselli, 6/24/75, p. 34) 

The Cuban requested arms and equipment as a quid pro quo for 
carrying out the assassination operation. (O.C.. 5/30/75. pp. 53-54) 
With the help of t.he CIA% Miami station which ran covert opera- 
tions against Cuba ( JM/W14VE), Harvey procured explosives, deto- 
nators, rifles, handguns, radios, and boat, radar costing about $5.000. 
(I.G. Report, p. 49) Harvey and the chief of the ,JM/WAVE 
station rented a U-Haul truck under an assumed name and delivered 
the equipment to a parking lot. (Harvey, 6/25/75, p. 63) The keys 
were given to Rosselli, who watched the delivery with the Support 
Chief from across the street. (O.C., 5/30/75, pp. 92-93) The truckload 
of equipment was finally picked up by either the Cuban or Rosselli’s 
agent. (I.G. Report, pp. 49-50; Rosselli, s/24/7,5, p. 40) Harvey testi- 
fied that. the arms “could” have been for use in the assassination 
attempt, but, that they were not given to the Cuban solely for that 
purpose. (Harvey, S/11/75, p. 9) 

Rosselli kept Harvey informed of the ope.ration’s progress. Some- 
time in May 1962. he reported that the pills and guns had arrived in 
Cuba. (Harvey, p. 64; Rosselli, A/24/75, pp. 34. 42-43) On 
.June 21, he told Harvey that. the Cuban had dispatched a three-man 
team to Cuba. The Inspector General’s report described the team’s 
mission as “vaflre” and conjectured that the team would kill Ca&ro or 
recruit, others to do t.he job, using the poison pills if the opportunity 
arose. (I.G. Report. s/2/75, p. 51) 

Harvey met Rosselli in Miami on September 7 and 11, 1962. The 
Cuban was reported to be preparing to send in another t,hree-man 
tea.m to penet.rate Castro’s bodyguard. Harvey was told that the pills, 
referred to as “the medicine,” were still “safe” in Cuba. (Harvey. 
6/25/75, p. 103 ; T.G. Report 11.51) 

Harvey testified that by this time he had grave doubts about Iv-h&her 
the operation would ever take place. and told Rosselli that “there’s not 
much likelihood t,hat this is going anyplace, or that it should be con- 
tinued.” (Harvey, 6/25/75, p. 104) The second team never left for 
Cuba, c,laiminp t,hat “conditions” in Cuba mere not right. (I.G. Report, 

5l-R2) During earlv .January 1963, Harvey paid Rosselli 
g&O0 to defray the Cuban’s expenses. (LG. Repori, ~3. ,iS?). Harvey 
terminated the operation in mid-Febrttarv 1963. At a nieetinp 
with Rosselli in 110s .ingeles. it n-as agreed that Rosselli would taper 
off his communications with the Cubans. (T.G. Report. pp. 52-53) 
Rosselli testified that he simply brol-r off contact with the Cllbans. 
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However, he never informed them that the offer of $150,000 for 
Castro’s assassination had been withdrawn.1 (Rosselli. C/2&/75, p. 45) 

The agency personnel who dealt, with Rosselli attributed his motiva- 
tion to patriotism L’ and testified that lie was not paid for his services. 
L\ccording to the Support Chief, Rosselli “paid his way? he paid his 
own hotel fees, he paid his own travel. * * * A4nd he never took a 
nickel, he said, no, as long as it is for thr Government of the United 
States, this is the least I can do, because I olye it a lot.” (O.C., S/30/75, 
p. 27) 

Edwards agreed that Rosselli was ‘*never paid a cent,” (Edwards. 
5/3O/‘i6, p. 16) and Mxheu testified that ‘LGiancnna was paid nothing 
at all, not even for expenses, and that Mr. Rosselli was given a pittance 
that did not. even begin to cover his expenses.” (Mahen, T/29/75, p. 68) 
It is clear, however, that the CIA did pav Rosselli’s hotel bill during 
his stay in Mianli in October 1960.3 The <“IA’s inr-olrement with ROS- 
selli caused the Agency some difficult- during Rosselli’s subsequent 
prosecutions for fraudulent gamblin, w activities and living in the 
country under an assumed name.” 

Two plans to assassinate Castro were explored by Task Force W, 
the CIA section then concerned with covert Cuban operations. in early 
1968. Desmond Fitzgerald (now deceased), Chief of the Task Force, 
asked his assistant to determine whether an exotic seashell, rigged 
to explode, could be deposited in an area There Castro commonly went 
skin diving. (Assistant. S/18/75. p .28) The idea was explored by the 
Technical Services Division and discarded as impractical. (Helms. 
6/13/75, p. 135 ; I.G. Report, p. 77) 

A second plan involved having ,James Donovan (who was negotiat- 
ing with Castro for the release of prisoners taken during the Bay of 
Pigs operation) present Castro with a contaminated diving suit.5 
(Colby, ;i/‘al/“ia, pp. 38-39) 
- 

1 “Q : As far as those Cubans knem. then the offer which they understood from you to 
come from Wall Street was still outstanding? 

“A : I don’t know if they Ftlll think so * * * I didn’t see them after that to tell them 
that. (RosseN. G/24/7.;, p. 45)” 

ZRosselll claims that he was motivated by “honor and dedication.” (Rosseili, 6/24/75. 
,, ;n, 
“’ in’lQ43, Rosselll had been conrlrted of extorting money from motion picture producers 
to insure studios against labor strikes. and during the period of his contacts with the CIA. 
Rosselll was dwnly involved in hotel and gamhllng operations in Las Yogas. (File R-505. 
Summary of FBI Documents) It is possible that he believed cooperating with the govern- 
ment in the nssnasination oneration might sew+? him well in the future. 

3FBI reports wren1 that Rosselll’s expenses at the Kennilworth Hotel, where he was 
repistrred from October 11-30. 1960. under the name of J. A. Rollins, were paid by Maheu. 
FBI file summary p. IO) Maheu’s expenses were reimbursed by the CIA. 

4111 May 1966. the FBI threatened to deport Rosselli for living in the United States 
under an aswnwl name unless 11~ cooperated in an inI-estigxtlon of the Mafia. (Rosselll. 
whose true name is Filinpo Saco. was horn in Italy and was allewdly hronght illegal1.v into 
the lvnltwI Staten while still a child.) Rnsnelll contacted Edwards. who informed the 
FRI that Ro%wlli ranted to “keep square with the Rureaa,” hot was afraid that gangsters 
mlcht kill him for “talking.” (Memo. Osborn to FRI. 5/2i/GF) After Roswlli was 
arrwtPd for frn,lrlulent ranrblinc activities at the Friars Club in Bererly Hills in 1967. 
he reqwstPd HR~VPS. who had left the Agency. to represent him. (Memo for Record by 
Osborn. 12/11/f??) Harrey contacted the Apenc.v and suggested that it prevent the lwosecu- 
tion. COphorn Memo. nupm) Roanelli vas subwquently ronricted of rlolating I’nlted States 
interstate gambling lnvs. In 1Qil. the CL% apprwrhpd the Immigration and Sntnrallzn- 
tion Service. IWnnrtment of Justice. to “forestall public dlscloPure of Rosselll’s past 
onerntionnl activity with PI.%” that might occur if dpportntlon nrocwdings XWP brought. 
(Lrttrr. CIA to Splert Committee. 7/21,‘7.i) It n‘a.~ ~LWW~ that CIA n-ould be kept informed 
of dcwlopmrnt~ in that raw. The deportation order is present1.v being litigated in the 

x Donoran was not an’nre of the plan 
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The Inspector General’s Report dates this operation in January 
1963, when Fitzgerald replaced Harvey as Chief of Task Force IT, 
although it is unclear \vhether Harvey or Fitzgerald conceived the 
plan. (I.G. Report, p. 75) Tt is likely that the activity took place 
earlier, since Donovan had completed his negotiations by the 
middle of January 1963. Helms characterized the plan as “cockeyed.” 
(Helms, 6/13/75, p. 135) 

The Technical Services Division bought a diving suit. dusted the 
inside with a fungus that would produce a chronic skin disease (Ma- 
dura foot), and contaminated the breathing apparatus with a 
tubercule bacillus. The Inspector General’s Report states that the plan 
was abandoned because Donovan gave Castro a different diving suit on 
his own initiative. (I.G., Report, p. 75’) Helms testified that, the diving 
suit, never left the laboratory. (Helms. 6/13/‘i5 p. 135) 

(e) AM/LA&H 

(i) Origin of the Project 

In early 1961,~ CIA official met with a highly-placed Cuban official 
to determine if the Cuban would cooperate in efforts ‘against the 
Castro regime. (LG. Report, p. $8) The Cuban was referred to by 
the cryptonym AM/LASH.’ The meeting was inconclusive, but led to 
subsequent meetings at which AM/LASH agreed to cooperate with the 
CIA. 

The. CIA regarded AM/LASH as an important “asset” inside 
Cuba. As #a high-ranking leader who enjoyed ‘the confidence of Fidel 
Castro, AM/LASH could keep the CIA informed of the internal 
workings of the regime. (Case Officer 2,8/l/75, pp. 23,40) It was also 
believed that he might play a part in fomenting a coup within Cuba. 
(Case Officer 2,8/l/75, p. 

From the first contact AM/LASH until the latter part of 
1963, it was uncertain whether he would defect or rem’ain in Cuba. 
His initial requests to the CIA and FBI for aid in defecting were re- 
buffed. (I.G. Report, pp. 80> 82-83) M7hen Case Officer 1 joined the 
operation in dune 1962, his assignment was to ensure that AM/LASH 
would “stay in place and report to us.” (Case Officer 1,8/11/T& p. 38) 
-4t a meet)ing in the fall of 1963. AM/LASH 1 stated that 
he would remain in Cuba if he “could do something really significant 
for the creation of a new Cuba” and expressed a desire to plan the 
“execution” of Fidel Castro. (Case Officer 1 Contact Report) The 
subject of assassinating Castro was again discussed by A&I/LASH 
and the case officer at another meeting a few days Icater. The ease 
officer’s contact, report states th’at assassination was raised in dis- 
cussing hM/LASH’s role in Cuba, and that AM/LASH was visibly 
upset. “It was not the act that he objected to, but merely the choice of 

l The Committee has taken the testimony of the two case offleers Involved ln the 
AM/LASH project. Case officer 1 dealt with AM/LASH through September 1963; CRS~ 
05Cer 2 continued until mid-1966. (Case OWcer 2, S/l/75. p. 11) The Committee has 
agreed not to divulge their names a8 they are still in active service with the Agency. 

*AM/LASH was the major “asset” in the AM/LASH operation. During this period the 
CIA also sponsored a separate operation to “penetrate the Cuban military to encourage 
either defections or an attempt to produce information from dlssldent8. or perhaps 
even to forming a group which would he capable of replacing the then present govern. 
merit in Cuba. (Case Officer 1. S/11/75, pp. 18, 22) The case officers for AM/LASH wer, 
also involved in this second related program. 
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the word used to describe it. bEliminate’ was acceptable.” (Case Oflicrr 
1, Contact Report) 

Each case offices- testified that he did not ask AM/LASH to assassi- 
nate Castro. The record clearly reveals. however, that both officers 
were aware of his desire to take such action. ,4 cable to Heatlquartc~~~ 
reporting on a l!M meeting with AM/LASH stated : 

I-Inre no intcntioli giyr MI/I,~\SH physical elinlinntion nlission as reqnirernent 
but recognize this something he could or Inight try to carry out on his own 
initiiltivv.’ 

At a meeting late in the fall of l!XIl, A?tI/LA4SH again raisetl the 
possibilitv of defecting. but indicated that he would be willing 
to continilc working against the (‘astro Reginie if he received fir111 
~lssu~x~lces of ,~nifricaJJ support. hccortliitp to Case Oficer 2? AM/ 
LASH requested niilital;y supplies, a device with which to protect 
himself if his l)lots agamst (‘astro were cliscorn~etl. and ii meeting 
with ;Yttorncy Gcnernl Robert Kennedy. (Case Ofliccr 2. 8/l/75, pp. 
48-M) 

Desnlontl Fitzgerald, Chief of the Special Affairs Staff,’ agreed to 
meet AM/L~\SH and give him the assurances he sought. The Inspec- 
tor General’s Rep0i.t states that Fitzgeraltl consulted with the I)DP. _ 
Helms, who agreed that Fitzgerald shoulcl hold himself out as a 
personal representative of Sttorney General Kennedy. (I.G. Report, 
p. 89) s 

1ielnJs testified that he did not recall t.he cofiversation with Fitz- 
gerald. He also said that, he had not consulted the Attorney General 
ant1 speculated that his reason for not having done so might have been 
because “this w-as so central to the whole theme of what we had been 
trying to do * * * (find someone inside Cuba who might head a gov- 
ernment a~ld have a gro~Ip to replace Castro). This is obviously what 
we, had been pushing: what, everybody had been pushing for us to try 
to do. and it is in t.hat contest that. I would have made some remark 
like this.” (Helms, 6/M/75. p. 11’7) 

Helms recalled that he told Fitzgerald to “go ahead and say that 
from the standpoint of political support, the United St.ates govern- 
ment will be behind you if you are successful. This had nothing to do 
with killings. This had only to do with the political action part of it.” 
(Helms, 6/18/‘i5, p. 131) 

Fitzgerald met, AW/LASH in late fall 1963 a~~1 promised him 
that. the. I’nitetl States would support a coup against Castro. (Case 

l Case Officer 1 testified that AN/LASH discussed “eliminating” Castro, although he 
attrihutrd such rrmarks to AM/L.1XH’s “mercurial” nature, and stated that no specific 
plans for assassinations KP~C ever discussed. (Case Ofiicrr 1, s/11/75, J,Jl. X41. 62) 
The Case Offic~~r who took owr the AM/LASH project in Sel)temher 1963 recalletl being 
briefed hy Care Oftiwr 1 011 .\JI/LASII’s belief that Castro‘s assassination was a necessary first stplj ill ;, ~011~1 II1mum l3GX _I._ ‘1 011 /?Z *x *>OI 

)‘. IL”“’ \,llllr, - ,  “ , I ,  I O .  1 , .  iLlI 

/L.\SH Casr Offirer dearribed the contest in which AX/LASH generally 
f assassination : 

recognize that AM/LASH was a rather temperamental man whose tem- 
Iwrament was of a mercurial nature and whereas he may have said something like this in one 
fit of piqnr. he wouJd settle down and talk about organizing a regular military COWI in the 
nest breath.” (Case Officer 2, 8/l/73, p. 29) 

2 TIIP Special Affairs Staff (S.\S) was the name giren to Task Force ‘8 in early 1963 
wht~~l E’itzgerald reIdaced Harr~y as head of the covert Cuban operations. The AM/LASH 
Cane Oficers reI)orted directly +n m+lanmlrl 

3 The contact plan for th; _ &~~~?Ja‘;;;b%inz stated : “Fitzgerald will reDresent self as 

cific Irurpo& meeting AM/LASH and giving him assurances of full ‘supp& v&i a chaxige 
of the present government in Cuba.” 
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05cer 2, 8/l/75, p. 60) 1 When later interviewed for the Inspector 
General’s Report, Fitzgerald recalled that AM/LASH repeatedly re- 
quested an assassination weapon, particularly a “high-powered ripe 
with telescopic sights that could be used t.o kill Castro from a dls- 
tance.” Fitzgerald stated that he told AM/LASH that the United 
St,ates would have “no part of an attempt on Castro’s life.” (I.G. Re- 
port, p. 90) Case Officer 2 recalled that AM/LSSH raised the pros- 
pect of assassinat.ing Castro, but did not propose an explicit plan. 
(Case Officer 2, 8/l/75, pp. 62, 85) ,QM/LASH was, however, “con- 

vinced that Castro had to be removed from power before a coup could 
be undertaken in Cuba.” (Case Officer 2, B/1/75, p. 61) 

AM/LASH also requested high-powered rifles and grenades. (Case 
Officer 2, 8/l/75, p. 77) A memorandum by Case Officer 2 states : 

C/SAS [Fitzgerald] approred telling AM/LASH he would be given a cache 
inside Cuba. Cache could, if he requested it, include * * * high-powered rifles 
with scopes * l *. 

AM/LASH was told on November 22, 1963 that the cache would be 
dropped in Cuba. (Case Officer 2,8/l/75, p. 92) 

(ii) The Poison Pelt Device 
Another device offered to AM/LASH was a ball-point pen rigged 

with a hypodermic needle. (Case 05cer 2. 8/l/75, p. 110) The needle 
was designed to be so fine that the victim would not notice its insertion. 
Case Officer 2, 8J1/75, p. 103) 

According to the Inspector General’s Repo3:t, when Case 05cer 2 
was interviewed in 1967, he stated that AM/LASH had requested the 
Agency to “devise some technical means of doing the job that would 
not automatically cause him to lose his own life in the try.” (I.G. Re- 
port, p. 92) 

The Report concluded that: “although none of the participants so 
stated, it may be inferred that they were seeking a means of assassina- 
t.ion of a sort that AM/LASH might reasonably have been expected 
to have devised himself.” (I.G. Report, p. 92) 

Fitzgerald’s assistant told the Committee that the pen was intended 
to show “bona fides’! and “the orders: were to do something to get rid 
of Castro * * * and we thought this other met.hod might work whereas 
a rifle wouldn’t.” (Assista.nt, g/18/75, p. 26) 

Helms confirmed that the pen was manufactured “to take care of 
a request from him that he have some device for getting rid of Castro, 
for killing him, murdering him, whatever the case may be.” (Helms, 
6/13/75, .113) 

“* * * P t] his was a temporizing gesture.” (Helms, 6/11/75, p. 133) 2 

1 Case 0503 2 was present at the me&in . He did not recall whether Robert Kennedy’s 
name was used. (Case 05cer 2. S/1/75, p. 60 f 

2 In his testimony before the Committee, Case Officer 2 offered a conflicting story. He 
said that the purpose of the pen was “to provide AM/LASH with a device which would 
serve him to protect him in case he was confronted with and charged with being ln- 
valved in a military coup against Castro.” (Case 05cer 2, S/1/75, p. 107) 
According to the case officer, AM/LASH had requested an “esoteric device” which could 
easily be concealed which he could use in self-defense. (‘Case 05~3 2, S/1/75, PP. 
98-99) The device was not intended for offensive use against any person, but was 
rather “a kind of psychological crutch . . . to help him think that we were interested 
in his own protection, his own security. (Case 05cer 2. 8/l/75, pp. 104-105) This 
version is wholly inconsistent with documents in the CIA files, some of which were 
written by the AM/LASH case officer, which establish that AM/LASH intended to 
kill Castro, and that the CIA knew his desire and endeavored to supply the nleUE 
that he needed. These documents are set forth in the following text. 
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On November 22, 1963. Fitzgerald and the case officer met with 
AM/LASH and offered him the poison pen, recommending that he use 
Blackleaf-40, a deadly poison which is commercially available. (Case 
Officer 2, 8/l/75, p. 112) The Inspector General’s Report noted that 
“it is likely that at the very moment President Kennedy was shot, a 
CIA officer was meeting with a Cuban agent * * * and giving him an 
assassination device for use against Castro.” (I.G. Report, p. 94) 

The case officer later recalled that AM/LASH did not “think much 
of the device,” and complained that CIA could surely “come up with 
something more sophisticated than that,.” (I.G. Report, p. 93a). 

The case officer recalled offering the pen to AM/LASH, but could 
not remember whet,her AM/LASH t.hrew it away then or toOk it with 
him. (Case Officer 2, 8/l/75, pp. 105, 110) He did recall that AM/ 
LASH sa.id he would not. take the pen back to Cuba, but did not 
know what AM/LASH in fact did with the pen. (Case Officer 2, 
8/l/75, pp. 110-111) 

An ent,ry in the CIA ,4M/L,4SH files written in 1965 states: 
Although Fitzgerald and the case officer assured AM/LASH on November 22, 

1963 that CIA would give him everything he needed (telescopic sight, silencer, all 
the money he wanted) the situation changed when the case oflicer and F’iitsgemld 
left the meeting to discover that President Kennedy had been assassinated. Be- 
cause of this fact, plans with AM/LASH changed and it was decided that we 
could have no part in the assassination of a iovernment -leader (including 
Castro) and would not aid AM/LASH in this attempt * * *. AM/LASH was not 
informed of (this decision) until he was seen by the &se ofTicer in November, 
1964. 

In fact, however, assassination efforts involving AM/LASH cun- 
tinued into 1965. 

(iii) Providing AM/LASH with Awns 
CIA cables indicate that one cache of arms for AM/LASH was de- 

livered in Cuba in March 1964 and another in June. An entry in the 
AM/LASH file for May 5., 1964 states that the case officer requested 
the Technical Services Division to produce, on a “crash basis,” a 
silencer which would fit an PAL rifle. The contact report of a meeting 
between the case oficer and a confidante of AM/LASH states that 
AM/LASH was subsequently informed that it was not feasible to 
make a silencer for an PAL rifle. 

Toward the latter part of 1964, AM/LASH became more insistent 
that the assassination of the Cuban leadership was a necessary initial 
step in a successful coup. (Case Officer 2, 8/l/75, pp. 129-133) A 
memorandum written in the fall of 1964 stated : 

AM/LASH was told and fully understands that the United States Govern- 
ment Cannot ;&come involved to any degree in the “first step” of his plan. If he 
needs support, he realizes he will have to get it elsewhere. FYI: This is where 
B-l could fit in nicely in giving any support he would request. 

Documents in the AM/LASH file establish that in early 1965, t,he 
CIA put AM/LASH in contact with B-1, the leader of an anti-&&o 
group. As the Case Officer explained to the Inspector General: 

* * * What had happened was that SAS had contrived to put B-l and AM/ 
LASH together in such a way that neither of them knew that the contact had 
been engineered by CIA. The thought was that B-l needed a man inside and 
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AM/LASH wanted a silenced weapon, which CIA was unwilling to furnish to 
him directly. By putting the two together, R-l might get its man inside Cuba 
and AM/LASH might get his silenced weapon-from B-l. (LG., Report p. 101) 

A report of a meeting between a case officer and B-l states that B-l. 
in his initial cont,acts with BM/LASH, discussed plans for assassinat- 
ing Castro. AM/LASH suggested that guerrilla raids against Cuba 
should be stepped up one month before the “attempt on Fidel Castro” 
to “prepare the public and raise the morale and resistance spirit of the 
people.” B-l reported that. : 

AM/LASH believed that the only solution to the problems in Cuba would be 
to get rid of Fidel Castro. He is able either to shoot him with a silencer or 
nlace a bomb in some date where Fidel will be. He might use. for example, tl 
small bomb, that he can carry and place, or with his group attack the residence 
where Fidel lives * * * B-l is going to provide AM/LASH with escape routes and 
places where B-l is able to pick him up. He will memorize these points and 
escape routes * * * Next, B-l is to provide AM/LASH either a silencer for a FAL 
or a rifle with a silencer. 

A CIA document dated January 3,1965 states that B-l, in a lengthy 
irlte.rview wit.h a case officer, said that he and AM/LASH had reached 
firm agreement on the following points : 

1. B-l is to provide AM/LASH with a silencer for the FAL: if this is im- 
possible, B-l is to cache in a designated location a ride with a scope and silencer 
plus several bombs, concealed either in a suitcase, a lamp or some other conceal- 
ment device which he would be able to carry. and date next to Fidel Castro. 

2. B-l is to provide AM/LASH with e&ape routes controlled by B-l and 
not by the Americans. The lack of confidence built up by the Bay of Pigs looms 
large. 

3. B-l is to ,prepare one of the mestern provinces, either I’inar de1 Rio or 
Havana, with arms caches and a clandestine underground mechanism. This 
would be a fall back position and a safe area where men and weapons are arail- 
able to the group. 

4. B-l is to be in Cuba one week before the elimination of Fidel, but no 
one. including AM/LASH. will know B-l’s location. 

5. B-l is to arrange for recognition by at least fire Latin American countries 
as soon as Fidel is neutralized and a junta is formed. This junta will be estab- 
lished even though Raul Castro and Che Guevara mar stili be alive and mav 
still be in control-of part of the country. This is the reason AM/LASH requesteh 
that B-l be able to establish some control over one of the provinces so that the 
junta can ‘be formed in that location. 

6. One month to the day before the neutralization of Fidel, B-l will increase 
the number of commando attacks to a maximum in order to raise the spirit and 
morale of the people inside Cuba. In all communiques, in all radio messages, 
in all propaganda put out by B-l he must relate that the raid was possible 
thanks to the information received from clandestine sources inside Cuba and 
from the clandestine underground apparatus directed by “I”‘. This will be 
AM/LASH’s war name. 

A CIA cable dated in early 1965 stated that, B-l had given SM/ 
LASH a silencer and that L4M/LhSH had “small, highly concen- 
trated explosives.” Shortly afterwards, a CIA stat,ion cabled that 
AM/LASH would soon receive “one pistol with silencer and one FAL 
rifle with a silencer from B-l’s secretary.” A subsequent cable re- 
ported that “B-l had three packages of special items made up by his 
technical people and delivered to AM/LASH.” (I.G., Report p. 103) 

In June 1965, CT-4 termina.ted all contact with AM/LASH and 
his associates for reasons related to security. (LG., Report pp. 
10&105) 



2. AT WHAT LEVEL WERE THE CASTRO PLOTS KNOWN ABOUT OR AUTHORIZED 

WITHIN THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY? 

(a) The Question Presented 

-4s explained in the preceding section, Richard Bissell clearly 
authorized the two attempts to assassinate Cuban leaders t.hat OC- 

curred during his tenure as Deputy Director of Plans--the incident 
involving a Cuban in contact with Raul Castro and the attempt in- 
volving underworld figures that took place prior to the Bay of Pigs. 
It is also clear that Bissell’s successor, Richard Helms, authorized 
and was aware of the attempt on Castro’s life involving underworld 
figures that took place the year following the Bay of Pigs, although 
the degree of Helms’ participation in the details of the plot is not 
certai1i.l 

ITelms also authorized and was aware of the AM/LASH operation, 
although it is not certain that he, knew that AM/LBSH intended to 
assassinate Castro.” The evidence indicates that the exploding sea- 
shell and diving suit schemes were abandoned at the laboratory stage 
and that no authorization was sought for their development or even- 
tual use. 

This section deals with whether the Director of Central Intelligence? 
Allen Dulles, and his successor, John McCone, authorized or were 
aware of the assassination plots. Dulles served as DC1 from 1953 to 
November 1961. &Cone was DC1 from November 1961 to April 1965.3 
General Charles Cabell served as Deputy Director of Central Intelli- 
gence under Dulles and continued into the early mont.hs of McCone’s 
term. He was replaced as DDCI in ,Qpril 1962 by General Marshall 
Carter. 

In summary, the evidence relating to Dulles and McCone (and their 
respective Deputy DC&) is as follows : 

(i) nuZZes.-Bissell and Edwards testified that they were certain 
that both Dulles and his Deputy General Cabell were aware of and 
authorized the initial phase of the assassination ploi involving under- 
world figures. They acknowledged, however, that Dulles and Cabell 
were not told about the plot until after the underworld figures had 
been contacted. The words said to have been used to brief the Director 
and his Deputy-“an intelligence operation”--do not convey on their 

n William Harvey testified that he kept Helms informed of the operation involving the 
ondwworld at all stages. (Harvey. 6/!25/75, pp. 65-66) When interviewed for the Inspec- 
tor General’s Report, Harvey said that he briefed Helms on his first meeting with Rosselli, 
and “thereafter he regularly briefed Helms on the status of the Castro operation.” (I.G. 
Rrport. p. 41). 

Helms recollection was less certain. Helms did recall that he was briefed by Harvey 
when Harvey first contacted Rosselli in April 1962. He remembered that he “reluctantly” 
had apl~rnvrd the operation, but that he had 110 confidence that it would succeed. (Helms, 
7/17/7*x p. 23) 

When asked if he authorized sending the poison pills to Florida, Helms testified : 
“I hrlirrr they were poison pills. and I don’t recall necwsarilr approving them, but 

rime Harvey alleges to hare them and sass that he took them to Miami, I must hare 
authorized them in some fashion.” (Helms. 6/13/75. p. 44) 

Helms con5rmed that Harvey was “reporting quite regularly what was going on. Whether 
he reported everything or not, I do not know.” It was Helms’ expectation that Harvey 
would hare reported to him a matter such as the pills. (Helms, 6/13/75, p. 105) However. 
Helms also testified : 

“You saw the I.G. Report says that I was kept currently informed. Maybe I was and 
marbe I wasn’t, and today I don’t remember it. as I have said. But I do not recall ever 
having been conrinced that any attempt was really made on Castro’s life.“(Helms. 7/18/75, 
p. :32) 

3 Whether Helms was aware of AMLASH’!: intention specifically to assassinate CaStTO. as 
opl~osed to AJI/LARII’s potential for leading a coup against Castro, is discussed infrn. 
,,p. 174-17.x 

2 Bissrll served as DDP from January 1. 1959. to February 17. 1962. (President Km- 
nedy decided to replace Dulles and Hissell hecause of the failure of the Bay of Pigs (Bls- 

6/9/75. pp. 6-S)] Helms. who had heen Bissell’s Deputy. succeeded B&sell in 
$kr,lary 1962 as DDP. He was appointed DDCI in April 1965. and DC1 in June 1966. 
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face that the plot involved assassination, although Bissell and Ed- 
wards insist that the real meaning must have been understood. Certain 
other evidence before the Committee suggests that, Dulles and Cabell 
did know about t,he assassination plots; other evidence suggests that 
they did not. (See subsection (b) below.) 

(ii) McCone.-McCone testified that he did not know about or 
authorize the plots. Helms. BisseIl and Harvey all testified that they 
did not know whether McCone knew of the assassination plots. Each 
said, however, that he did not tell M&one of t,he assassination efforts 
either when M&one assumed the position of DC1 in November 1961 
or at any time thereafter until August 1963, when Helms gave McCone 
a memorandum from which McCone concluded that the operation 
wit.h underworld figures prior to the Bay of Pigs had involved 
assassination. The Inspector General3 Report states that Harvey re- 
ceived Helms’ approval not to brief M&one when the assassination 
efforts were resumed in 1962. Harvey testified this accorded with his 
recollection. On other occasions when it would have been appropriate 
to do so, Helms and Harvey did not tell M&one about assassination 
activity. Helms did not recall any agreement not to brief McCone, 
but he did not question the position taken by Harvey or the Inspector 
General’s Report. HeIms did say that M&one never toId him not 
to assassinate Cast.ro. (These matteIs, as well as the various reasons 
put forward by Harvey and Helms for not briefing McCone, are set 
forth in Section (c) below.) 

(6) Did Allen Dulles Enow of~m~;;thomke the Zrktial Plots Against 
.I 

Both Allen Dulles and General Cabell are deceased. The Commit- 
tee’s investigation of this question relied on the available documents 
and the testimony of those who served under Dulles and Cabell who 
are still living.” 

(i) Dulles’ Appmval of J. C. King’s December 195.9 Memnrrain- 
&+%-On December 11, 1959, J. C. King, head of CIA’s Western 
Hemisphere Division, wrote a memorandum to Dulles observing that 
a “far left” dictatorship now existed in Cuba which, “if” permitted 
to stand, will encourage similar actions against U.S. holdin.@ in other 
Latin American countries. 

One of King’s four “Recommended Actions” was : 

Thorough consideration be given to the elimination of Fidel Castro. None 
of those close of Fidel, such as his brother Raul or his companion Che Guevara, 
have the same mesmeric appeal to the masses. Many informed people believe 
that the disappearance of Fidel would greatly accelerate the fall of the present 
Government. 

A handwritten note indicates that Dulles, with Bissell’s concur- 
rence, approved the recommendations.3 . 

1 This evidence Mates to the aborted incident in July 1960 and what the Inspector 
General’s Report referred to as the initial phase of the assassination effort involving the 
underworld. With respect to the “schemes” prior to that operation, the I. G. Report 
concluded it could “find no evidence that any of the schemes were approved at any level 
higher than division. if that.” (I. G. Report, p. 10) 

“The Inspector General questioned neither Dulles nor Cabell in preparing his Report 
in 1967, although both were then alive. 

3The Committee received this document on November 15, 1975, after printing of this 
Report had begun. As a consequence, there was no opportunity to question either King 
or Bissrll concerning the meaning of “elimination”. 
to Castro’s “elimination”, 

what consideration was in fact given 
and whether any planning resulting from this document in fact 

led to the acizxl plots. In this regard it should be noted that Bissell had a “dim recollec- 
tion” of a conversation prior to early autumn or late summer 1960 with King (the author 
of the above memorandum) concerning a “capability to eliminate Castro if such action 
should be decided upon”. (Bissell, 6/S/75, p. 19) See p. 74. 
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(ii) Ottllex Jutcuaty l/)60 Stcrte?ne,lt to the Syecial Gnmp.-On Jan- 

uary 13, 1WO. ,\llen Dulles, in what. was apparently the first, Special 
(+l’oul) discussion of a covert program to overthrow Castro, emphasized 
tllat “;I quick elimination of Castro” was not. contemplated by the CL4. 
(S~~~~~~ial (+roup JIinutcs, 1/13/N)) -1 ccording to the minutes, Dulles 
first, “noted thtb lwssibility that. over the long run the T.S. will not be 
able to tolerate the Castro repinle in Cuba, and suggested that covert 
contingency planning to accomplish the fall of t,he Castro govern- 
ment might 1~ in order.” Then in response to the State Department 
I,~~l”.‘~seiitxti\c’s comment that “timing was very important so as to 
lwrmit a solidly bawl opposit,ion to tnke over,” Dulles “* * * cmpha- 
sizetl that we do not have in mind a quick elimination of Castro, but 
rather actions tlesignetl to enable responsible opposition leaders to get 
a footholtl.” 

(iz?). Xeetinggs in Ma.&, 1960.--,4ccording to a memorandum of a 
meeting on March $1, 1960, d. C. King, Chief of CLi’s Western Hemi- 
sphere Division, told the Task Force which was in charge of Cuban 
operations : 

That the DC1 is presenting a special policy paper to the NSC 5412 representa- 
tires. He mentioned growing evidence that certain of the “Heads” in the Castro 
government have been pushing for an attack on the U.S. Navy installation at 
(~u:mtanamo Bay and said that an attack on the installation is in fact, possible. 

3. Vol. King stated * * * that unless Fidel and Raul Castro and Che Gucwara 
conld he eliminated in one package-which is highly unlikely-tb!is operation can 
bc a long, drawn-out affair and the present government mill only be overthrown 
by the use of force.” [Memo for the Record, March 9, 1960. (Emphasis added.) I 

A1 lengthy meeting of the Kntional Security Council on t,he follow- 
ing day involved a discussion of Smerican policy to “bring another 
government to power in Cuba. ‘) The minutes of t,hat meeting report 
that: 

Admiral Burke thought we needed a Cuban leader around whom anti-Castro 
elements could rally. Mr. Dulles said some anti-Castro leaders existed, but they 
are not in Cuba at present. The President said me might have another Black 
Hole of Calcutta in Cuba, and he wondered what we could do about such a 
situation * * * 3lr. Dullcv reported that a plan to effect the situation in Cuba 
was being worked on. Admiral Rurke suggcsfed that any plan for the removal of 
Cuban lrndcra shoftld bc a package deal, since many of the leaders around Castro 
wcw (‘?:f’tl worst than Castro. (Id., 9) (Emphasis added.) 

On March 14, Dulles and J. C. King attended a Special Group meet- 
ing at the White House. The minutes state that: 

There was a general discussion as to what would be the effect on the Cuban 
scene if Fidel and Raul (‘ustro u~tl Chc Guevara shozcld disappear simultaneously. 
Admiral Burke said that the only organized group within Cuba today mere the 
C’ommunists and tliere was therefore the danger that they might move into con- 
trol. Mr. Dullrs felt this might not be disadvantageous because it would facilitate 
a multilateral action by OA%R. Cal. King said there were few leaders capable of 
taking over so far identified. [Memo for the Record, March 15, 1960 (Emphasis 
added. ) J 

Participants in these Xational Security Council ancl Special Group 
mrv.+ings testified that assassination was neither discussed nor con- 
sidrrctl. That testimony and details concerning the context of t,hose 
nlretings is set forth fully in the section dealing with whether Presi- 
tlent, 1I:isenhowcr was aware of the plots against, Castro. 

(it?) Xewission uf A1ccicler~t Plot i?~, J1/7y 1.%0.-As discussed above 
(pp. 72-73). in ,July 1960, Bissell ‘s assistant, Tracy Barnes, approved 

sending :I cablr to (‘1,1’s Ila\-ana station statilig that “l)ossible I’C- 
rno\-al of toI) three leaders receiving serious consideration at Hratl- 
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qua.rters,” and giving instructions to carry out a plan to kill Raul 
Castro. J. C. King was the authenticating officer on the cable. A few 
hours later a second cable, hearing only Barnes’ signature, rescinded 
the first. 

King told the Committee that he remembered nothing of this event, 
and Barnes is deceased. Bissell test.ified that he did not remember the 
incident and that he did not know whether Dulles had known about 
the cable. (Bissell, 9/10/75, p. 74) When asked why the cable might 
have been rescinded, Bissell speculated that 

It may well have embodied a judgment, on Dulles’ part that this effort con- 
cerning Raul Castro was altogether too risky, and technically not sufficiently 
likely of success (Bissell, g/10/75, p. 76) 

He speculated further that, Headquarters might have been considering 
the elimination of all t.hree Cuban leaders, and that the cable author- 
izing the assassination of Raul was rescinded because it, fell short of 
that broader objective. (B&sell, 9/10/75, pp. 76-77) 

The Executive Officer to the Chief of the Cuba covert action project 
sent the cables and testified that he had “heard” tha.t Dulles had 
countermanded the plan and had indicated that L‘assassination was not 
to be considered.” ((Duty Officer, 8/11/75, p. 29) 1 

The oficer added, however, that he had no personal knowledge of 
the reason for calling off the plan, or even if Dulles had heen the one 
who called it off. He further testified that: 

[Dulles] indicated that assassination was not to be considered * * * This would 
he conforming with what I had understood the general practice was. (Duty 
Officer, S/11/75, pp. 29-30) 

on Use of Underworld Figures in Xeptem- 

Was Told.-B&sell recalled 

the plan to assassinate Castro. (Bissell, 6/g/75, p. 20) Bissell testified 
that ‘%olonel Edwards outlined in somewhat circumlocutious terms 
t,he plan that he had discussed with syndicate representatives.” (Bis- 
sell, 6/g/75, p. 22) He stated that Edwards had said : 

1 The countermanding cable to the Havana station, which was “Operational Immedlnte ” 
was Rent the morning after the cable of the previous night. The o&er who sent that cable 
testlfled : 

“* l l I saw the cable and was told that, to the best of my knowledge, my memory is 
that the Director [Dulles]. not the Deputy Director [Blssell] * * l had countermanded 
the cable nod had directed that-had indicated that assassination was not to be coo. 
sidered.” (Duty Officer. 8/11/75, p. 29) 

The ofacer stated that he did not talk to either Dulles or B&sell about the counter- 
manding cable, but that he did see the cable and in all likelihood heard of the reason for 
Dulles’ reaction in discussions the same morning with his superior, the Chief of the Cuba 
project. (Duty Officer, S/11/75, pp. 30-32) 
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That rontact had been made with [the underworld], that a Plan had been 
prepared for their use, and I think he either said in as mwnF words or strongly 
inferred that the plan would be put into effect unless at that time or subsewentlg 
he was told by Mr. Dulles that it should not be.” (Blsfiell. 6/9/75, Is. 22)l 

The (‘I~\‘s lWi Inslxctor (seneral’s Report,. based on interviews 
\vith ~:tt\\-ards and BisselI, said L)nlles and Cabell were bGfed as 
fOllO\TS : 

The discussion was circumspect. Edwards deliberately avoided ‘the use of any 
“bad words.” The descriptive term used was “an intelligence OperatiOn." Ed- 
wards is quite sure that the DC1 and the DDCI clearly understood the nature of 
the operation he was discussing. He recalls describing the channel as being 
“from A to B to C.” As he then envisioned it, h was Maheu, B was Rosselli, and 
C was the principal in Cuba. Edwards recalls that Mr. Dulles merely nodded, 
Presumably in understanding and approval. Certainly there was no OpPosltlon. 
Edwards states that, while there was no formal approval as such, he felt that 
he clearly had tacit approval to use his own judgment. (I.G. Report, PD. 17-18) 

Bissell testified tliat tile description sounded “highly plausible.” 
(Bissell, 6/O/‘iS, p. 24) Edwards said it. was “accurate.” (Edwards, 

In light of the manner in which Bissell and Edwards described brief- 
ing I>nlles. the question arises as to whether Dulles in fact would have 
mlderstood that the operation involved assassination. The Inspector 
General, in attempting to “conjecture as to just what the Director did 
approve, ” decided : 

It is safe to conclude, given the men participating and the general subject of 
the meeting, that there was little likelihood of misunderstanding+ven though \ 
the details were deliberately blurred and the specific intended result was never 
stated to unmistakable language. It is also reasonable to conclude that the 
pointed avoidance of “bad words” emphasized to the participants the extreme 
sensitivity of the operation. (I.G. Report, p. 18) 

Bissell testified t.hat.: 

I can only say that I am quite sure I came away from that meeting-and there 
was, I think subsequent occasions when this came up between Mr. Dulles and 
myself, and I am quite convinced that he knew the nature of the operation. 

Q. What were the subsequent conversations you had with Mr. Dulles in which 
you concluded that he knew that this was an assassination effort? 

BISSELL * * * it’s really a guess on my part that such conversations oc- 
curred * ; * I do believe they did occur in that during the entire autumn I 
suppose I must have spoken to Mr. Dulles practically daily about some aspect of 
the whole Cuban operation and I am virtually certain that he would in one or 
another of those conversations and probably more than once have asked if 
there was anything to report about the Sheffield Edwards’ operation. He also 
InaY have been in direct contact with Edwards at that time. (Bissell, 6/g/75, 
pp. 24-25 ) 

When asked by the Chairman why, in this context, persons within 
the Agency talked “in riddles to one another,‘? Bissell replied that: 

* * * I think there was a reluctance to spread even on an oral rerord some 
aspects of this operation. 

CHAIRMAX. Did the reluctance spring from the fact that it simply grated 
against Sour conscience to have to speak more explicitly? 

BIssELL. I don’t think it grated against my conscience. I think it may have been 
a feeling that the Director preferred the use of the sort of language that is de- 
scribed in the Inswctor General’s Report. (Bissell, 6/9/75, p. 23) 

1 Bissell testified that he was relying on the dating provided in the Inspector General’s 
Report, but that his statements concerning what was said at the meeting were based 011 
his Ilnaidrd recollection. (Bissell. G/9/75, pp. 20-22) 
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Bissell, in a subsequent appearance before the Committee, again 
addressed the issue of whether he and Edwards had made it clear to 
Dulles that what was involved was an assassination operation: 

I thought I made clear that it was my impression-and I believe the impression 
incidentally that I thought was confirmed in the [I.G. Report]-that in discuss- 
ing this with Dulles and Cabell * * * the objective of the operation was made 
unmistakably clear to them. The terms “an intelligence operation,” I think somc- 
one said, was that not a cover designation ? But we would not under any cir- 
cumstances have told Allen Dulles that this was an intelligence collection opera- 
tion. If I said that on Monday, I must have given a wrong impression. (Bissell, 
6/11/75, p. 24) 

On the other hand, the only author of the Inspector General’s Report 
still with the CIA test,ified that in his opinion a “pointed avoidance of 
‘bad words’ ” would have made it, less likely that an “intelligence op- 
eration” would have been understood as an assassination attempt, and 
that “it was open to question how clearly this was stated to Mr. Dulles 
and whether or not. Mr. Dulles understood.” (ColbyJI.(;., B/%/75, 
P. 10) 

Sheffield Edwards was quite infirm when examined by the Com- 
mittee and has since died.l Edwards testified before the Gommittee as 
follows : 

* * * [T]his possible project was approved by Allen Dulles, Director of CIA, 
and by General Cabell, the Deputy Director. They are both dead. 

The CHAIRMAN. How do you know, Colonel, that the project had been approved 
by these two gentlemen? 

EMwards. I personally briefed Allen Dulles * * * and Cab&l (Edwards, 
5/30/75, pp. 5-6) 

In his interview with the Rdckefeller Commission, Edwards testi- 
fied : 

Q. Now, who inside the Agency besides Bissell did you have any contact with 
on the top echelon? 

A. Very important. The plan was approved by Allen Dulles and General Cabell. 
(Edwards, Rockefeller Comm., 4/9/75, p. 5.) 

The Support Chief who had been the case ofiicer for the operation 
involving underworld figures testified that when he and Edwards dis- 
cussed the matter in 1975, prior to giving evidence to the Rockefeller 
Commission, he was sure that Edwards had told him Dulles hti ap- 
proved the plot.. (O.C., 5/30/75, pp. 58-59) He, added that, he was 
“reasonably sure” or “knew” in the “back of my m<nd” that either 
Edwards or Bissell had also told him of Dulles’ knowledge when the 
plot was underway in 1960-m. (0X2., j/30/75, pp. 33-34; 36; 6O)2 

A review of Dulles’ calendar for August, through December 1960 
showed no meeting involving Dulles, Cabell, Bissell and Edwards.3 
Of course, such a meeting could have occurred without. having been 
noted on Dulles’ calendar. 

‘As its investigation proceeded, the Committee sought to reexamine Edwards but he 
died before this could be accomplished. The Committee was unable to examine Edwards 
concerning either the claimed brietlng of Dulles and Cabell, or his conflicting statements 
about Dulles in two memoranda. Those conflicting memoranda are set forth, i?&fra, at p. 
07-98. 

2In June 1966. Howard J. Osborn, Edwards’ successor as Director of Security, wrote 
n. memorandum for Helms on the Las Vegas tap stating that “the DC1 was briefed and gave 
his approval.” When questioned about this memorandum, Osborn stated that he had no first- 
hand knowledge of the briefing, and that he had most likely obtained this statement from 
Edwards or the Support Chief. 

“The calendar also reflects no meetings during the period between Dulles, Edwards 
and Bissell, or between Dulles and Edwards. 
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(S) EwXencc? Concerning When the Briefing Occu.rred.-Bissell 
and the Inspector General’s Report (which relied on Edwards) placed 
t.he. briefing of Dulles in “t,he 1atte.r part of September 1960.” 

Bissell did not have a clear independent recollection of the dates in- 
volved, but recalled that discussions concerning the possible use of 
syndicate members against Castro began “in the autumn of 1960.“’ 
Ire recalled initial discussions a.mong himself, Edwards, and Colonel 
J. C. King, Chief of the, Western Hemisphere Divismn, which he 
said occurred before Dulles and Cabell were approached about assassi- 
nating Castro. According to Bissell, 
those conversations, the subject matter was a capability to eliminate Castro if 
such action should be decided upon. 

It is, therefore, accurate to say that my best recolleotion of those conversa- 
tions (with Edwards and King) is that they addressed themselves to the ex- 
istence or non-existence of the capability. They were not conclusive or decisive 
conversations * * * nor would they have revealed a prior decision to implement 
such a plan by anybody. (Bissell, G/9/75, p. 19) 

The testimony regarding the dates during which assassination plan- 
ning was undertaken was inexact, and the Committee cannot place 
those events precisely. According to the Inspector General’s Report, 
the Support Chief contacted Rosselli in early September 1960,. and 
during the week of September 25, the Chief, Maheu, and Rosselll met 
with Giancana and Trafficante in Miami. (I.G. Report,, pp. l&19) 
Hissell testified about the sequence of events : 

Q. Well, before we came to the meeting [with Dulles], you had been informed 
prior to that, had you not, that contact had been made with the Mafia? 

Mr. BISSELL I had. 
Q. Now were you informed that the Mafia had been given the go ahead to 

proceed with actual efforts to assassinate Castro? 
BISEELL. Not that early, to my best recollection. I cannot date that at all 

well. I would suppose that it was within the next two or three weeks. (Bissell, 
6/9/76, pp. 20-21.) 

On the other hand, Rosselli’s testimony suggests that prior to the 
“latter part of September” 1960, Maheu had indicated that a large 
sum of money would be paid for Castro’s death. (Rosselli, 6/28/75 
p. 17) And in a memorandum dated May 14,1962, Edwards indicated 
that the briefing of “senior officials” took place after the money had 
been offered. 

It is clear, then, that even if Dulles was informed about the use of 
underworld figures to assassinate Castro, subordinate agency officials 
had previously decided to take steps toward arranging for the killing 
of Castro, including discussing it with organized crime leaders. 

(vi) Edwards’ Communications to the Justice Depa&nmt in 1961 
rind 196%-As fully described mqwa, pp. ‘77-79, the FBX discovered in 
late 1960 that Maheu had been involved in an illegal wiretap in Las 
Vegas. In April 1961, Maheu told the FBI that the tap had been 
placed in connection with a CIA operation, and suggested that, the 
FBI contact Edwards to verify this fact. 

IQ. When did you first become aware of any plan or effort to assassinate Mr. Castro- 
BISSELL. Well, I became aware of planning a contingency basis for such an operation. 

MS recollection is August * * l 

$. August of 1960? 
ISSELL ‘60, correct + * * but without reading [the I.G. Report]. I would have remem- 

bered initial conversations early in the autumn of 1960. (Bissell, 6/g/75, pp. 17-15) 
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An FBI report of a May 3,196l interview with Edwards (in which 
Edwards vaguely described the use of Giancana as relating to “clan- 
destine efforts against the Cast,ro Government” with no mention of 
assassination, and a copy of which was given to the Attorney General) 
stated : 

Col. Edwards advised that only Mr. Bissell (Director of Plans, C.Ik) and 
two others in ,CIA were aware of the Giancana-Maheu activity in behalf of 
CIA’s program and Allen Dulles was completely unaware of Edwarde contact 
u;ith Yaheu in thiv connection. He added that Mr. Bissell, in his recent briefings 
of Gen. Taylor and the Attorney General in connection with their inquiries 
into CIA relating to the Cuban situation, told the Attorney General that some 
of the associated planning included the use of Giancana and t,$e uaderworld 
against Castro. (FBI memorandum entitled, “Arthur James Bglletti, et al.,” 
May 22,1961) (Emphasis added. ) 

Bissell said he was certain, however, that the state.ment regarding 
Dulles’ knowledge about the operation was wrong, and testified: 

Now it (the FBI memorandum) is just flatly contrary to my recollection that . 
Allen Dulles was unaware of these contacts, as I have testified, several times. 
Also, I submit it is quite implausible that I would have briefed General Taylor 
and the Attorney General-and incidentally, I have no recollection of briefing 
those two gentlemen except as members of the Board of Inquiry that I have des- 
cribed, of which Allen Dulles himself was a member-it is quite implausible 
that I would have hriefied them on a matter which had been going on for some 
months, and about which the Director, Mr. Dulles himself, had never been in- 
formed. (Bissell, 6/11/75, p. 27) 

When asked to speculate on why Edwards would have told the FBI 
that Dulles was unaware of Edwards’ contact with Maheu, Bissell 
replied : 

I can only surmise that he believed he could secure the cooperation of the 
Justice Department that he required without in any way involving his superior, 
Mr. Dulles, and simply did this in a protective fashion. (Bissell, 7/17/75, p. 20) 

A year later, on May 7, 1962, Edwards and CIA’s General Coun- 
sel met with Attorney General Robert Kennedy. (That meeting is dis- 
cussed extensively below at p. 131 et seq.) Edwards’ memorandum of 
the meeting indicated that he had said that after Rosselli and Gian- 
cana had been offered $150,000, Edwards had “then briefed the proper 
senior officials of [the] Agency” (without specifying whom) and they 
had “duly orally approved.” 1 It further states that “knowledge” of 
the project had been “kept to a total of six persons.” 2 

Dulles had left the Agency before the time of Edwards’ second 
statement. 

(vii) General CabelZ’s Remarks to the Special Group ina Nouernber 
1960.-Bissell and Edwards testified that Cabell was aware of the 
Castro plots (Bissell, S/9/75: p. 22 ; Edwards, j/30/75, pp. 5-6) 3 

‘On the same day he wrote the memorandum for the Attorney General, Edwards 
wrote another memorandum for his own files indicating that after putting Harvey in 
contact with Rosselli in early April, he had “cautioned him [Harvey] that I felt that 
any future projects of this nature should have the tacit approval of the Director of Central 
Intelligence.” (5/14/62. Memorandum for the Record) This memorandum, which contained 
other information which Harvey and Edwards had agreed to include to “falsify” the 
record, is discussed infra, p. 134. 

2The 1967 Inspector General’s Report surmised that thirteen people knew of the plot, 
including Dullcs, based upon Bissell 6 and Edwards’ account of the Dulles briefing. 

3 The Inspector General’s Report stated, “With Bissell present, Edwards briefled the 
Director (Dulles) and the DDCI (Cabell) on the existence of a plan involving members 
of the syndicate. * l l Edwards is quite sure that the DC1 and the DDCI clearly under- 
stood the nature of the operation he was discussing.” (LG. Report.,& 17) 

The Support Chief testified that prior to the Support Chiefs testifying before the 
Rockefeller Commission, Edwards told him that Cabell had been aware of and authorized 
the project. (O.C., 5/30/75, p. 64) 
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The evidence indicates that the meeting between Dulles, Bissell, 
Edwards, and Cabell occurred sometime “in the autumn” of 1960, 
probably in lat,e. September. The minutes of a meeting of the Special 
Group on November 3, 1960, reflect the following remarks: 

Finally, Sir. [Livingston] 3Ierchant [Under Secretary of State for Political 
Affairs] asked whether any real planning had been done for taking direct positive 
action against Fidel, Raul and Che Guevara. He said that without these three 
the Cuban Government would be leaderless and probably brainless. He conceded 
that it would be necessary to act against all three simultaneously. General Cabell 
pointed out that action of this kind is uncertain of results and highly dangerous 
in conception and execution, because the instruments must be Cubans. He felt 
that, particularly because of the necessity of simultaneous action, it would have 
to be concluded that Mr. Merchant’s suggestion is beyond our capabilities. (Spe- * 
cial Group Minutes, ll/3/6O) 

Exactly what the term “direct positive action” meant to the speaker 
or those listening is uncertain. Merchant was ill and unable to testify.; 
others present at the meeting could not recall what the words meant 
at the time they were uttered, although some have testified that they 
could refer to assassination.’ 

B&sell was also asked about the minutes of the November 3 meet- 
ing. After reading the reference to “direct positive action,” Bissell 
said, “I find it difficult to understand.” (B&sell, 7/1’7/75, p. 18) He 
then was asked, 

Q. Do you, in light of the November 3 minutes remain firm that Cabell was 
knowledgeable (of the assassination plots) ? 

A. It casts some doubt on that in my mind. 

When asked if it cast “some significant doubt in light of (Cabell’s) 
character,” Bissell answered, “Yes.” (Bissell, ‘7/17/75, pp. 22-23) 

(c) Did John McCon.e Know of or Authorize Assassination Plots 
During His Tenure as DCI? 

The CIA considered several assassination plots against Castro dur- 
ing McCone’s tenure as Director. Harvey initiated his contact with 
Rosselli in April 1962, and t,hat operation continued into early 1?63. 
In early 1963 t.he CIA looked into the possibility of assas~matmg 
Castro wit.h an exploding seashell and contaminated diving suit. AM/ 
LASH was offered a poison pen device in November 1963, and caches 
of arms were delivered to Cuba for his use in the following years. 

(i) ~VcGone’s testiwwny.-McCone testified that he was not aware of 
the plots to assassinate Castro which took place durin the years in 
which he was DCI, and that he did not authorize those p ots. (M&one, f 
6/6/75, pp. 33, 4+%45)2 He testified that he was not briefed about the 
assassination plots by Dulles, Bissell, Helms, or anyone else when he 
succeeded Dulles as Director in November 1961 (McCone, S/6/75, pp. 

“‘Q. DO YOU read l l l direct, positive action 
Raul Castro and Che Guevara) 7 

l l l as meaning killing (Fidel Castro. 

“A. I would read It that way. yes. (Lansdale, 7/S/75, p. 103) 
“Q. * l * would you agree that the words ‘direct positive action’ appear to question 

whether there’s been any planntng in connection with assassinating (the Castros and 
Guevnra) ? 

“A. I think the phrase ‘positive action’ could include assassinations, but l * l I’m not 
sure what was In Mr. Merchant’s mind.” (Gray, 7/S/75, p. 9.) 

2McCone testified that he first learned of the Rosselll operatton in August 1963, long 
after it had been terminated. See discussion injra, pp. 107-108. 
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have disapproved. McCone testified : 

I had no knowledge of any authorized plan or planning that might lead to a 
request for authorization. Of course, during those days it was almost common 
for one person or another to say, “we ought to dispose of Castro” * * * [h]ut at 
no time did anyone come to me, or come to other authorities to my knowledge, 
with a plan for the actual undertaking of an assassination. (McCone, 6/6/Z, 
P. 3) 

McCone also testified : 

Senator Hart of Colorado : Did you ever discuss the subject of assassinations 
with your predecessor, Mr. Dulles? 

McCone : No, I did n0t.l 

(ii) Testimony of Helms, Bissell, and o&her Xubordinate Ayency 
Employees.-Bissell was DDP under &Cone for three months, from 
November 1961 until February 1962. Helms assumed the duties of 
DDP from Bissell and served throughout the balance of &Cone’s 
terms as Director. 

Bissell testified about McCone’s knowledge as follows : 
Q. Your testimony is that you never discussed assassinations with Mr. 

M&one? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. * * * [D]id you tell McCone anything about that conversation with Mr. 

Harvey in which you at least told him to take over the relationship with the 
criminal syndicate? 

A. I don’t remember so doing. (Bissell, 6/U/75, p. 19) 

Helms testified that he did not recall ever having discussed the 
assassination plots with M&one while the plots were continuing.2 
When asked whether McCone was aware of the assassination plots 
against Castro, Helms testified : 

No, it isn’t my impression that I told him, at least I don’t have any impression, 
unfortunately * l l . Mr. MeCone is an honorable man. He has done his own 
testifying, and all I can say is that I do not know specifically whether he was 
aware or not. (Helms, 6/13/75, pp. 90,101-102) 

Helms further testified : 
Senator MONDALE. I believe Mr. M&one testified that he never heard of any 

of these attempts when he was Director. Would you have any reason to disagree 
with his testimony? 

HELMS. Sir, I have always liked McCone and I don’t want to get into an alterca- 
tion with him. He had access to Harvey and everybody else just the way I had 
and he had regular access to the Attorney General. 

* * * * * * l 

Senator MONDALE. If you were a member of this Committee wouldn’t you as- 
sume that Mr. M&one was unaware of the assassination attempts while they 
were underway? 

HELMS. I don’t know how to answer that, Senator Mondale. He was involved 
in this up to his scuppers just the way everybody else was that was in it, and I 
just don’t know. I have no reason to impugn his integrity. On the other hand, 

1 Walt Elder, McCone’s Executive Assistant, testified that Dulles gave &f&one from ten 
to twelve informal briefings between September and November 1961. He also said that 
Dulles and MeCone travelled together on a brie6ng trip to Europe to enable McCone to 
get “up to speed” on CIA activities. (Elder, S/13/75, p. 13) 

ZHelms testi5ed that he first informed M&one about the plot using underworld figures 
in August 1963. See discussion eupra at p. 107. 
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I don’t understand how it was he didn’t hear about some of these things that he 
claims that he didn’t. (Helms, 7/17/75, pp. 32-33) 

* * * * * * * 
HELX% I honestly didn’t recall that Mr. McCone was not informed and when I 

was told that there was evidence that he wasn’t informed, I was trying to scratch 
my head as to why I didn‘t tell him at the time and my surmises are the best I 
can come ul, with. I am really surprised I did not discuss it with him at the 
time. 1\Iy relations with him were good, and so my surmises are just the best 
I am able to do in ISiTS over an episode that took place that many years ago. 
(Helms, G/13/75, p. SO) 

Several other Agency officials who were aware of the assassination 
plots testified that they had not told McCone of the plots. William 
Harvey testified that he never spoke with McCone about the operation 
involving underworld figures or assassination and that, to the best 
of his knowledge, McCone had not been told about the project. 
(Harvey, G/65/75. p. 66) 

Sheffield Edwards, when asked whether he had informed McCone 
about the plot, replied : 

E:I~WARDS. So, I did not inform Mr. l&I&one. 
Cl. Was there a reason for why you did not inform Mr. M&one? 
EDWARDS. \Vell, I did not want to drag Mr. M&one into this thing that in my 

opinion had petered out, and I did not want to involve him. (Edwards, 5/30/‘75, 
1:. 18) 

The Support Chief who had been the case officer for the oDeration 
under Edwards, testified that he recalled t,hat Edwards had told him 
during a discussion about the plots in 1965 that Edwards had not 
briefed McCone on the operation. 

As a matter of fact, I don’t think he ever knew about it. From later conversa- 
tions with Colonel Fdwards, not recently, we talked about it, and he said that 
he was convinced that Mr. McCone never knew about it, it wasn’t on his watch, 
so to speak, and he didn’t want to get him involved. (O.C., 5/30/75, pp. 37, 39) 

George RlcManus, Helms’ Special Assistant for Cuba during the 
relevant period, tcstlfied t.hat he had not been told about the assassina- 
tion activities, and gave his opinion that if McCone had been asked 
to approve an assassination, he “would have reacted violently, imme- 
diately.‘? * 

Walter Elder. McCone’s Executive Assistant, testified that he had 
not, known of the underworld operation until August 1963, after it 
had been terminated, and that in his opinion McCone did not learn of 
the operation prior to that time. (Elder., B/13/75, p. 15)’ 

With respect to the Cuban assassination mat.ters, where his knowl- 
edge was only seconclhand, William Colby said “Mr. McCone did not 
know of it.” (Colby, 5/21/‘75? p. 101) 

1 JIrJIanus advanced two reasons for this opinion : (1) “McCone had a great love for 
the, President of the United States and he sort of looked at him as aa older son or a 
brother. a very protective sense he had about the President. President Kennedy, and 
JIcCorw v-oold hare immediately said .Jesus. this is a no win ball ‘game. 

(2) “Swoad. as an individual, he would hare found it morally reprehensible.” (Mc- 
Manus. 7/22/7;,. *. 331 

Mc~lnnns also testified : “I always assumed that Mr. Helms would keep the Director fully 
informed of any activity that he thought was sensitive. *  *  l Under most clrcumstancex, 
and indred under all circumstances you can imagine, Helms would have told McConc. with 
the exception of a situation in which Helms had been told by higher authority not to tell 
him.” (McJIanus, pp. :12-84) 

JIcJIanus told the Committee that he had had no knowledge of the assassination plots 
prior to reading about them in the newspaper. However, the Inspector General’s Report 
stated in 196’7 that McMnnus was aware of such plots. (LG. Report, pp. 7.576) 

2 III August 19FR Helms gave McCone a copy of Edwards’ May 14, 1962 memorandum 
to the Attorney General. See discussion infra at p. 107. 
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(iii) Hchs and Hlarcey Did Eat BGe,f JlcC’one L400ut the Assas- 
sindim Z-‘lofs.-Md’one assunxecl the position of DC1 in November 
1961. It was also in Sorember 1961 that, Bisscll asked Harvey to as- 
sume operational control over the C&r0 plot involving underworld 
figures. Richard Helnis replaced Rissell in February of 1962 and was 
subsequently briefed by Harvey on the existence of the assassination 
1)lots. Helms w-as Ha.rvey’s immediate superior and the person to whom 
he reported about) the Castro plot activities. 

Harvey testified that in the spring of 1962, when he was preparing 
to contact Rosselli : 

* * * I briefed Helms generally on the takeover of Rosselli. on the doubts 
about the operation, on the possible * * * future of it, and to the extent it had 
then been possible, the assessment of Rosselli and the cutting out of various 
individuals. (Harvey, 6/25/i5, p. 65)’ 

Harvey testified that, after so informing Helms 

[T]here was a fairly detailed discussion between myself and Helms as to 
whether or not the Director should at that time be briefed concerning this. For 
a variety of reasons which were tossed back and forth, we agreed that it was 
not necessary or advisable to brief him at that time. 

I then said, as I recall, to Mr. Helms, if you decide in the future that he should 
be briefed, I would like to know about it in advance to which, to my best 
recollection, he agreed. (Harvey, 6/25/E, 1). 66) 

Harvey offered the following explanation for why he and Helms had 
decided not to discuss the matter wit,h &Cone at that time : 

There were several reasons for this. One, this operation at that stage had not 
been assessed. It was obviously questionable on several grounds. I,t obviously 
involved knowledge by too many people. We were not even sure at that point it 
had any remote possibility or rather any real possibility for success. It had 
arisen with full authority insofar as either of us knew long before I knew any- 
thing about it, and before the then-Director became Director ,of the Agency. 

I saw no reason at that time to charge him with knowledge of this, at least 
until we reached the point where it appeared it might rorne to fruition or 
had a chance to assess the individuals involved and determine exactly the prob- 
lem we faced, including the possible problem-and it was Ia very, or it appeared 
to be, and in my opinion was, at that time, a very real possibility of this govern- 
ment heing blackmailed either by Cubans for political ,lmrposes or hy figures in 
organized crime for their on-n self-protection or aggrandizement, which, as it 
turned out, did not happen, but at that time was a very pregnan’t possibility. 
(Harvey, 6/23/iS, pp. (ii48) 

I am definitely not saying that there was any effort to hide or conceal any 
information from the Director. There was not. This was a discussion as to 
whether or not it was even necessary or appropriate at this point to take details 
of this particular operation in an unassessed form to the then-Dire&or at that 
time. (Harvey, G/26/75, 1). 09) 

Harvey stated t,hat he did not have any reason to believe that the 
assassination activities would have been “disapproved by the Director” 
had McCone been advised of the project. (Harvey, 6/25/75, p. 60) 
IIarvey said that he had thought the plots “were completely author- 
ized at every appropriate level within and beyond the Agency.” (Har- 
vey, 7/11/75, p. 66) When asked why i&Cone had not been given an 
opportunity to consider the plot, Hsrvey replied : 

‘Harrey testified that when he took over the Rosselli operation, he had “cut out” both 
Naheu and Giancana because “regardless of what I ma have thought of their trust- 
worthiness l l l they mere surplus to the operation.” (Harvey, 6/25/75, p. 65) 



One of the things that I don’t kno~v from my own * * * knowledge * * * is who 
n-as briefed in exactly what terms at the time of the so called Las Vegas flop that 
involved attempts to place a technical surveillance * * * in the I&s Vegas hotel 
room. (Harvey, 7/11/i.>, 1). 4(i) 

Harvey was queried on whether the reasons he had given for not 
briefing McCone were actually “reasons why he should [have been] 
I)riefrct forthwith.” Harvey replietl : 

Well, Ypntator Huddleston, it will be quite easy in looking at, it now to say, well 
I van see ~-our argument. All I can say to you in answer is at that time I didn’t 
feel that it \Tas necessary or advisable. I did not make this decision except in 
consultation, and had I lIeen disagreed with, that would have been it. And I am 
not off-loading this on Richard Helms or attempting to at all. It isn’t all that easy 
for mei to go back this many years and sort of recast all of the reasoning and be 
sure I am accurate. And I don’t also want to evade it by saying, well, it seemed 
like a good idea at the time. But actually it did. In other words, this was not 
something that either IIelms or myself felt that at that stage there was any point 
in attemljting to brief the Director on it until, at least, we had a somewhat better 
handle on it * * *. (Harvey, 7jll/75, pp. 67-68) 

* * * * * * * 

And I might also add, if I may, * * * as far as either one of us knew at that 
l)oint he [JIcC’onr] might have been or should have been briefed, if you want it 
that way. by either Allen Dulles or Richard Bissell. (Harvey, 7/N/75, pp. 67-71) 

The 1~7 reljort, ljrepared by the Inspector General for Helms, 
states that. Harvey said: “When he briefed Helms on Rosselli, he ob- 
tained Helms’ approval not to brief the Dire&or.” (I.G. Report, p. 41) 

Helms testified that he did not recall t,his conversation, but that 
he had no reason to doubt the accuracy of Harvey’s testimony and the 
Inspector General’s Report. (Helms, 6/13/75, pp. 32, 106) 

Helms, when asked about. Harvey’s testimony that he and Harvey 
had agreed not to brief &Cone, stated “I frankly don’t recall having 
agreed to this.” 

My recLollection is that I had very grave doubts about the wisdom of this * * *. 
And as 1 ret&all it, we had so few assets inside Cuba at that time that I was 
MIling to try almost nngthing. But the thing did not loom large in my mind ate 
that time. I was enormously busy with a lot of other things, taking over a new 
job [as DDPJ. Jfr. MeCone was relatively new in the Agency and I guess I must 
have thought to mgself, well this is going to look peculiar to him and I doubt 
very much this is going to go anyplace, but if it does, then that is time enough 
to bring him into the picture. (Helms, 6/13/75, p. 33) 

Helms also stated : 
It was a Mafia connection and Mr. BIcCone was relatively new to the organi- 

zation and this was, you know, not a very savory effort. (Helms, 6/13/75, p. 92) 

Helms later testified that he did not “recall ever having been con- 
vinced that any attempt was really made on Castro’s life.” 

He said: 

I am having a very difficult time justifying before this Committee, because 
there is something in here that doesn’t come together, even for me, I am sorry 
to say. Because if this was all that clear, as everybody seems to think it was, 
that there were those Dills in that restaurant in Cuba and Castro was about to 
die, I certainly would have talked to McCone about it. And this never was that 
clear, I am sorry to say, but it never was, not at that time. (Helms, 7/17/75, 
B. 34) 
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On May ‘7, 1962: Edwards and the CIA% General Counsel, Lawrence 
Houston, briefed Attorney General Robert Kennedy on the operation 
involving underworltl figures, describing it as terminated.’ 

Harvey told the Inspector General that : 

* * * on 14 May he briefed Helms on the meeting with the Attorney General, 
as told to him by Edwards. Harvey. too, advised against briefing Mr. McC’one 
and General Carter aud states that Helms concurred in this;. (I.G. Report, 1). 6.5) 

Harvey testified that he had probnl)ly told Hehus: 
Any briefing of the Director on the discussion with the Sttorney General con- 

cerning this should come from (‘olonel IMn-ards and I,arry Houston, the General 
Counsel, and not from the DDP unless we are asked. (Harvey, 6/23/i5, p. !l!l) 

Helms testified that he did not. recall this conversation and re- 
marked : 

It seems odd to me only because, if the Sttorney General had been briefed on 
something it would seem very- logical that it would be very important to brief the 
Director at that time on the same thing. (Helms, B/13/73, 1). 107) 

1Iarve.y supplied poison pills and weapons to Iiosselli and his Cuban 
associates: tlurinf a trip to Jfianli in late Alpril 1962.’ At a Special 
Group meeting on April ~6, General Taylor recluested that Harvey 
“attend the Jxst meeting and rep0J.t oJJ apeJlt activities." (&fen10 fJ'OIJ1 

JkConr. &/df/'W) (h ,\pril dfi, Harvt>y was sent a memorandum in 
forming him of General Taylor’s request and McCone’s wish to meet 
with Harvey and Lnnsdxle “immediately on your return to discuss 
the Task Force Activities.” (Memo, Elder to Harvey, $‘27/72) 

Harvey testified t.hwt upon his return, he reported to the Special 
Group on the ‘%tatus of the active and potential sources inside 
cu,)z * * $)!. , L 

Q. Did you report on the passage of the pills to Rosselli? 
HARVEY. So, I did not. 
Q. Which you had just accomplished in Miami * * * for the purpose of assas- 

sinating Fidel Castro. 
HARVET. So. 
Q. And did you report that to Mr. 1\IcCone when he asked you to tell him 

what you had done in Miami? 
HARVEY. So, I did not. (Harvey, i/11/75, pp. l(i-17) 

Harvey stated that. he did not tell McCone or the Special Group 
about, the oprrat.ion at that time because : 

I did not consider either, (a) that this should be in a&r sense in this amorphous 
stage, surfaced to the Special Group, nor, as I hare attempted to explain before 
that it should be briefed to ,John JIcC’one at that point in the state that it was 

1 The briefing in dwcribwl ntcpm wt 11. 131. 
.\?rording to the Inspector (:enrral’s Report, Harvey rind Rosselli had R fnrewell *Iin- 

ntr h-fore Hnrrcy xwnt on another assignment in June 1063. The meetiop WEB obsrrwd 
by the FRI. nnd Sam Papich. the FBI liaison with the CIA. notified H:wrer that FBI lkec- 
tar Hoover would be infornwd. II~wrev asked Pxpirh to. call him if be felt thnt Hoover 
would inform thr I)irector about the in&kit. 

“Il;irrey said that he tbeh told Mr. Hrlms of the inrident and tflat Helms agreed tlMt 
there wns no need to brief McCone unless a call from Hoover wm expected.” (LG. Re- 
port. p. 51) 

2 Ifarre~ described the trip to Miami rls : “one of n number of pmiodic trips for the ~jur- 
pow of reviewing in toto * * * the nctunl and potentin operations xt the Miami base 
* * * ;md this covrred the nhole gnmut from personml ndministration, operntional sol,- 
port in the way of mm11 craft (and) so on * * *” (Hnrrey. 7/11/75. PD. 15-16) 
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in with as little as we knew about it, and with all of the attendant background 
which at that point, and I was not personally cognizant of all of this, had been 
going on for approximately, as I recall, two to two-and-a-half years. (Harvey, 
T/11/75, p. 18) 

Harvey attended an August 10, 1962 meeting of the Special Group 
Augmented.’ He testified that Secretary of Defense Robert McNa- 
mara suggested at that meeting that the Special Group “consider the 
elimination or assassination of Fidel.” (Harvey, T/11-/75, p. 30) 
Harvey said that on the day following this Special Group meeting. 

In connection with a morning briefing of John McCone, the question again 
came up and I expressed some opinion as to the inappropriateness of this having 
been raised in this form and at that forum [Special Group meeting], at which 
point Mr. MeCone stated in substance that he agreed and also that he had 
felt so strongly that he had, I believe, the preceding afternoon or evening, per- 
sonally called the gentleman who made the proposal or suggestion and had 
stated similar views as to the inappropriateness and that he [M&one] said in 
addition * * * if I got myself involved in something like this, I might end up 
getting myself excommunicated. (Harvey, 6/25/‘75, p. ‘71) 

Harvey stated that he did not tell McCone on that occasion about 
the actual assassination operation involving Rosselli. 

I would like to recast the time that this took place. This was August of ‘62. 
This was at the start of the so-called Missile Crisis * * *. 

A tentative decision had been made at that point that the only sensible thing 
to do with [the Rosselli operation] was to terminate it as rapidly and cleanly as 
it could be done * * * I am sure that I had discussed with Rosselli, at least on 
a tentative basis, by August, the probable necessity of terminating this * * *. 

According to the Inspector General’s Report, the “medicine” was re- 
ported to be still in Cuba at this time. (I.G. Report, pp. 51-52) Har- 
vey testified that, the report was referring to the poison pills. (Har- 
vey, s/25/75, p. 105) 2 

In relation to the August 10 meeting, Helms was asked whether 
he believed McCone would have stopped an assassination attempt if 
he had known that one was underway. Helms stated : 

HELMS. The reason I say I don’t know * * * is that elsewhere Mr. MeCone 
states that he went to see Mr. McNamara in connection with this August 
1962 affair and told Mr. McNamara that he wouldn’t have anything to do with 
this, that I have no recollection, that I don’t believe he ever said anything to me 
about his not wanting to have anything to do with it. 

Q. And you were close to Mr. McCone in that period? You are his Deputy 
for Plans? 

HELMS. I saw him almost daily. 
Q. And is it your belief that if he had made any such statement to Mr. Mc- 

Samara that he would have come to you and told you about it at some point? 
H~~ars. I just don’t know why he didn’t but I don’t recall any such state- 

ment. As I said, and I would like to repeat it, Mr. McCone had given me my job, 
he had nromoted me. I felt close to him. I felt loval to him. and I would not have 
viola& an instruction he gare me if I &Id have possibly helped it. 

Q. But in any event, it is your judgment that he did not indicate that he was 
opposed to assassinations? 

HELMS. Sot to me. 

1 This meeting and the raising of the suggestion of assassination Is discussed in depth 
at pages 161-169. 

2 Harrey said : “I may have deferred for n period of a few weeks giving an actual order 
to terminate this 8s scmn as possible *  l l ” (Harvey, 6/25/75, p. 74) 
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Walter Elder, McCone’s Executive Assistant, testified, however, 
that he had personally told Helms of McCone’s opposition to assassi- 
nation after the August 10 meeting.’ 

(iv) The Question of Whether Gtvwral Carter, ikfcccnu’~ i%yn6ty 
Director, L.eam.& About the Gnderwor7d Plot a,nd Zn,fofomzed MC- 
Come-As fully described in other sections of this report, the fact 
that Giancana and Rosselli had been involved in a CIA operation 
directed against Cuba was brought to the attention of the FBI some- 
time in mid-1961, although the FBI was not told that the objective of 
the operation had been to assassinate Castro. The CIA opposed prose- 
cut,ion of Giancana and Rosselli for their involvement in the Las 
Vegas \viretap because of a concern that the Agency’s association with 
them might be. revealed. In the course of communications between the 
CIA and law enforcement agencies. CIA’s general counsel, Lawrence 
Houston, wrote in a memorandum dated April 26.1962 : 

1 * * * briefed the DDCI in view of the possibility that the Attorney General 
might call him or the Director in the case. General Carter understood the situa- 
tion and said in due time we might brief the Director. (hlemo, Houston to 
Edwards, 4/Z/62) 

The Attorney General was subsequently brie.fed by Houston and 
Sheffield Edwards; a memorandum of that meeting written by Ed- 
viards states that the Attorney General was told that the operation 
had been terminated. 

The Inspector General’s Report incmired into precisely what Hous- 
ton had told Carter and concluded : 

Edwards states that the briefing of the Attorney General and the forwarding 
of a memorandum of record was carried out without briefing the Director (John 
RlcCone), the DDCI (General Carter), or the DDP (Richard Helms). He felt 
that, since they had not been priry to the operation when it was underway, they 
should be protected from involvement in it after the fact. Houston had briefed 
the DDCI on the fact that there was a matter involving the Department of 
.Justice, but Houston had not given the DDCI the specifics. He feels it n-ould hare 
been normal for him to hare briefed the DC1 in view of the Attorney General’s 
interest, but he also feels ouite sure that he would hare remembered doing it 
and does not. He suggested that Edwards’ deliberate avoidance of such briefings 
may have led him also to avoid making any briefings. He recalls no disagree 
men& with Edwards on this point and concludes that he must hare accept& 
Edwards’ decision not to brief. (I. G. Report, pp. 6344) 

When testifyin g before the Committee. Houston could not recall 
whether he had told Carter that the operation had involved assassina- 
tion. (Houston, 6/17/?5, p. 16) Houston testified that he had learned 
from Edwards “within a matter of days before \ve Ivent to see the 
Attorney General,” that, the purpose of the operation had been to 
~~~~ssinat@ Castro. (Houston. 6/1’7/‘75. 11. 6) Since Houston’s d&is- 
sion with Carter took place. at the earliest. ne:lrly two weeks prior to 

1 Elder told the Committee : 
“I told Mr. Helms that Xr. McCone hz~d esl,ressed his feelink 7 * * * that nssnssinntion 

ronld not be condoned and would not be apl~rored. Furthermore. I conreved Mr. McCone’s 
statement that it vould be unthinkable to record in writing any consid&.tion of nssassi- 
nation because it left the impression that thp subject had rweired serious consideration 
by govemmentnl policy makers, which it hnd not. Mr. Helms responded ‘I understand. 
The point IS that I mule Mr. Helms aware of thp strength of Mr. McC’one’s opposition 
to nsasssination. I know that Mr. Helms could not hare been under any miwpprehrnsion 
about Mr. McCone’a feeling after this conrersntion.” (Elder Affidavit) 

Helms. aftef reading Elder’s affidavit, testified : “I do not hare any recollection of such 
‘a conrersatlon * * * let me say that in not recalling this conversation, I very seriously 
doubt that it ever took plnce.“ (Helms, g/16/75. l)l,, lf3, 19) 
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the Sttorney General’s briefing,’ it is possible that he did not know at 
t.he time of t,hat conversation that assassination was involved. 

General Marshall S. Carter was appointed Deputy Director of the 
CIA in mid-April 1962. When shown the Houston memorandum by 
the Committee? Carter testified that he did not recall the meeting with 
Houston, that he had not been told about the assassination plot during 
his tenure in the Agency, and that he had never briefed McCone on 
either the assassination plot or the CIA’s use of Giancana and 
Rosselli. (Carter, 9/19/75? pp. 61, 63) 

After readin the sentence of Houston’s memorandum stating that 
Carter had sai 3 “in due t.ime we might, brief the Director,” Carter 
testified “it is surely contrary to every operational procedure that I’ve 
ever followed.” (Carter, 9/19/75, p. 61)’ When asked to explain what 
might have occurred, he testified : 

Memorandums for the record have very little validity in fact. When you sit 
down after the fact and write it down, as I say, he could have very easily have 
come to me and said this is the kind of problem we’re faced with. We’ve had it 
before. I think you ought to know that we’re asking the Department of Justice 
not to prosecute this character because he’s been trying to do a job for us. I think 
under those circumstances, if it were presented yn that way, then I might very 
well have said, well, you know what you’re doing, it’s your baliwick, you’ve done 
it before, go ahead and do it. (Carter, S/19/75, p. 67) 

(v) The Augw& 1968 B,tie$hg of Ji!cCone.-An August 16, 1963, 
G’hica.go Run Tin243 article claimed that the CIA had had a connection 
wit,h Giancana.3 McCone asked Helms for a report about the article. 
McCone testified that when Helms came to see him, he brought the 
following memorandum : 

1. Attached is the only copy in the Agency of a memorandum on subject, the 
ribbon copy of which was sent to the Attorney General in May of 1962. I was 
vaguely aware of the existence of such a memorandum since I was informed that 
it had been written as a result of a briefing given by Colonel Edwards and 
Lawrence Houston to the Attorney General in May of last year. 

2. I spoke with Colonel Edwards on the teIephone last evening, and, in the 
absence of Mr. Bannerman on leave, I was with Colonel Edwards’ assistance 
able to locate this copy. As far as I am aware, this is the only written information 
available on Agency relationships with subject. I hope that this will serve your 
purpose. 

3. I assume you are aware of the nature of the operation discussed in the attach- 
ment. (Memorandum to Director of Central Intelligence, re : Sam Giancana, from 
Helms, S/16/63) ’ 

Att,ached to Helms’ memorandum to the DC1 was the May 14,1962, 
memorandum from Sheffield Edwards to the Attorney General which 

*The memorandum is dated April 26, 1962. The Attorney General was briefed on *The memorandum is dated April 26, 1962. The Attorney General was briefed on 
May 7. May 7. 

2 Carter further observed that, since he was new in the Agency at that time. he would 2 Carter further observed that, since he was new in the Agency at that time. he would 
have immediately brought the matter to the Dlreetor’s attention if he had believed it was have immediately brought the matter to the Dlreetor’s attention if he had believed it was 
important and if it had been presented to him by Houston as requiring the Director’s important and if it had been presented to him by Houston as requiring the Director’s 
ronsideratlon. After reviewing other memoranda involved fn the case, Carter testified that ronsideratlon. After reviewing other memoranda involved fn the case, Carter testified that 
“thin would have appeared to have been a matter that the staff, in the light of the past “thin would have appeared to have been a matter that the staff, in the light of the past 
activities. had been well able to handle.” (Carter, g/19/75, p. 65) activities. had been well able to handle.” (Carter, g/19/75, p. 65) 

3The R/16/6.1 Chicago Sun Times article stnted thnt 3The R/16/6.1 Chicago Sun Times article stnted thnt “Justice Department sources” “Justice Department sources” 
believed that r:lancana never did any spying for the CIA. but pretended to go along with believed that r:lancana never did any spying for the CIA. but pretended to go along with 
the AgencY “in the bows that the Justice Department’s drive to put him behind bars the Agency “in the bows that the Justice Department’s drive to put him behind bars 
might be slowed-or at least affected-by his ruse of cooperation with another government might be slowed-or at least affected-by his ruse of cooperation with another government 
agenw.” agenw.” 

“When asked whether this entry in the memorandum suggested that he had prevlollslY “When asked whether this entry in the memorandum suggested that he had prevlollslY 
been aware of the operation. M&one testified that Helms had orally informed him “on been aware of the operation. M&one testified that Helms had orally informed him “on 
that day in August” that it involved assassination. (McCone, 6/6/75, p. 9) that day in August” that it involved assassination. (McCone, 6/6/75, p. 9) 
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described the operation as having been terminated before McCone 
became XI. (See discnssion,infm. p. 132.) 

Neither McCone nor Helms was able to remember what precisely was 
said at the meeting. Walter Elder, who was then McCone’s Executive 
Assistant,, recalled: 

Mr. Helms came in with [the memorandum]. He handed it to [MeCone] who 
read it and * * * handed it back without any particular comment other than 
to say, “Well, this did not happen during my tenure.” 

* * * * * 

Q. Was anything else said? 
A. No, he had very little to say about it. 
Q. Did Mr. Helms then leave? 
-4. Mr. Helms left. (Elder, S/13/75, pp. 1617, 58) 

Elder testified that he had concluded that the operation involved 
assassination from reading the two memoranda that were given to 
McCone. (Elder, 8/13/Z, p. 60) Elder “further concluded that 
[McCone] was perfectly aware of what Mr. Helms was trying to 

say to him.!’ (Elder, 8/13/75, p. 60) Elder further testified : 

Q. Other than that conversation that you just described between yourself and 
Mr. McCone, did he have anything else to say about that memorandum? 

Mr. ELDER. No. 
Q. I take it then he did not tell either you or Mr. Helms that we absolutely 

could not have this activity going on in the future? 
Mr. ELDER. No. (Elder, 8/13/75, p. 61) 

M&one testified that he could not recall whether Helms had told 
him that, the operation referred to in the memorandum had involved 
assassination, but he did remember that the part of the memorandum 
stating that $150,000 was to be paid to the 
the operation had indicated to him when ph 

nncipals on completion of 
e first saw the memoran- 

dum that the aim of the project had been to assassinate Castro. 
(McCone, 10/9/B, pp. 35-36) 

The Inspector General’s Report concluded that : 
This is the earliest date on which we have evidence of Mr. McCone’s being 

aware of any aspect of the scheme to assassinate Castro using members of the 
gambling syndicate. (LG. Report, p. 70) 

3. AT WHAT LEVEL WERE THE CASTRO PLOTS AUTHORIZED OR KNOWN ABOUT 

OUTSIDE OF THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY? 

The ensuing section sets forth evidence bearing on whether o5cials 
outside the CIA in either the Eisenhower, Kennedy, or Johnson Ad- 
ministrations knew about or authorized the attempted assassination of 
Fidel Castro. The reader is reminded that the early phases of the assas- 
sination effort against Castro occurred during the same time as the plot 
to assassinate Patrice Lumumba (August 1960 through January 1961) 
and the CIA’s involvement with dissidents bent on assassinating 
Raphael Trujillo (February 1960 through May 1961). The evidence 
discussed here must be read in conjunction with evidence relating to 
those other plots to fully understand the authorization and knowledge 
issues and the milieu within which the various plots occurred. 

The first part of this section reviews evidence relating to whether 
officials of the Eisenhower Administration were aware of or author- 
ized the assassination efforts against Castro undertaken by the CIA 
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during that, time-the abortive 1960 “accident“ plot and the initiation 
of t,he plot involving underworld figures. The second part of this sec- 
tion examines evidence relating to whether officials of the Kennedy 
Administration were aware of or authorized the continuation of the 
plot involving the underworld and sending poison to Cuba prior to the 
13ay of Pigs. ,Ylso considered in that part 1s evidence bearing on events 
which occurred after the Bay of Pigs that sheds light on whether 
Kenne(jy Administration officials subsequently learned of that attempt,. 
The third part of t.his section examines evidence relat)ing to whether 
officials of the Kennedy Administration authorized or knew about the 
second attempt to assassinate Castro involving John Rosselli which 
began in April 196‘2. This part closely examines t,he Administration’s 
effort to overthrow the (‘ast1.0 regime-Operation MONGOOSE-for 
any bearing it. might have on the perception of Agency officials that 
assassination was within the sphere of permissible activity. 

The final parts examine evidence relating to whether the assassina- 
tion activity during the last year of t.he Kennedy Administration and 
in the ,Johnson ,Qlministrat,ion-Operation AM/LASH-was author- 
ized or known about by top Administration officials outside the CIA 
and whether that. plot was consistent with general efforts sanctioned 
by the Administrations to overthrow Castro’s government. 

(u,) The Q~restion of Knowledge n)jd Au.fho~*iza.tion Outside The Cen- 

The evidence as to whether Allen Dulles, CIA Director during the 
Eisenhower ;~dministl,ation, was informed of the Castro assassination 
operation is not, clear. 

Even assuming that Dulles was informed, authorization outside the 
CIA for a Castro assassination could, according to the testimony, only 
have come from President Eisenhower, from someone speaking for 
him, or from lhe Special Group. At issue, then is whether President 
Eisenhower. his close aides: or the Special Group authorized or had 
knowledge of the Castro assassination plots. 

The Commit.tee took testimony on t.his issue from Richard Bissell 
and from President Eisenhower’s principal staff assistants. In sum- 
mary, the evidence was : 

(a) Isissell testified that he did not inform the Special Group or 
President Eisenhower of the Castro assassination operation, and that 
he had no personal knowledge that Allen Dulles had informed either 
President Eisenhower or the Special Group. However, Bissell ex- 
pressed the belief that Allen Dulles would have advised President 
Eisenhower (but not the Special Group) in a “circumlocutious” or 
“oblique” way. Bissell based this “pure personal opinion” on his under- 
standing of Dulles’ practice regarding other particularly sensitive 
covert operations. But Isissell testified that Dulles never told him that 
he had so advised President Eisenhower aborlt the Castro assassination 
operation, even though Dulles had told Bissell when he had employed 
this “circi~ililoci.ltious” approach to the President on certain other 
occasions. 
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(b) Gordon Gray. Eisenhower% Special Assistant, for Sational Se- 
curity Affairs and the President% representative on the Special Group, 
testified that the Special Group never approved a Castro assassination, 
and that President. Eisenhower had charged the Special Group with 
the rrsponsibility of authorizing all important covert operations. A 
review of the records of Special Group meetings shows that a query 
concerning a plan to take “direct positive action” against Gas@ 
csaused Allen Dulles’ Deputy. General Cabell. to advise that such actlon 
was beyond the CIA’s capability. Gray, Andrew Goodpaster (the Pres- 
ident’s staff secretary responsible for national security operational 
matters) and John Eisenhower (Assistant Staff Secretary) each stated 
that. he believed that President Eisenhower would not have considered 
such a matter in a private meeting with Dulles, would not have ap- 
proved Castro’s assassination3 and would not have discussed such a 
matter without telling him. Each concluded as a matter of opinion that 
President Eisenhower was never told, and each denied having heard 
anything about any assassination. 

(c) In addition to the Inspector General’s Report (which con- 
cluded that it could not say that any assassination activity carried on 
during this period was responsive to Administration pressure), the 
documentarv evidence shops that Castro’s removal n-as discussed at 
two meetings of the National Security Council and the Special Group 
in March 1960. The minutes of these meetings indicate that the drs- 
cussions involved a general consideration of a proposal to train a 
Cuban exile force to invade Cuba and an assessment that Castro’s over- 
throw might result, in a Communist takeover. Gray and Admiral 
Arleigh Burke, Chief of Naval Operations from 1955 through 1961, 
testified that, these discussions of Castro’s removal did not refer to 
assassination, but rather to the problem of creating an anti-Castro 
exile force strong enough to ensure a non-Communist successor to the 
Castro regime. Apparently there was no assassination activity stem- 
ing directly from those meetings. Another Special Group document 
stated that planning for “direct positive action” against Cuban leaders 
was raised at a meeting in the Fall of 1960, shortly after Phase I of the 
CIA/underworld assassination operation was initiated. The DDCI 
told the Special Group, however, that such action was beyond the 
CIA’s capability. 

(ii) Riohard BisselZ’,c Testimony 

(1) Lack of Personal Kmubdge 

Rissell testified that he knew nothing of authorization outside the 
CL1 for the Castro assassination effort. (Rissell. 6/O/75, p. 30) Bissell 
test,itied that he met frequently with the Special C*roup in the fall of 

1960 to discuss Cuban operations, but that he never informed the 
Special Group or any Administration official that there was a plot 
underway involving the use of untlerworld figures to assassinate Castro. 
(Bissell, 6/9/75, pp. 25-29) Bissell said he did not do so because as 
Deputy Director of Plans, he reported to the Director, and under 
Agency procedures, relied on the Director to inform the appropriate 
persons outside the Agency. 
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(2) Assumptions Concerning Dulles 

Based on his belief that Dulles had been briefed about the operation 
involving underworld figures and understood that it involved assassi- 
nat,ion, Bissell testified that : 

I went on the assumption that, in a matter of this sensitivity, the Director 
would handle higher level clearances. By clearance, I mean authorization’ 
(B&sell, G/9/75, p. 26) 

Bissell stated that although he believed that Dulles “probably” 
talked wit,11 President Eisenhower : 

the Mafia operation was not regarded as of enormous importance and there 
were much more important matters to talk about with the President. (Bissell, 
7/17/75, p. 25) 

Bissell testified that he was only “guessing” that Dulles had in- 
formed Eisenhower, and that the President had then given his authori- 
zation, “perhaps only tacitly.” (Bissell, 7/17/75, pp. 38-39; 6/H/75, 
p. 6) Bissell said that this guess was “not based on hard evidence,” 
but was “pure personal opinion” (Bissall, 6/g/75, p. 61)) derived from 
his knowledge of “command relationship> of Allen Dulles as an indi- 
dual, and of his [Dulles’] mode of operations.” (Bissell, 6/U/75, p. 6) 

Blssell emphasized, however : 

I still want to be quite clear, I do not have any recollection of the Director 
telling me that on this specific operation he had made such an approach and 
received assent, approval, tacit or otherwise. (Bissell, 6/11/75; p. 11) 

In describing the manner in which Dulles might have informed the 
President of the assassination plot involving underworld figures, Bis- 
sell said circumlocution would have been used “to protect the Pliesi- 
dent” in accord with the concept of “plausible deniabllity.” * 

My guess is that indeed whoever informed him, that is Dulles directly or Dulles 
through a staff member, would have had the same desire . . . to shield the Presi- 
dent and to shield him in the sense of intimating or making clear that something 
of the sort was going forward, but giving the President as little information about 
it as possible, and the purpose of it would have been to give the President an 
opportunity, if he so elected, to cancel it, to order it cancelled, or to allow it to 
continue but without, in effect, extracting from him an explicit endorsement of 
the detailed specific plan. (Bissell, 6/g/75, p. 61) 

On other occasions involving sensitive covert operations, Bissell 
said that Dulles had used just such a “circumlocutious approach” with 
President Eisenhower. (Bissell, 6/H/75, p. 10) 

(iii) Testimony of White Howe Oj’ktil.3 
Gordon Gray 

ordon Gray served as President Eisenhower’s Special Assistant 
for National Security Affairs from July 1958 to January 20, 1961. 
(Gray, 7/9/75, p. 4) Gra.y was also the President’s representative on 

‘Bissell reiterated this view in a subsequent appearance: “* l l I felt that the re- 
sponsibility for obtaining necessary authorization should remain with the Director.” 
(Bissell, 6/11/75, p. 4) 

3 Bissell explained the “plausible deniability” practice as follows : 
“Any covert operations, but especially covert operations . that if successful, would 

have very visible consequences, it was of course. an objectiVe to carry out in such a wa 
that they could be plausibly disclaimed by the U.S. Government.” (Bissell 6/U/75 p. 5.y 
B&sell apparently assumed that a corollary to that doctrine required the ke of “odlique,” 
“circumlocutfous” langage. 
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the Special Group. (Gray. 7/9/75, p. 4) President Eisenhower in- 
structed Gray that, all covert ac&s impinging on the sovereignty 
of other countries must be deliberated by the Special Group. (Gray, 
7/O/75, p. 6) Gray testified that from ,July 1958 to ,January 20. 1961, 
the Special Group never approved an action to assassinate Castro 
(Gray, 7/O/75, p. 6) and that no such suggestion was made by Bissell. 
(Gray, ‘7/g/75: p. 37) 

Gray testified that : 
I find it very difficult to believe, and I do not believe, that Mr. Dulles would 

have gone independently to him [President Eisenhower] with such a proposal 
without, for that matter, my knowing about it from Mr. Dulles. (Gray, 7/l/75. 
p. 35) 1 

Gray further testified that his relationship with President Eisen- 
hower was such that President Eisenhower “would discuss with me 
anything that came to his attention independently of me.” (Gra;g, 
7/g/75, p. 7) And Gray testified that President, Eisenhower never dls- 

cussed with him the subject. of a Castro assassination or of the use of 
the underworld figures and Cubans in such an effort. (Gray, 7/O/75, 
P* 7) 

(2) Andrew Goodpaster 
Goodpaster served as President Eisenhower’s Staff Secretary and 

Defense Liaison Officer during the last two years of the Eisenhower 
administration. (Goodpaster, ‘i/17/75, p. 3) In addition to responsi- 
bility for the President’s schedule and supervision of the White House 
staff’, Goodpaster was responsible for handling with the President “all 
matters of day to day operations” in the foreign affairs and national 
security field.‘including the activities of the CIA and the Departments 
of State. and Defense. (Goodpaster, 7/17/75, p. 3) Goodpaster testified 
that he had a “very close personal relationship” with President Eisen- 
hower and saw the President “essentially every day when [President 
Eisenhower] was in Washington.” (Goodpaster, 7/17/75, p. 4) Gordon 
Gray and Goodpaster served as the channels betxveen the CIA and the 
President, and Goodpaster had particular responsibility for “opera- 
tions in which [President Eisenhower] might take a personal part.” 
(Goodpaster, 7/17/75, p. 4) 

Goodpaster testified that he never heard any mention of assassina- 
tion efforts. (Goodpaster, 7/17/75, p. 5) H e said that, President Eisen- 
hower never told him about any assassination effort and that it was 
his belief, under White House procedures and by virtue of his close 
relationship with President Eisenhower. that if an assassination plan 
or operation had ever been raised Iv-it11 the President, he (Goodpaster) 
would have learned of it. (Goodpaster, 7/17/75, p. 5) 

That was simply not the President’s way of doing business. He had made it 
very clear to us how he wanted to handle matters of this kind, and we had set 
up procedures to see that they were then handled that way. (Goodpaster, i/17/75, 
PP. f-l-7) 

1 Gray pointed ant “that I was not with I’resident Eisenhower txenty-four hours a day. 
It was a fern ininutes every day, practically every day.” (Gray, 7/g/75, p. 35) 

Awording to the records of the Eisenhower Library. Dulles was alone with President 
Eiwnbowrr on one occasion in the fall of 1900. That meeting lasted ten minutes and 
occurred on November 25, 1960. The record of the prerious portion of the meeting attended 
by Gras indicates only that. in addition to discussion of operations in another country, 
“tbcrc was also some discn*sinn of Cuba.” (JIemorandum. Sorcmhcr 2S, 1900, h1 Gordon 
(;rny, of Meeting with the President, Solember 25, 1960, at 10 :40 a.m.) 
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General Goodpaster testified that he found Bissell’s assumption of 
a “circumlocutious” personal conversation between Dulles and the 
President “completely unlikely.” 

According to Goodpaster, after the collapse of the Paris Summit 
Conference between President Eisenho\rer and Premier Khrushchev 
as a result of the U-2 incident in the spring of 1960, the Eisenhower 
Administration reviewed its procedures for approval of CIA opera- 
tions and tightened them. Goodpaster said that this review was carried 
out 
with the aim in mind of being sure we had full and explicit understanding of 
any proposals that came to us and we knew from [President Eisenhower] that 
in doing that we were responsive to a desire on his part. (Goodpaster, 7/17/75, 
P. 7) 

Goodpaster also said John Foster Dulles was a confidant of the 
President while Allen Dulles was not. (Goodpaster, 7/17/i’& p. 8) 

(3) Thomas Purrott 
Thomas Parrott, a CIA officer, served as Secretar 

Group from 1957 until October 1963. (Parrott, ‘7/10/ f 
of the Special 

5, p. 4) Parrott 
stated that by virtue of this assignment, he was Allen Dulles’ assistant 
in the Special Group. He came to know Dulles well, and gained an 
understanding of the Director’s method of expression and his practice 
in dealing with the President.’ (Parrott, 7/10/75, pp. 13-14) 

Parrott testified that early in 1959, President Eisenhower directed 
the Special Group to meet at least once a week to consider, approve, 
or reject all significant covert action operations. (Parrott, 7/10/75, 
p. 4) He said that: 
as evidenced in his * * * revitalization * * * of this Committee [the Special 
Group], [President Eisenhower was] highly conscious of the necessity to be 
protective * * * in this field, and I just cannot conceive that [President Eisen- 
hower] would have gone off and mounted some kind of covert operation on his 
own. This certainly would not have been consistent with President Eisenhower’s 
staff method of doing business * * * * 

(4) John Eisenhower 
John Eisenhower was Goodpaster’s Assistant Staff Secretary from 

mid-1958 to the end of his father’s Administration. (Eisenhower, 
7/18/75? pp. 5, 9) Eisenhower testified that his father had confided 
in him about secret matters “to a very large extent.” (Eisenhower, 
7/18/75, p. 3) For example, he said that after the Potsdam Confer- 
ence in July 1945, his father had toId him that the United States had 
developed the atomic bomb (Eisenhower, 7/18/75, p. 3) and that as 
early as 1956, President Eisenhower had told him of the secret U-2 
flights. (Eisenhower, 7/M/75, p. 4) 

John Eisenhower said that President Eisenhower never told him 
of any CIA activity involving an assassination plan or attempt con- 
cernin 
would 5 

Castro and it was his opinion that President Eisenhower 
are told him if the President had known about such activity. 

1 Parrott testified : 
“I saw him [Allen Dulles] several times a week for hours at a tjme. 1 had known 

him somewhat before but I got to know him very well indeed during these four 
years.” (Parrott, 7/10/i5’. b. 13) 

2 Parrott further testified that Allen Dulles followTed a practice of insisting upon specific 
orders rather than “tacit approval” and he also found Bissell’s assumptions regarding a 
clrcumlocutious COnWrSation between President Eisenhower and Allen Dulles “bard to 
believe.” (Parrott, 7/10/75, p. 14) 
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(Eisenhower, 7/18/75, p. 5) He also said that President Eisenhower 
did not discuss important subjects circumlocutiously. (Eisenhower, 
7/18/75, p. 8) He told the Committee that, President Eisenhower be- 
lieved that no leader was indispensable, and thus assassination was 
not an alternative in the conduct of foreign policy. (Eisenhower, 
7/18/75, p. 14) 

(iv) Documenta~ry Evidence 
(1) The Inspector General’s Report.---The concluding section of the 

Inspector General’s Report advanced several possible responses to 
Drew Pearson’s public charges about CIA links with the underworld.’ 
One question posed in the Inspector General’s Report, was : “Can CIA 
state or imply that it xvas merely an instrument of policy?” The an- 
swer given was : 

Sot in this case. While it is true that Phase Two (the attempt commencing in 
April 1962) was carried out. in an atmosphere of intense Kennedy Administration 
pressure to do something about Castro, such is not true of the earlier phase. 
(I.G. Report, p. 132) 

(2) The Con.temporaneous Documen,ts.-The Committee also ex- 
amined records of the Kational Security Council, the Special Group, 
and other relevant White House files bearing on the question of au- 
thorization for the period from Castro’s rise to power to the end of 
the Eisenholyer Administrat.ion. Three documents were found which 
contained references arguably relatnd to the subject of assassination. 

In March 1960, the National Security Council and t.he Special Group 
focused on America’s Cuban policy. President Eisenhower had just 
returned from a foreign trip in which : 

Latin American Presidents had counseled further forbearance by the U.S. 
in the hope that the members of the Organization of American States would 
finally see the potential danger in Cuba and take concerted action. ( Memorandum 
of March 10.1960 NSC Meeting) 

Cast.ro was characterized as hostile, but his Communist ties were 
apparently then unclear.’ The minutes of the March 10, 1960, NSC 
meeting sta.ted : 

There is no apparent alternative to the present government in the event Cas- 
tro disappears. Indeed the result of Castro’s disappearance might be a Communist 
takeover. 

The general covert action plan against Cuba came out of these 
Marc!1 1960 meetings of the SSC and Special Group.” 

The record of the KSC meeting of March lo,1960 (at which Presi- 
dent Eisenho\\-er ITas present). states that Admiral Arleigh Burke, in 
commenting on Allen Dulles’ statement that the Cuba covert action 
plan was in preparat,ion, “suggested that any plan for the removal of 
Cuban leaders should be a package deal. since many of the Cuban 
leaders around Castro were. even worse than Castro.” According to the 
minutes of the Special Group meeting on March 14, 1960 (which 

1011 Ifarch 8. 19R’i. Dren- I’carson stated in his newspaper column that there was a 
United States “plot” to assassinate Castro, and that “one rersion claims that underworld 
figures actually were recruited to carry out the plot.” 
Round, .\Iarch 3, 196i) 

(Pearson. Washington Mervu Go- 

2Cnstro apparentIF first announcrd publicly that he was a “Marxist-Lenist” on De- 
cembcr 2. 1961. (Dnrid I,arson. Citba Crisis of 1962, p. 304) 

?.\s Gray testified. this plan cowrtd four areas; sabotage. economic sanctions, propa- 
ganda, ami training of a Cuban exile force for a possible invasion. Gray stated that this 
plan had nothing to do with assassination. (Gray, 7/9/75, p. Ii’) 
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President Eisenhower did not attend), “there was a general discus- 
sion as to n-hat would be the effect on the Cuban scene if Fidel and 
Raul Castro and Che Guevara should d&p 

Admiral Burke stated in an affidavit 1 t 
ear simultaneously.” 

f, at although he did not 
recall the March 10,1960, NSC meeting, he did have a clear recollection 
of discussions of Cuba policy in the spring of 1960. (Burke affidavit) 

Burke stated that the reference to his suggestion at the March 10 
meeting “clearly refers to the general covert action plan reported 
by Allen D&es at that meeting and to the general consideration 
given at that time in the U.S. Government to identify Cuban groups 
with which the U.S. might work to overthrow the Castro regime.” 
(Burke affidavit) Burke continued : 

In this connection, it was my view that the U.S. must support those Cuban 
groups who would have a suillcient power base among the Cuban people, not 
merely to overthrow Castro, but to be able to cope with and dismantle his organi- 
zation as well. It was my firm belief at the time that many people in Castro’s 
organization were Communist and that Castro was probably a Communist. I 
therefore advocated that any effort to support groups so as to achieve Castro’s 
overthrow must focus, not merely on the leaders at the top of the Castro regime, 
but on the very strong organization that had been the key to Castro’s rise to 
power, and was the basis for his power. 

l * * * * * * 

The question of a Castro assassination never arose at the March 10, 1960 NSC 
meeting or at any other meeting or discussion that I attended or in which I par- 
ticipated. It is my firm conviction based on live years of close association with 
President Eisenhower during my service as Chief of Naval Operations, that 
President Eisenhower would never have tolerated such a discussion, or have 
permitted anyone to propose assassination, nor would he have ever authorized, 
condoned, or permitted an assassination attempt. (Burke affidavit) 

Gordon Gray testified that the March 10 and March 14,196O meet- 
ings dealt with plans to overthrow the Castro government, rather 
than with assassinating Castro. He said that Admiral Burke’s com- 
ment at the March 10 NSC meeting was part of a lengthy and general 
discussion about Cuba. Burke’s reference to a “package deal” for the 
removal of Cuban leaders was in direct response to a comment by 
Allen Dulles that “a plan to affect the situation in Cuba was being 
worked on.” (Gray, 7/9/‘75, pp. 13-14) Gray said he believed that 
Dulles “was certainly referring to” the Eisenhower Administration’s 
plan to train Cuban exiles for an invasion, rather than to a targeted 
attempt on Castro’s life.* (Gray, 7/9/75, pp. 14, 45) Gray testified 
that viewing Burke’s remarks in context, he believed it was clear that 
“Admiral Burke * * * was expressing his opinion that if you have any 
plan [for the overthrow of Castro] it ought to take these factors into 

1 Admiral Burke was unable to testify in person because he was hospitalized. 
*The memorandum of an internal CIA meeting shows that the first meeting of the 

CIA task force established to phn the tralnin 
f 

of a Cuban exile force was held on 
March 9, 1960, the day before the March 10, NS meeting. The CIA task force discussed 
“an operation directed at the overthrow of the Castro regime” and described that 
operation as one in which a Cuban exile force would be trained for “6-7 months.” In 
the discussion of this operation, it was noted that a principal problem was the weakness 
of the Cuban exile groups which “had no real leader and are divided into many parts,” 
but it was hoped that during the long training period the “op ositlon groups will have 
been merged and will have formed a government-in-exile to w g ieh all trained elements 
could be attached.” (Memorandum March 9, 1960) 

According to the memorandum of the meeting, J. C. King, Chief of the CIA’s Western 
Hemisphere Division, had stated, “unless Fidel and Raul Castro and Che Guevara could 
be eliminated in one packagewhich is highly unlikely-this operation can be a long, 
drawn-out affair and the present government will only be overthrown by the use of 
force.” (Id., p. 1) 
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consideration, that you might end up with a Communist government.” 
(Gray, 7/g/75, p. 45) 

Admiral Burke stated that the “general discussion” at the March 14 
Special Group meeting “clearly did not involve a discussion of assassi- 
nation of Cuban leaders, but to the possible effects should only those 
leaders be overthrown by a group not powerful enough to also master 
the organization .those leaders had established in Cuba.” 1 (Burke 
a5davit) Burke added : 

Thus, it was consistent with my views then that I should have been recorded 
in the record of the March 14 meeting as warning in this discussion that the 
Communists might move into control even if these three top leaders should be 
overthrown. As stated above, I strongly believed that a strong, organized group 
must be in the forefront of any effort to overthrow the Castro government. (Burke 
aiIldavit) 

When the question of “whether any real lanning had been done for 
taking direct positive action against Fide , ‘; Raul and Che Guevara” 
was subsequently raised at a Special Group meeting on November 3: 
1960, General Cabell reportedly said : 

that action of this kind is uncertain of results and highly dangerous in concep 
tion and execution, because the instruments must be Cubans. He felt that, par- 
ticularly because of the necessity for simultaneous action, it would have to be 
concluded that (such action) is beyond our capabilities. (Minutes Special Group 
Meeting, November 3, 1960) 

The reference to “direct positive action” is ambiguous and subject 
to different interpretations, including a suggestion that assassination 
be explor&L2 

However, it is clear that at most a question was being asked. More- 
over, assuming that “direct positive action” meant killing, it is sig- 
nificant that shortly after assassination plots were begun, the CIA 
Deputy Director told the Special Group that such action was “beyond 
our capabilities.” 

(6) The Question of Knowledge and Authorization Outside The 
Central Intelligence Agency during the Kem.edy Admilzistration 

We have divided the evidence on whether or not assassination plots 
were authorized during the Kennedy Administration into three sec- 
tions. The first primarily relates to the assassination operation in- 
volving underworld figures prior to the Bay of Pigs invasion in 
April 1961. The second deals with the post-Bay of Pigs period, and 

1 The record of the March 14 meeting states: “Admiral Burke said that the organized 
group within Cuba today was the Communists and there was therefore the danger they 
might move into control.” 

2 Testimony varied as to the meaning of the phrase “direct positive action” and of Gen- 
eral Cabell’s response in the h’ovember 3, 1960 memorandum. 

Gray testified that it could be taken to include assassination. but he did not know 
whether Mr. Merchant intended to refer to assassination or not. (Gray, 7/9/E, p. 9) 

Parrott, the author of the memorandum, testified that, although he had no recollection 
of the November 3, 1960 meeting, it was his opinion, based on the context of weekly Spe- 
cial Group meetings and discussion in the fall of 1960. that this discussion centered on 
the possibility of a palace coup, as opposed to a Paramilitary operation mounted from 
outside Cuba: General Cabell was indicating that “we sim ly do not have agents inside 
of Cuba to carry out this kind” of a coup. (Parrott, 7/l 8 /75, pp. 19-21) Parrott also 
testified that the phrase “direct positive actlon” was not a euphemism, and that he did 
not employ euphemisms in Special Group records, except for references to the President. 
(Parrott. 7/10/75, pp. 19-21) 

#Bissell testified that he found it “difficult to understand’ that General C,abell would 
have told the Special Group that it was beyond the CIA’s capabilities to take “direct posl- 
tise action” (if that referred to assassination) in light of Bissell’s assumption that General 
Cabell was informed of the CIA/underworld assassination effort. (Blssell. 7/17/75, 
pp. 25-18) 

Mr. Nercbant was unable to testify because of ill health and orders of his physician. 
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the Rosselli operation in the spring of 1962. That section also dis- 
cusses Operation Mongoose. A third section discusses the 1963 labora- 

tory schemes and the AM&ASH plot. 

(i) Pm-Bay Of Pigs Asmssimtim Plot 
The testimony was essentially the same as for the Eisenhower Ad- 

mmistration: Bissell again said he assumed and belj.eved that Dulles 
had met with President Kennedy and informed him, in a circum- 
locutious fashion, that the operation had been planned and was being 
attempted. Bissell also testified that he (Bissell) informed neither 
the President nor any other officials outside the CIA about the assas- 
sination efforts. Each Kennedy Administration official who testified 
said that he had not known about or authorized the plots, and did not 
believe the President would have authorized an assassination. 

(1) BisseZPs Testimony Cmcerning A& Assumption That D&es 
Told The President.-Richard Bissell continued as DDP, the 
principal agency official responsible for efforts against the Castro 
regime, including both the Bay of Pigs operation and the assassina- 
tion plots, when Kennedy became President in January, 1961. Bissell 
is the only surviving CIA policy maker with first hand knowledge 
of high-level decisions in the pre-Bay of Pigs phase of the Castro 
assassination plot involving underworld figures. Although Bissell tes- 
tified that Allen Dulles never told him that Dulles had informed Presi- 
dent Kennedy about the underworld plot, Bissell told the Committee 
that he believed Dulles had so informed President Kennedy and that 
the plot had accordingly been approved by the highest auth0rity.l 

Senator BAILER * * * you have no reason to think that he [Dulles] didn’t or 
he did [brief the President]. But the question I put was whether or not in the 
ordinary course of the operations of the CIA as you know them under their tradi- 
tions, their rules and regulations, and their policies in your opinion-was the 
President, President-elect briefed or was he not? 

BISSELL. I believe at some stage the President and the President-elect both 
were advised that such an operation had been planned and was being attempted. 

Senator BAKEE. By whom? 
BIBSELL. I would guess through some channel by Allen Dulles. 
The CHAIBMAN. But you’re guessing, aren’t you? 
Mr. BFSIELL. I am, Mr. Chairman, and I have said that I cannot recollect the 

giving of such briefing at the meeting with the President-elect in November or 
in any meeting with President Eisenhower. (Bissell, 6/g/75, pp. 3839) 

Bissell characterized his belief that the President had been informed 
as “a pure personal opinion” (Bissell, 6/g/75, pp. 60-61) ; on another 
occasion the following exchange occurred : 

Senator MORGAN. Mr. Bissell, it’s a serious matter to attribute knowledge of 
this sort to the President of the United States, especially one who cannot speak 
for hi,mself. Is it fair to assume that out of an abundance of caution you are 
simply telling us that you have no knowledge unless you are absolutely certain? 
* * l I gather that you think * * * it [assassination plot information] came out 
but because of the seriousness of the accusation you are just being extremely 
cautious * * * is that a fair assumption to make? 

BISSELL. That is very close to a fair assumption, sir. It’s just that I have no 
direct knowledge, first-hand knowledge of his [President Kennedy’s] ‘being ad- 
vised, .but my ,belief is that he knew of it [assassination plans]. (Bissell, 6/S/75, 
PP. 53-56) 

1 Bfssell never asked Dullrs whether Dulles had informed President Kennedy’s Nattonal 
Security Adviser, McGeorge Bundy about the plot. (Bfssell, 6/9/75, p. 34.) 
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Bissell said that he had not personally informed White House offi- 
cials or the President of the assassination plot because he “left the 
question of advising senior officials of the government and obtaining 
clearances in Allen Dulles’ hands.” (Bissell! 6/g/75, pp. 29, 33) AS 
with President Eisenhower, Bissell once again “assumed” t.hat Dulles 
“had at least intimated [to President Kennedy] that some such thing 
was underway.” (Bissell, S/9/75, p. 33) 1 

Bissell speculated that Dulles would have engaged in a “circumlocu- 
tious” conversation using “rather general terms,” although Dulles did 
not mention such a briefing to Bissell, as he had on some past occasions 
when he had circumlocutiously briefed President Eisenhower on sensi- 
tive matters. (Hissell, 6111175, pp. 6,10-14) 

Bissell repeatedly coupled Eisenhower and Kennedy when he spec- 
ulated that the Presidents would have been advised in a manner calcu- 
lated to maintain “plausible deniability.” (Bissell, 6/9/75, pp. 38, 57 ; 
6/U/75, pp. 5-6) : 

In the case of an operation of high sensitivity of the sort that we 8re dis- 
cussing, there was a further objective that would have been pursued at various 
levels, and that was specifically with respect .to the President, to ‘protect the 
Phesident. And, therefore, the way in which I believe that Allen Dulles would 
have attempted to do that was to have indicated to the two successive Sresidents 
the general objective of the operation that was contem8plated, to make that sufli- 
ciently clear so that the President--either President Eisenhower or President 
Kennedy-ould have ordered the termination of the operation, ‘but to give the 
President just as little information about it as possible beyond ,an understanding 
of its general ,purpose. Such an approach to the President would have had as its 
purpose to leave him in the position to deny knowledge of the operation if it 
should surface. 

My belief-a belief based, as I have said, only to my knowledge of command 
relationship of Allen Dulles as an individual, and of hls mode of operations- 
is that authorization was obtained by him in the manner that I have indicated. 
I used the word on Monday “circumlocutious,” and it was to this approach 
that I referred. 

Assuming for the moment that I am correct, since the effort would have 
been to minimize the possibility of embarrassment to the President, it is, I 
think, understandable that neither I nor anyone else in the Agency would have 
discussed this operation on our own initiative with, for instance, members of 
the White House staff. 

The effort would have been to hold to the absolute minimum the number of 
people who knew that the President had been consulted, had been notified and 
had given, perhaps only tacitly, his authorization. (Bissell, 6/11/75, pp. 5-6) 

(2) B&sell’s Testimony Regarding ais Own Act&.-When Bis- 
sell was asked if he had informed anyone outside the CIA that 
Bissell was asked if he had informed anyone outside the CIA that 
an effort to assassinate Castro was underway, he replied, “not to my 
recollection.” He added that he was never told that any official out- 
side the Agencv had been made aware of such an effort. (Bissell. 
6/9/75, pp.%-30) 

\ 

B&sell had ample opportunity to inform appropriate officials out- 
side the CIA of the plot. He worked closely with McGeorge Bundy, the 
White House liaison for Cuban affars and formerly one of Bissell’s 
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students at Yale University. Bissell and Bundy were also personal 
friends, but Bissell testified that he never told Bundy about the plot, 
a fact Bundy confirmed. (Bissell, 6/9/75, pp. 16,28-29 ; 7/22/75, p. 31) 
(Bundy, 7/11/75, p. 41) Bissell testified that : 

* l * almost from the beginning of the Kennedy Administration, the Presi- 
dent himself and a number of Cabinet members and other senior officials took a 
very active interest in the operation(s) concerning Cuba. (Bissell, 6/Q/75, p. 16) 

Bissell was ‘(almost invariably” present at meetings on Cuba 
in which the President and other senior officials took an “active in- 
terest.” (Bissell, 6/g/75, p. 17) Bissell testified that he did not then 
inform any of,them of the assassination plot. (Bissell, 6/9/75, p. 39) 

(3) Kennedy Administration Officials Testimony.--The Committee 
has taken testimony from all living officials high in the Kennedy Ad- 
ministration who dealt with Cuban affairs.l The theme of their testi- 
money was that they had no knowledge of any assassination plan or 
attempt by the United States government before or after the Bay of 
Pigs invasion, and that they did not believe President Kennedy’s char- 
acter or style of operating would be consistent with approving 
assassination. 

Secretary of Senate Dean Rusk testified, “I never had any reason 
to believe that anyone that I ever talked to knew about had any 
active planning of assassination underway.” (Rusk, ‘7/10/75, p. 65) 

Secret,ary of Defense Robert McNamara stated that he had “no 
knowledge or information ,about * * * plans or preparations for a 
possible assassination attempt against Premier Castro.” (McNamara, 
7/11/75, p. 7) 

Roswell Gilpatric, Deputy Secretary of Defense under McNamara, 
said that killing Castro was not within the mandate of the Special 
Group, which he construed as h,aving been only to weaken and under- 
mine “the Cuban economy.” (Gilpatric, 7/8/75, p. 28) 

General Maxwell Taylor, who later chaired Special Group meet- 
in@ on Operation MONGOOSE, stated that he had “never heard” of 
an assassination effort against Gastro, and that he never raised the 
question of assassination with anyone. (Taylor, ‘7/g/75, pp. 7-8,72,19) 

McGeorge Bundy stated that it was his “conviction” that “no one 
in the Kennedy ,Qdministration, in the White House, or in the cabinet, 
ever gave any authorization, approval, or instruction of any kind 
for any effort to assassinate anyone by the CIA.” (Bundy, 7/11/75, 
p. 54) Bundy said that he was never told that, assassination efforts 
were being conducted against Castro. (Bundy, 7/11/75, p. 63) 

Walt W. Rostow, who shared national security duties with Bundy 
before moving to the Department of State, testified that. during his 
entire tenure in government, he “never heard a reference” to an inten- 
tion to undertake an assassination effort. (Rostow, 7/g/75, pp. 10, 
12-13,38) 
-- 

1Most of the testimony from olWials high In the Kennedv Administration covered the 
period after the Bay 0f Pigs Invasion, involving Operation MONGOOSE and related a&iv- 
ities. (See following Section) It was during this period that high officials in the White 
House State Department, Defense Department. and the CIA were drawn into the detailed 
planning of Cuban operations. Their testimony concerning the question of authorization 
for the assassination plots is extensively discussed inlra, pp. 148-161. 



Asked if he had ever been told anything about CIA efforts to assassi- 
nate Castro, Richard Goodwin, Assistant Sr>ecial Counsel to the Presi- 
dent, replied, “No, I never heaid of such a hg.” (Goodwin, 7/H/75, 
p. 13)’ 

Theodore Sorensen, who said that his “first-hand knowledge” of 
Cuban ‘affairs was limited to the post-Bay of Pigs period, stated that 
his general opinion, based on his close contact with President Kennedy, 
was that 

* * * such an act [as assassination] was totally foreign to his character and 
conscience, foreign to his fundamental reverence for human life and his respect 
for his adversaries, foreign to his insistence upon a moral dimension in U.S. 
foreign policy and his concern for this country’s reputation abroad and foreign 
to his pragmatic recognition that so horrendous but inevitably counterproductive 
a precedent committed by a country whose own chief of state was inevitably 
vulnerable could only provoke reprisals and inflame hostility. * l l (Sorensen, 
7/21/75, p. 5) 

Sorensen stated that President Kennedy “would not make major for- 
eign policy decisions alone without the knowledge or participation of 
one or more of those senior foreign policy officials in whose judgment 
and discretion he had confidence.” (Sorensen, 7/21/75, p. 6) 

Sorensen concluded his testimony with the following exchange : 

Q. Would you think it would be possible that * * * the Agency, the CIA 
could somehow have been under the impression that they had a tacit authorization 
for assassination due to a circumspect discussion that might have taken place 
in any of these meetings? 

SOBENSEN. It is possible, indeed, I think the President on more than one 
occasion felt that Mr. Dulles, by making rather vague and sweeping references 
to particular countries was seeking tacit approval without ever asking for it, 
and the President was rather concerned that he was not being asked for ex- 
plicit directives and was not being given explicit information, so it is possible. 
But on something of this kind, assassination, I would doubt it very much. Either 
gou are for it or you are not for it, and he was not for it. (Sorensen 7/21/75, 
pp. 32-33) 

(4) The Question of Whether Assassination Efforts Were Discbsed 
in Various Briefings of Administration Officials. 

a. Briefing of the President-Elect 
In the latter part of November 1960, after the Presidential election, 

Dulles and Bissell jointly briefed President-elect Kennedy on “the 
most important details with respect to the operation which became 
the Bay of Pigs.” (Bissell, 6/g/75, p. 34) Bissell testified that he 
did not believe the ongoing assassmation efforts were mentioned to 
the President-elect at that meeting. (Bissell, 6/9/75, pp. 27, 35-36) 
Bissell surmised that the reasons he and Dulles did not tell Kennedv 
at that initial meeting were that they had “apparently” thought it 
was not an important matter,* and that they “would have thought that 
that was a matter of which he should be advised upon assuming office 

‘Goodwin did hear about assassination on two occasions. One involved a meeting be- 
tween the President and reporter Tad Szulc in November 1961 (see discussion pp. 138-139) 
and the other involved the Special Group (Augmented) meeting of August 10, 1962. (See 
pp. 164-165,) 

* This reason was also given by Blssell in response to the Committee’s questioning of his 
assumption that Dulles probably told President Eisenhower about the assassination o era- 
tlon : “* l l the Mafia operation was not regarded as of enormous importance and F her* 
were much more important matters to talk about with the President.” (Blssell, 7/17/75. 
P. 2.5) 
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rather than in advance.” (Bissell, 6/9/‘75, p. 35) Bissell’s latter com- 
ment, led to the following exchange : 

The CHAIBMAN. Isn’t it a strange distinction that you draw that on the one 
nand (as) a Presidential designate, as President-elect, he should have all of 
the details concerning a planned invasion of ‘Cuba, but that he should not be 
told about an ongoing attempt to assassinate Fidel Castro? 

-Mr. BISSELL. ‘1 think that in hindsight it could be regarded as peculiar, yes. 
The CHAIEMAN. * * * (I) t just seems too strange th,at if you were charged with 

briefing the man who was to become President of the U.S. on matters so impor- 
tant as a planned invasion of a neighboring country, and that if you knew at the 
time in addition to the planned invasion there was an ongoing attem’pt to ,assassi- 
nate the leader of that country, that you would tell Mr. Kennedy about one 
matter and not the other. 

Mr. BISSELL. Well, Mr. Chairman, it is quite possible that Mr. Dulles did sas 
something about an attempt to or the possibility of making use of syndicate 
characters for this purpose. I do not remember his doing so at that briefing. My 
belief is that had he done so, he probably would have done so in rather general 
terms and that neither of us was in a position to go into detail on the matter. 
(Bissell, 6/S/75, p. 35) 

However, Bissell also testified generally that pursuant to the doc- 
trine of “plausible denial,” efforts were made to keep matters that 
might be “embarrassing” away from Presidents. (Blssell, 6/11/75, 
PP. 5-6) 

b. Disczlssion with Bun& m “Emmt&he Act&n CapabiZity” 
Sometime early in the Kennedy Administration, Bissell discussed 

with Bundy a “capability” for “executive action”-” term Bissell said 
included various means of “eliminating the effectiveness” of foreign 
leaders, includin 
not tell Bundy a B 

assassinati0n.l (Bissell, 7/22/75, p. 32) Bissell +d 
out, the .plot against Castro durmg their discussion 

of Executive Action capability. (Bissell, 7/22/75, p. 31; Bundy; 
7/H/75, p. 41) However, Bissell did say that Castrq, Trujillo, and 
Lumumba might have been mentioned in connection w&h a discussion 
of “reseamh” into the capability. (Bissell, 6/U/75, pp. 50-51) 

c. Tag&n-/Kennedy Bay of Pig% Inqhy 
Following the failure of the Bay of Pigs invasion, President Ken- 

nedy convened a “court of inquiry” which reviewed “the causes of * * * 
[the] failure” of the operation. (B&sell, 6/g/75, pp. 42, 45) Robert 
Kennedy, General Maxwell Taylor, Allen Dulles, and Admiral Arleigh 
Burke comprised the Board. The “Taylor Report,” issued on June 13, 
1961 after the panel had examined the matter for several weeks, makes 
no mention of the assassination plot. 

Bissell was questioned extensively by the Taylor/Kennedy Board. 
General Taylor considered Bissell to have been the principal govern- 
ment official in the Bay of Pigs operation. He thought Bissell much 
more knowledgeable than Dulles, who had deliberately removed him- 
self from the planning and had delegated responsibility to Bissell. 
(Taylor, 7/9/75, p. 73) 

Bessel said he had not disclosed the assassination plot to the Taylor/ 
Kennedy Board and advanced several reasons for not having done so. 
First, “the question was never asked;” second, Dulles already knew 
about the operation ; third, “by that time the assassination attempt had 

‘The evidence concerning who Initiated the conversation, when it occurred, and what 
was said, is discussed extensively in section III-C. 



been called off ;” fourth, the assassination effort was “not germane” 
because it did not contribute to the failure of the Bay of Pigs. (Bissell, 
6/9/75, p . 44-46; 6/U/75, p. 39) Bissell added that he had “no 
reason to % elieve” that Allen Dulles did not discuss the plot with one 
or more of the other Board members. (Bissell, 6/9/75, p. 46) However, 
both General Taylor and admiral Burke, the only other members of 
the Board still living, stated that neither Bissell nor Dulles had in- 
formed them of the assassination plot. (Taylor, 7/g/75, pp. 72-73; 
Burke affidavit, S/25/75) 1 

Hissell’s testimony that he had not disclosed the ,assassination plot 
to the Kennedy/Taylor Board is consistent with his statement that 
“I have no knowledge that Robert Kennedy was advised of this [the 
plot to kill Mr. Castro] .” (Bissell, 6/9/75, p. 41) 

The Committee tested this statement ,against other parts of Bis- 
sell’s testimony. FBI Director Hoover sent the Attorney General a 
memorandum about the Las Vegas uiretap on May 22, 1961.2 An 
attachment to that memorandum quoted Sheffield Edwards as sa.ying 
that Bissell, in his “recent briefings” of Taylor and Kennedy “told the 
Attorney General that some of the associated planning included the 
use of Giancana and the underworld against Castro.” 

When B&sell was first shown this document by the Committee, 
he said : “I have no recollection of briefing those two gentlemen except 
as members of the Board of Inquiry that I have described, of which 
Allen Dulles himself was a member.” (Bissell, 6/11/75, p. 27) 

In a subsequent appearance before the Committee, Bissell again 
said that he had no recollection of the conversation referenced in the 
May 22 memorandum. (Bissell, 7/22/75, p. 56) He was sure that if 
such a conversation had occurred it was not before the Kennedy/ 
Taylor Board. (Bissell, 7/22/75, p. 64) 

Bissell speculat.ed, however, that the memorandum quoted language 
which “I might very well have used, that is, the use of the underworld 
against Castro.” (Bfssell, 6/U/75, p. 21) 

The examination of Bissell on whether he had discussed a pre-Bay 
of Pigs plot with the Attorney General or General Taylor and, if 
so, why he used such obscure and indirect language, elicited the fol- 
lowing testimony : 

Q. Did you, sometime in May of 1961 communicate the state of your awareness 
to the Attorney General in your briefing to him? 

BI~EELL. Well, there is a report which I was shown, I think it was last week, 
I believe it also came from the FBI, but I could be wrong about that, or indicat- 
ing that I did, at that time in May, brief the Attorney General, and I think 
General Taylor to the effect that the Agency had been using-1 don’t know 
whether Giancana was mentioned by name, but in effect, the Underworld against 
the Castro regime. 

Q. Did you tell them-them being the Attorney General and General Taylor- 
that this use included actual attempts to assassinate Mr. Castro? 

BISSELL. I have no idea whether I did [.] I have no idea of the wording. I 
think it might quite possibly have been left in the more general terms of using 
the underworld against the Castro regime, or the leadership of the Castro regime. 

1. When asked if BlsseII had ever informed him that underworld figures had been offered 
a large sum to assassinate Castro, General Taylor responded : “No. I never heard that. and 
it amazes me” (Taylor, 7/g/75, 0. 72) Taylor said that durlng his review of the Bay Of 
Pigs operation no mention was made of an assassination effort against Castro. (Taylor, 
‘7/g/75, p. 72) Taylor noted that Dullex met with the Board of Inquiry some thirty or forty 
times. (Tayor, 7/8/75, p. 73) 

‘A handwritten note from the Attorney General to his assistant on the face of the 
memorandum indicates that the Attorne 

3 
General had seen the document. This memo- 

randum is discussed in detail at Section (7 (b), injra. 
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Q. Mr. Bissell, given the state of your knowledge at that time, wouldn’t that 
have been deliberately misleading information? 

BIBBELL. I don’t think it would have been. We were indeed doing pre&&y 
that. We were trying to use elements of the underworld against Castro and the 
Cuban leadership. 

Q. But YOU had information, didn’t you, that you were, in fact, trying to ~1 
him? 

BI~SELL. I think that is a way of using these people against him. 
Q. That’s incredible. You’re saying that in briefing the Attorney General you are 

telling him you are using the underworld against Castro, and you intended that 
to mean, Mr. Attorney General, we are trying to kill him? 

BISSELL. I thought it signaled just exactly that ito the Attorney General, I’m 
sure. 

Q. Then it’s your belief that you communicated to the Attorney General that 
you were, in fad, trying to kill Castro? 

BISBELL. I think it is best to rest on that report we do have, which is from a 
source over which I had no influence and it does use the phrase I have quoted here. 
Now you can surmise and I can surmise as to just what the Attorney Genera! 
would have read into that phrase. (Bissell, 7/22/75, pp. 53-54) 

Q. Was it your intent to circumlocutiously or otherwise, to advise the Attorney 
General that you were in the process of trying to kill Castro? 

Mr. BISBELL. [Ulnless I remembered the conversation at the time, which I don’t, 
I don’t have any recollection as to whether that was my intent or not. (Bissell, 
‘i/22/75, p. 56) 

Bissell speculated further that a “proper” briefing might have 
omitted any reference to the assassination plot. (B&sell, 7/22/75, 
p. 59) As bases for his speculation, Bissell suggested first that even if 
he had “thoroughly briefed” the Attorney General he would have 
chosen “circumlocutious” language to tell him about the activity in- 
volving Giancana. (Bissell, 7/22/75, pp. 53-56) ; and second that the 
assassination effort had been ‘%tood down by them.” (Bissell, 7/22/75, 
p. 59) Bissell concluded by reiterating that he had “no knowledge” 
that the Attorney General was “specifically advised” of the assassina- 
t,ion plot against Castro. (Bissell, 7/22/‘75, p. 62) 1 

&r%~* 
onversation Between President Kennedy and Senator George 

George Smathers, former Senator from Florida, testified that 
the subject of a possible assassination of Castro arose in a conversa- 
tion Smathers had with President Kennedy on the White House lawn 
in 1961.2 Smathers said he had discussed the general Cuban situation 
with the President many times. (Smathers, ‘7/23/75, p. 6) Smathers 
had many Cuban constituents and was familiar with Latin American 
affairs. He was also a long-time friend of the President. (Smathers, 
7/23,‘75, p. 6) 

It was Smathers’ “impression” that President Kennedy raised the 
subject of assassination with Smathers beca.use someone else “had ap- 

‘If the FBI qnotation of Edwards is to be accorded slgniflcant we1 
‘i 

ht, then It is lm- 
portant to note that another section of it contradicts B&sell’s assumpt on that Presidents 
Eisenhower and Kennedy had been circumlocutlously advised by Dulles of the assassination 
plot. Edwards told the FBI that “Allen Dunes was completely unaware of Edwards’ con- 
tact with Meheu” In connection with Cuban operation. 

Blssell’s explanation for Edwards’ statement was that Edwards was being “protective” 
of the DCI. (Bissell, 7/17/75, p. 20) But this testimony must be reconciled with Bissell’s 
previous testimony that Dulles knew of the operation and probably would have told the 
President about it. 

2 Smathers’ testimony about this conversation referred to the transcrl t of an Oral 
History interview he gave on March 31, 1964. That interview indicates tha P the conversa- 
tion probably took place in 1961, before the Bay of Pigs invasion in mid-April. 

White House logs of Presidential meetings indicate only two occasions in 1961 when 
Senator Smathers met alone with the President. Both of those meetings took place in 
March. 
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parently discussed this and other possibilities with respect to Cuba” 
with the President. (Smathers, 7/23/75, pp. 1625) Smathers had no 
direct knowledge of any such discussion, or who might have been in- 
volved. (Smathers, 7/23/i’& pp. l&19,25) The President did not indi- 
cate directly that assassination had been proposed to him. (Smathers, 
7/23/75, p. 18) 

According to Smathers : 
* * * [President Kennedy] asked me what reaction I thought .there would be 

throughout South America were Fidel Castro to be assassinated * * * I tcld the 
President that even as much as I disliked Fidel Castro that I did not think it 
would be a good idea for there to be even considered an assassination of Fidel 
Castro, and the President of the United States completely agreed with me, that 
it would #be a very unwise thing to do, the reason obviously being that no matter 
who did it and no matter how it was done and no matter what, that the United 
States would receive full credit for it, and the President receive full credit for it, 
and it would vork to his great disadvantage with all of the other countries in 
Central and South America * * * I disapproved of it, and he completely dis- 
approved of the idea. (Smathers, 7/23/75, pp. 6-7) 

Smathers said that on a later occasion he had tried to discuss Cuba 
with President Kennedy and the President had made it clear to 
Smathers that he should not raise the subject with him again.l 

Senator Smathers concluded his testimony by indicating that on 
Cuban affairs in general, he felt he was “taking a tougher stance than 
was the President.” (Smathers, 7/23/75, p. 24) Smathers said he was 
‘*positive” that Kennedy opposed assassination. (Smathers, 7/23/75, 
P* 16) 

(6) The Question of W?wtJwr the President or the Attorney Gerwal 
Might Eave Learned of the Assassination Effort from the Cuban 
Participants 

A memorandum for the record in CIA files dated April 24, 196$ 
reflects that on April 19-20, in the aftermath of the Bay of Pigs, Presl- 
dent Kennedy and other Administration officials, including Secretary 
of Defense McNamara and General Lyman L. Lemnitzer, Chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, met with a translator and several members 
of Cuban groups involved in the Bay of Pigs. One of those Cuban exile 
leaders had been involved in the passage of poison pills to Cuba in 
March or April of that year; 2 there is no evidence that any of the 
other Cubans at the meeting were involved in or aware of the assassina- 
tion plot, and it is unclear whether that, particular Cuban realized that 
the plot in which he was involved was sponsored by the CIA.3 The 
April 24 memorandum states that the atmosphere of the meeting re- 
flected depression over the failure of the Bay of Pigs. 

‘One night at dinner with Senator Smathers, the President emphasized his point by 
cracking his plate at the mention of Cuba. (Smathers. 7/23/75, p. 22) 

a According to FRI memoranda dated December 21, 1960, and January 18, 1961. the 
Cuban was associated with anti-Castro activities financed by United States racketeers. in- 
cluding Santos Trafficante. who hoped to secure illegal monopolies in the event of Castro’s 
overthrow. This same Cuban was subsequently used bg Rosselli in the second passage of 
pills to Cuba in April 1962. 

3Rosselli testified that he represented himself to the Cubans as an agent of American 
business interests that desired the removal of Castro. (Rosselli. 6/24/W, pp. 17, 89) 
Mabeu testified that he and Rosselli held themselves out to the Cubans as representatives 
of American industrialists who had been financially hurt hy Castro’s regime. and that 
“at no time had we identified to them that the U.S. gorernment in fact was hehind the 
project.” (Maheu, 7/29/75, p. 34) The Support Chief testified that he had met the 
Cuban exile leader with whom Ross~lll had dealt only once. and that he had then bwn 
“put out as being somebody that had a client. commercial type.” The Support Chief was not 
certain that the Cuban had not susperted his true identity. however. because the Chipf 
testified that cftter that meeting, Rosselli had told him that the Cuban had remarked. “You 
-an’t tell me this guy is not a CIA man.” (O.C., 5/30/75. p. 22) 
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On May 18, 1961, the Taylor/Kennedy Board interviewed several 
Cuban exile leaders who had been involved in the Bay of Pigs, includ- 
ing the leaders who had cooperated iv the assassination plot. The 
summary.of that session states t’hat the subject of the inquiry was the 
Bay of Pigs operation. Attorney General Robert Kennedy was present. 

The Cuban exile leader involved in the assassination plot may have 
seen the Attorney ,General on one further occasion shortly after the 
Cuban Missile Crisis in October, 1962. Rosselli testified that this Cuban 
then was being used by the United States Government to aid in intelli- 
gence gathering and covert operations directed at Cuba. Rosselli said 
that he met that Cuban and other Cuban leaders in Washington, 
D.C., and that the Cubans told him they “were here meeting with the 
Attorney General and that they were waiting for an appointment from 
the White House.” (R osselli, 9/22/75, p. 6) They did not tell Rosselli 
their reasons for seeing the Attorney General, indicating only that 
the meeting involved the Cuban situation generally. Rosselli said that 
he did not discuss the assassination operation with the Cuban leaders 
“because I did not want [the second leader] to hear of it, because he 
was not part of it.” (Rosselli, g/22/75, p. 10) 

(‘7) The Question of Whether or not the Assassination Operation 
Involving Underworld Figures wm Known about by Attorney Gen- 
erd Kemwdy or F’resh!.mt Kennedy as Revealed by Imestigatiom of 
Giuncam and Rome%. 

Beginning in the fall of 1960 and continuing throughout the Bay 
of Pigs and MONGOOSE periods (through 1962)) the CIA under- 
took an assassination operation against Castro involving underworld 
figures. Following the discovery of the wiretap in a Las Vegas hotel 
room on October 31, 1960,* the CIA began disclosing aspects of its 
involvement with underworld figures to the FBI, to certain Justice 
Department officials, and after the advent of the Kennedy Adminis- 
tration, to Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy.* This section sets 
forth evidence bearing on what Attorney General Robert Kennedy 
did or did not know about the use of underworld figures by the CIA 
as revealed by FBI and Justice Department investigations surround- 
ing the discovery of the Las Vegas wiretap. 

This section also discusses evidence bearing on whether or not 
President Kennedy knew prior to April 196!$ or at any time there- 
after about the pre-Ba.y of Pigs plot involving underworld figures. 
There are two issues. The first is whether the President was made 
aware, through either the FBI or the Attorney General, of the CIA’s 
use of Rosselli and Giancana. The second is whether the President 
learned that the CIA had used R.osselli and Giancana in an attempt 
to assassinate Fidel Castro. 

a. 1960.-On October 18, 1960, FBI Director Hoover sent a memo- 
randum 3 to DDP Bissell with copies to some other members of the 

‘The wiretap was placed on the telephone by Arthur J. Ball&i. Arrangements for the 
tap were made by Maheu through his acquaintance, Edward DuBois. (FBI memo 3/23/62) 
See discussion, supra, pp. 77-79. 

*Robert Kennedy was Attorney General from January 1961 until September 1964. 
During hia tenure as Attorney General he had close ties not only to law enforcement 
agencies (FBI and Justice), but also to the CIA. He served on the Special Group (Aug- 
mented) which supervised Operation MONGOOSE from December 1961 through October 
1962. 

3 This memorandum is set forth in full, sup?%, p. 79. 



intelligence community 1 stat.inp that an informant had reported 
that, “* * * during [a] recent. -conversation with several friends. 
Giancana stated that Fidel Castro was to be done alvay with very 
shortly. When doubt was expressed regarding this statement. Gian- 
cana reportedly assured those present that Castro’s assassination 
would occur in November.” * (Memo? Hoover to Bissell, 10/18/69) 
According to the memorandum Giancana claimed to have met with 
the assassin-to-be on three occasions and said that the assassination 
could be accomplished by dropping a pill in Castro’s food. The memo- 
randum did not, specifically reveal CIA involvement. 

After discovering the Las Vegas wiretap on October 31, 1960, the 
FBI commenced an-investigation which quickly developed t.hat Maheu 
and Giancana were involved in the case. In April 1961, Rosselli’s in- 
volvement was discovered. 

b. 1961.-The first documentary evidence indicating alleged CIA 
involvement with the wiretap case is an FBI report dated Spril 20. 
1961. The report stated that on April 18, 1961, Maheu informed the 
FBI that the tap had played a part in a project “on beha.lf of the CIA 
relative to anti-Castro activities,” a fact which could be verified by 
Sheffield Edwards, CIA% Director of Security.” 

Bissell testified that he knew during the spring of 1961 that Edwards 
was seeking to persuade the Justice Department, via communications 
to the FBI, not to prosecute the parties-including Maheu, Rosselli, 
and Giancana-who were involved in the Las Vegas tap. Although 
Bissell believed that Edwards had told the Bureau the truth, he did 
not expect that Edwards would have revealed that the :CIA operation 
involved assassination. (Bissell, 6/9/75, pp. 63-65) 4 

According to a May 22, 1961, FBI memorandum, on May 3, 1961, 
Edwards told the FBI 5 that the CIA had relied on Giancana because 
of Giancana’s contacts with gambling figures who might have sources 
for use “in connection with CIA’s clandestine efforts against the Castro 
government”. Edwards reportedly said that “none of Giancana’s ef- 
forts have materialized to date and that several of the plans still are 
working and may eventually ‘pay off’“. Edwards also stated that he 
had never been furnished details of t.he methods used by Giancana and 
Maheu because this was “dirty business” and he could not afford to 

‘The October 18 memo was also distributed to Assistant Attorney General J. Walter 
Yeagley and to Army, Air Force, Navy and State Department intelligence oflices. B&sell 
testified that be did not recall this memorandum. (Blssell, 7/22/75, p. 40) He speculated 
that the CIA’s copy ordinarily would have been delivered to him and he would have 
passed it on to Sbcfaeld Edwards. The action copy was directed to Bissell but he surmised 
that a copy would also have gone to the Director. (Bissell. 7/22/75, pp. 40. 41) 

2 The FBI copy of the memorahdum contained a postscript stating : 
“By separate airtel (night cable), we have instructed the 5eld to be most alert for any 

additional information concerning alleged plots against Castro and to submit recom- 
mendations for close surveillance of Giancana in the event he makes trip to the Miami 
area or other trips which may be for the purpose of contacting people implicated in 
this plot.” 

3 Sam Papich. the FBI liaison with the CIA during this period, stated that the FBI 
was furious when it learned of the CIA’s use of Mabeu, Rosselll and Giancana in the tap 
ix=~=~;;,e it might inhibit possible prosecutions against them in the wiretap ease and in 

An arrangement (which was informal with Edwards. but was formalized with William 
Harvey) was subsequently made between the CIA and the FBI. The arrangement was 
that Papich would be informed by Agency personnel of any CIA contacts with under- 
world 5gures. of their movements. and any intelligence which directly or indirectly 
related to organized crime activities in the United States. The CIA would not report to 
the FBI any information concerning tbp objectives of Agency operations. 

4 Bissell also testified that the “cover story” for the operation may have been intelll- 
gence gathering (Cd., p. 66). 

5 Edwards apparently gave this information to Sam Papicb. 
, 
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know the specific actions of Maheu and Giancana in pursuit of any 
mission for the CIA. 

Slthough Edwards did not reveal the specific objective of the Gian- 
cana operation to the FBI, he was referring to the Agency’s recent 
assassination attempt involving the passage of poison involving a 
Cuban exile leader sometime between mid-March and mid-April 196L1 

The summary of Edwards’ statements to the FBI that was sent 
by Hoover to Attorney General Kennedy on May 22,1961, stated, in 
part that : 

Colonel Edwards advised that in connection with CIA’s operation against 
Castro he personally contacted Robert Maheu during the fall of 1960 for the 
purpose of using Maheu as a “cut-out” in contacts with Sam Giancana, a known 
hoodlum in the Chicago area. Colonel Edwards said that since the underworld 
controlled gambling activities in Cuba under the Batista government, it was 
assumed that this element would still continue to have sources and contacts in 
Cuba which perhaps could be utilized successfully in connection with CIA’s 
clandestine efforts against the Castro government. As a result, Maheu’s services 
were solicited as a “cut-out” because of his possible entree into underworld 
circles. Maheu obtained Sam Giancana’s assistance in this regard and according 
to Edwards, Giancana gave every indication of cooperating through Maheu in 
attempting to accomplish several clandestine efforts in Cuba. Edwards added 
that none of Giancana’s efforts have materialized to date and that several of 
the plans still are working and may eventually “pay off.” 

Colonel Edwards related that he had no direct contact with Giancana; that 
Giancana’s activities were completely “back stopped” by Maheu and that Maheu 
would frequently report Giancana’s action and information to Edwards. No 
details or methods used by Maheu or Giancana in accomplishing their missions 
were ever reported to Edwards. Colonel Edwards said that since this is “dirty 
business”, he could not afford to have knowledge of the actions of Maheu and 
Giancana in pursuit of any mission for CIA. Colonel Edwards added that he 
has neither given Maheu any instruction to use technical installations of any 
type nor has the subject of technical installations ever come up between Edwards 
and Maheu in connection with Giancana’s activity. 

Mr. Bissell, in his recent briefings of General Taylor and the Attorney Gen- 
eral and in connection with their inquiries into CIA relating to the Cuban 
situation [the Taylor Board of Inquiry] told the Attorney General that some 
of the associated planning included the use of Giancana and the underworld 
against Castro.’ 

The summary of Edwards’ conversation with the FBI was accom- 
panied by a cover memorandum from Hoover statin that Edwards 
had acknowledged the “attempted” use of Maheu an 3 “hoodlum ele- 
merits” by the CIA in “anti-Castro activities” but that the “purpose 
for placing the wiretap * * * has not been determined * * *.” (FBI 
memo to attorney General, 5/22/61) The memorandum also ex- 
plained that Maheu had contacted Giancana in connection with the 
CIA program and CIA had requested that the information be han- 
dled on a “need-to-know” basis.3 

1 See the preceding section for a discussion of this Cuban exile leader. 
2 For a discussion of this part of the memorandum and Bissell’s testimony on it, 8ee 

pp. 121-123 supra. 
3 At the time Hoover sent the May 22, 1961, memorandum to the Attorney General, 

indicating that there was a CIA/Giancana link, Bureau flles already contained another 
memorandum revealing that Giancana had earlier talked about an assassination attempt 
against Castro. This earlier memorandum dated October 18, 1960, did not reveal any Glan- 
eana/CIA connections, but anyone seeing the October 18 memorandum and knowing of 
the CIA’s association with Giancana in a project “against Castro” should have realized 
the connection. 

Courtney Evans, the FBI’8 liaison with the Attorney General. however, testified that 
pursuant to Bureau procedure, Hoover would have received an intra-bureau memorandum 
giving him a detailed summary of the information that was in the files. (Evans, S/28/75, 
pp. 70, 72) (footnote continued on p. 128) 
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Hoover’s memorandum to Attorney General Kennedy was stamped 
“received” and a marginal notation in Kennedy’s handwriting said: 
“Courtney I hope this will be followed up vigorously.” 1 Carbon copies 
were sent to Deputy Attorney General Byron R. White and Assistant 
Attorney General Herbert J. Miller Jr, 

A memorandum from Evans to Allen Belmont, Assistant to the 
Director (FBI) dated June 6, 1961, stated : 

We checked with CIA and ascertained that CIA had used Maheu as an inter- 
mediary in contacting Sam Gianeana, the notorious Chicago hoodlum. This was 
in connection with anti-Castro activities. CIA, however, did not give any instruc- 
tions to Maheu to use any technical installations. In connection with this infor- 
mation received from CIA concerning their attempted utilization of the hoodlum 
elemenqt, CIA requested this information be handled on a “need-to-know” basis. 

We are conducting a full investigation in this wiretap case requested by the 
Department and the field has been instructed to press this investigation vigor- 
ously. Accordingly, ‘the Attorney General will be orally assured that we are fol- 
lowing up vigorously and the results of our investigation will be furnished to the 
Department promptly. 

Entries in the FBI files indicate that the FBI vigorously pursued its 
investigation of the wiretap case. However, on August 16, 1961, the 
Assistant United States Attorney in Las Vegas reported his reluctance 
to proceed with the case because of deficiencies in the evidence and his 
concern that CIA’s alle ed involvement might become known. The 
Department of Justice a ‘les indicate no activity between September 
1961, when the FBI’s investigation was concluded, and January 1962, 
when the question of prosecution in the case was brought up for 
reconsideration. 

An entry in the Justice Department files dated October 6, 1961, 
stated : 

Yesterday ‘P.M. told me that A.G. had inquired as to status of this case and 
think Karold [Shapiro] got it taken care of OK. 

Evans also testified tnat he did not recall ever having seen the October 18 memorandum, 
that he had never heard from any source of an assassination plot involving the Central 
Intelligence Agency ana members of the underworld during his tenure with the Bureau, 
and that he never discussed assassination with the Attorney General. (Evans, S/28/75, 
pp. 55-57) However, he did have discussions with the Attorney General following the 
May 22 memorandum. h%ans testllled that if the October 18 memorandum had been sent to 
him, it would have been sent to him by Thomas McAndrews, who was Chief of the 
Organized Crime Section of the Special Investigative Division of the Bureau. McAndrews, 
who was responsible for distributing information from the FBI to the entire intelligence 
community, could not recall ever having given the October 18 memorandum to Evans. 
When asked if he believed the information contained in that memorandum had evq 
been brought to the attention of Attorney General Kennedy, McAndrews testllied: 
think he was briefed specifically on it, either in writin or orally * l l I think it was 
done. But I can’t say for sure.” (McAndrews, g/17/75, p. I 7) 

Ralph Hill was the Special Agent in charge of the investigation of Glancana. He testl- 
lied that he recalled the information in the October 18 memorandum, but that he did not 
recall the memorandum itself. He stated that because of the Attorney General’s interest 
in organized crime figures, it was the practice for 5eld reports concerning Giancana to 
be given to Courtney Evans, who would then forward them to the Attorney General. 

The only documents the Committee has seen indicating that the WI realized the 
October 18 memorandum related to the CIA/underworld 5gures operation, were two 
memoranda, both dated March 6, 1967, and both entitled “Central Intelligence Agency’s 
Intentions to Send Hoodlums to Cuba to Assassinate Castro.” The 5rst memorandum to 
Attorney General Ramsey Clark stated that “it appears that data which came to our 
attention in October 1966 possibly pertains to the above-captioned matter.” The second, 
an internal FBI memorandum used in the preparation of the memorandum for the Attor- 
ney General, stated that there were two other references in the files to the overall infor- 
mation mentioned above, one of which was the statement made by Giancana that ln 
October 1960 he met with an individual who was to assassinate Castro in November 1960. 

1 Courtnev Evans was the FBI’s liaison with the Attorney General and the President. 
Courtney Evans had worked closely with the then Senator John Kennedy and Robert 
Kennedy on the McClellan Committee. which had investigated the relationship between 
organized labor and organized crime. During the McClellan Investigation Sam Glancana 
was one of the major crime figures examined. After becoming Attorney General, Robert 
Kennedy had singled out Giancana as one of the underworld leaders to be most intensely 
investigated. 
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With the exception of this briefing, the FBI and Justice files indi- 
cate no other activity in the Balletti wiretap case from September 
1961 through January 1962. There was no activity in the assassina- 
tion effort involving underworld figures from April 1961 until mid- 
April 1962. 

c. 19&L-A note of January 29, 1962, from the head of the Ad- 
ministrative Regulations Division to the first and second assistants in 
th;Criminal Division stated : 

Our primary interest was in Giancana l * * apparently detective (Maheu) 
has Borne connection with Giancana but he claims was because of CIA.assignment 
in connection with Cuba-CIA has objected, may have to drop. 

Assistant Attorney General Herbert Miller then asked the FBI to 
again speak with Edwards about the prosecution of Maheu. (Memo 
from Miller, l/31/62) 

An FBI memorandum dated February 24, 1962, set forth Miller’s 
request that Edwards be reinterviewed about possible prosecutions in 
the Balletti case. A reply memorandum from the FBI to Miller on 
February 7, 1962, stated that Edwards had been contacted and that 
he objected to the prosecution. 

(1) Did Presid.tmt Kennedy Learn Anything About Asm-&naSm 
Plots as a Result of the FBI Irumstigation of Giam and Raw&? 

As elaborated in the previous sections of this report? all living CIA 
officials who were involved in the underworld assassmation attempt 
or who were in a position to have known of the attempt have testified 
that they never discussed the assassination plot with the President. 
By May 1961, however, the Attorney General and Hoover were aware 
that the CIA had earlier used Giancana in an operation against Cuba 
and FBI files contained two memoranda which, if simultaneously re- 
viewed, would have led one to conclude that the CIA operation had 
involved assassinati0n.l There is no evidence that any one within the 
FBI concluded that the CIA had used Giancana in an assassination 
attempt. The Committee has uncovered a chain of events, however, 
which would have given Hoover an opportunity to have assembled 
the entire picture and to have reported the information to the 
President. 

Evidence before the Committee indicates that a close friend of Pres- 
ident Kennedy had frequent contact with the President from the end 
of 1960 through mid-1962. FBI reports and testimony indicate that 
the President’s friend was also a close friend of John Rosselli and Sam 
Giancana and saw them often during this same period.2 

On February 27, 1962, Hoover sent identical copies of a memoran- 
dum to the Attorney General and Kenneth O’Donnell, Special Assist- 
ant to the President. The memorandum stated that information 
developed in connection with a concentrated FBI investigation of John 
Rosselli revealed that Rosselli had been in contact with the President’s 

ITbe two memoranda, which are discussed in considerable detail supra, were the Oc- 
tober 18, 1960, memorandum linking Giancana to an assassination plot (but not men- 
Honing CIA) and the May 22, 1961, memorandum llnkln 

5 
Giancana to a CIA operation 

against Cuba involving “dirty business” (but not mention ng assassination). 
2 White House telephone logs show 70 instances of phone contact between the White 

House and the President’s friend whose testimony confirms frequent phone contact with 
the President himself. 

Both the President’s friend and Rosselli testified that the friend did not know about 
either the assassination operation or the wiretap case. Giancana was killed before be was 
available for questioning. 
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friend. The memorandum also reported that, the individual was main- 
taining an association with Sam Giancana, described as LLa prominent 
Chicago underworld figure.” Hoover’s memorandum also stated that a 
review of the telephone toll calls from the President’s friend’s residence 
revealed calls to the N7hite House. The President’s secretary ultimately 
received a copy of the memorandum and said she believed she would 
have shown it to the President. 

The association of the President’s friend with the “hoodlums” and 
that person’s connection with the President was again brought to 
Hoover’s attention in a memorandum preparing him for a meeting 
with the President planned for March 22,1962. Courtney Evans testi- 
fied that Hoover generally required a detailed summary of information 
in the FBI files for drafting important memoranda or preparing for 
significant meetings. (Evans, 8/28/75, pp. ‘70? 72) The FBI files on 
Giancana then contained information disclosmg Giancana’s connec- 
tion with the CIA as well as his involvement in assassination plotting. 
(Memoranda of 10/18/60 and 5/22/61) 

On March 22, Hoover had a private luncheon with President Ken- 
nedy. There is no record of what transpired at that luncheon. Accord- 
ing to the White House logs, the last telephone contact between the 
White House and the President’s friend occurred a few hours after 
the luncheon. 

The fact that the President and #Hoover had a luncheon at which one 
topic was presumably that the President’s friend was also a friend of 
Giancana and Rosselli raises several possibilities. The first is, assum- 
ing that Hoover. did in fact receive a summary of FBI information 
relating to Giancana prior to his luncheon with the President, whether 
that summary reminded the Director that Giancana had been involved 
in a ,CIA op.eration against Cuba that included “dirty business” and 
further indicated that Giancana had talked about an assassination 
attempt against Castro. A second is whether Hoover .would then have 
taken the luncheon as an opportunity to fulfill his duty to bring this 
information to the President’s attenti0n.l What actually transpired 
at that luncheon may never be known, as both participants are dead 
and the FBI files contain no records relating to it. 

On March 23, 1962, the day immediately following his luncheon 
with the President, at which Ross&i and Giancana were presumably 
discussed, Hoover sent a memorandum to Edwards stating : 

At the request of the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice, this 
matter was discussed with the CIA Director of Security on February 7, 1962, 
and we were advised that your agency would object to any prosecution which 
would necessitate the use of CIA personnel or CIA information. We were also 
informed that introduction of evidence concerning the CIA operation would 
be embarrassing to the Government. 

The Criminal Division has now requested that CIA specifically advise whether 
it would or would not object to the initiation of criminal prosecution against 
the subjects, Balletti, Maheu, and the individual known as J. W. Harrison for 
conspiracy to violate the “Wire Tapping Statute.” 

‘The President. thus nottified. might then have inquired further of the CIA. The 
Presidential calendar indicates that the President had meetings at which most CIA 
officials witting of the assassination plot were present during the period from February 27 
through April 2, 1962. All of those persons, however, have testlfled that the President 
never asked them about the assassination plot. 
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An early reply will be appreciated in order that we may promptly inform the 
Criminal Division of CIA’s position in this matter.’ 

As a result of this request, the CIA did object to the prosecution of 
those involved in the wiretap case, thereby avoiding exposure of 
Giancana’s and Rosselli’s involvement with the Agency in an assassi- 
nation plot. We now turn to events which occurred during April 
and May 1962 which culminated in the formal decision to forego 
prosecution in the wiretap case. 

(9) The Fo9wud Dm’&n to Forego Pro8em%n. 

(a) Events Leading up to a Formal Briefing of the Attorney 
General. 

A memorandum for the record of April 4, 1962, reflects that Ed- 
wards met with Sam Papich, the FBI liaison to the CIA, on March 28 
or 29 and told Papich that: 

Any prosecution in the matter would endanger sensitive sources and methods 
used in a duly authorized intelligence project and would not be in the national 
interest. (Edwards’ memorandum, 4/4/62) 

A memorandum for Assistant Attorney General Miller from 
Hoover dated April 10,1962, stated that Edwards : 

Has now advised that he has no desire to impose any restriction which might 
hinder &orts to prosecute any individual, but he is firmly convinced that prose- 
cution of Maheu undoubtedly would lead to exposure of most sensitive infor- 
mation relating to the abortive Cuban invasion in April 1961, and would result 
in most damaging embarrassment to the U.S. Government. He added that ‘in 
view of this, his agency objects to the prosecution of Xaheu. (Memo, Hoover to 
Miller, 4/10/62) 

On April 16, 1962, Lawrence Houston, @IA General Counsel, met 
with Miller.2 Houston reported to Edwards that Miller envisioned 
“no major difficulty in stoppin 
offered to brief the Attorney 6 

action for prosecution.” Houston 
eneral, but said that he “doubted 

if we would want to give the full story to anyone else in the De- 
partment,” and Miller did not desire to know the “operational details.” 
On April 20 Houston told Miller’s first assistant that he was request- 
ing Justice not to prosecute “on grounds of security,” and asked to 
be informed if it was necessary to brief the Attorney General. (Memo, 
Houston to Edwards, 4/26/62) 

In the latter half of April 1962 William Harvey, head of the CIA’s 
anti-Castro effort, gave poison pills to Roselli for use in the post-Bay of 
Pigs assassination effort against Fidel Castro using underworld 
figUI%3S. 

(5) Briefing of the Attorney General on May 7,1962. 
An entry in Attorney General Kennedy’s calendar for May 7,1962, 

states “1 :00-Richard Helms. ” 3 At 4:00 the Attorney General met 

‘This memorandum 1s peculiar in two respects. First, the CIA had already orally 
objected to prosecution on two occasions. Second, Hoover was quizzing the CIA on behalf 
of the Department of Justice, a task that would normally be performed by the Depart- 
ment’s Criminal Division. 

a Houston testified that he did not remember these meetings. 
Miller recalled only that Houston had spoken to him about a I 

Houston, 6/Z/75, p. 3) 

embarrassment. (Miller, S/11/75, p. 1131 
w retap and possible CIA 

sHelms testi5ed that he did not recall meeting with the Attorney General on May 7 
and his desk book does not reftect any such meeting. When asked if he had ever met wlth 
the Attorney General to set up a knowingly inaccurate brie5ng. Helms testi5ed that he 
had not and that if he had, he would certainly remember It because “I would have been 
coniving or colluding, and I have no recollection of ever having done anything like that.” 
(Helms, Q/16/75, p. 8) 
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with Houston and Edwards to be briefed on the CIA operation in- 
volving Maheu, Ross&, and Giancana. The briefing was at the At- 
torney General’s request. (I.G. Report. p. 62a) 

On May 9, 1962, the Attorney General met, with Director Hoover. 
Hoover prepared a memorandum for the record dated May 10, 1962. 
recounting what was said at that meeting. On May 11 the Attornev 
General requested Edwards to prepare a memorandum of the May ? 
briefing. Edwards, with Houston’s assistance, prepared a memo- 
randum dated May 14,1962, relating what had transpired at the May i 
briefing. Also, on the same day, Edwards had a telephone conversation 
with William Harvey. As a result of that conversation, Edwards 
prepared an internal memorandum for the record dated May 14,1962, 
which falsely stated that the operation involving Rosselli was then 
being terminated. 

(aa) The Attorney General Was Told That the Operation Had 
Involved an Asm.ss&atkn Attempt 

Houston testified that the operation was described to the Attorney 
General as an assassination attempt. (Houston, 6/2/‘75, p. 14) When 
interviewed for the Inspector General’s Report in 196’7, Edwards 
said he briefed Kennedy “all the way.” (I.(;. Report, p. 62a) A memo- 
randum by Hoover of a,conference with Kennedy on May 9, two days 
after the briefing states : 

The Attorney General told me he wanted to advise me of a situation in the 
Giancana case which had considerably disturbed him. He stated a few days ago 
he had been advised by CIA that in connection with Giancana, CIA had hired 
Robert A. Maheu, a private detective in Washington, D.C., to approach Giancana 
with a proposition of paying $150,000 to hire some gunmen to go into Cuba and 
to kill Castro. (Memorandum from Hoover, 4/10/62) 

(66) Evidence Concerning Whether the Attorney General Was 
Told That the Operation Had Been Terminated 

fi 
Houston, who said that he was told about the use of underworld 

f 
ures for the first time by Edwards a few weeks before the briefing 

o the Attorney General, testified that it was his “understanding that 
the assassination plan aimed at Castro had been terminated com- 
pletely,,, and that Kennedy was told “the activity had been terminated 
as of that time.” (H ous t on, 6/2/75, pp. 13,15) Fdwards testified that 
he had also believed at the time of the briefing that the operation had 
been concluded and that he had so informed Kennedy. (Edwards, 
5/30/75, p. 16) 1 The memorandum of the briefing prepared by Ed- 
wards describes the operation as having been “conducted during the 
period approximately August 1960 to May 1961.” It further states : 

After the failure of the invasion of Cuba word was sent through Maheu to 
Rosselli to call off the operation and Rosselli was told to tell his principal that 
the PrOPosal to WY one hundred fifty thousand dollars for completion of the 
operation had been definitely withdrawn, (Memo from Edwards, 4/14/62) 

‘Harvey, who was informed of the briefing by Edwards. could not recall whether 
Edwards told hlm that the Attorney General had been briefed that the operation had been 
terminated. (Harvey, G/25/75, p. 99) 
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Based upon interviews with Houston and Edwards, the Inspector 
General’s Report concluded that : 

The Attorney General was not told that the gambling syndicate operation had 
already been reactiva,ted, nor, as far as we know, was he ever told that CIA had 
a continuing involvement with U.S. gangster elements. (I.G. Report, p. 66) 1 

Houston and Edwards recalled that Kennedy was upset that the CIA 
had used Giancana. Houston testified : 

If you have seen Mr. Kennedy’s eyes get steely and his jaw set and his voice 
get low and precise, you get a definite feeling of unhappiness. (Houston, 6/2/75, 
P. 14) 

Tn his memorandum of the meeting with the Attorney General two 
days after the briefing, Hoover recalled : 

I expressed great astonishment at this in view of the bad reputation of Maheu 
and the horrible judgment in using a man of Giancana’s background for such a 
project. The Attorney General shared the same views. (Memo from Hoover, 
5/10/62) ’ 

Hoover’s May 10 memorandum further states that the Attorney Gen- 
eral said that “CIA admitted that they had assisted Maheu in making 
this installation and for these reasons CIA was in a position where it 
could not afford to have any action taken against Giancana and 
;liaheu.” 3 

According to Edwards, at the en’d of t.he briefing, Kennedy said : ‘LI 
want you to let me know about these things,” or words to that effect. 
(Edwards, 5/80/75, p. 17) Houston recalled that Kennedy said : 

In very .specific terms that if we were going to get involved with Mafia per- 
sonnel again he wanted to be informed first * * *. I do not remember his cnm- 
menting about the operation itself. (Houston, 6/2/75, p. 14) ’ 

Hoover recorded that two days after the briefing, the Attorney Gen- 
eral told him that: 

He had asked CIA whether they had ever cleared their actions in hiring Maheu 
and Giancana with the Department of Justice before they did so and he was ad- 
vised by CIA they had not cleared these matters with the Department of Justice. 
He stated he then issued orders to CIA to never again in the future ,take such 
steps without first checking with the Department of Justice. (Memo from Hoover, 
R/10/62) 

Edwards testified that at the time of the Kennedy briefing, he did 
not know that the CIA was still utilizing its underworld contacts, 

‘In a section entitled “The Facts As We Know Them.” the I.G. Report stated that 
Attorney General Kennedy “was briefed on Gambling Syndicate-Phase One after it was 
over. He was not briefed on Phase Two.” (LG. Report. p. 118) 

*The Hoover memorandum indicates two reasons for Attorney General Kennedy’s dls- 
pleasure. First, the CIA had put itself into a position where “it could not afford to hnve 
any action taken against Glancana or Maheu.” Second. Hoover: “Stated as he [Kennedgl 
well knew the ‘gutter gossip’ was that the reason nothing had been done a@nst Gienrnnn 
was becanse of Qlaneana’s close relationship with Frank Sinatra who, in turn. clnlm~d 
to be a close friend of the Kennedy family. The Attornep General stated he realized this 
and it was for that reason that he was quite concerned when he received this lnformatfon 
from CIA about Giancana and Maheu.” (Sinatra is not the President’s friend discussed in 
the preceding Robsection.) 

Despite the Attorney General’s concern that prosecutions of parties involved In the tin 
mlrht be foreclosed in the future, both Glancana and Rosselli were in fact prosecuted liter 
for crimes unrelated to the tap. 

s In the CIA memorandum of the briefing prepared br Edwards, Edwards wrote that “at 
the time of the inddent, neither this Agency nor the undersigned knew of the proposed 
technical installation.” 

4 Houston testllled that Kennedy insisted “There was not to be any contnct of the 
Mafia l l l without prior consultation with him.” (Houston. 6/2/75. p. 37) When lnter- 
viewed in 1967 for the Inspector General’s Report. Houston had recnllwl Kennedy ns P-V- 
ing: “I trust that if you ever try to do business with orpanlz~rl rrlme apin-Mth 
gangsters-you will let the Attorney General know.” (I.G. Report. p. 62n) 
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(Edwards, 5/30/75, p. 16) even though the operation had been re- 
activated under the Directorate of Plans, and in early April 1962. 
poison pills had been given to Rosselli. 

As concluded by the CIA itself in the Inspector General’s Report: 
Edwards’ statement that he was not aware of these developments IS 
implausible. In the memorandum of May 14, 1962, prepared for the 
Attorney General, Edwards stated that Harvey had asked him to ar- 
range a contact with Rosselli, and that a meeting had been set for 
April 9. The Inspector General’s Report observed : 

When the Attorney General was briefed on 7 May, Edwards knew that Harvey 
had been introduced to Rosselli. He must also have known that his subordinate, 
the Support Chief, was in Miami and roughly for what purpose (although Ed- 
wards does not now recall this). (I.G. Report, p. 65) ’ 

Harvey testified that Edwards knew the operation was still in effect 
and that Edwards told Harvey about the briefing of the Attorney 
General shortly afterwards. (Harvey, 6/25/75? pp. 98-100) 

In the internal memorandum for the record dated May 14, 1962, 
written the same day as the memorandum of the Attorney General’s 
briefing, Edwards stated : 

On this date Mr. Harvey called me and indicated that he was dropping any 
plans for the use of Subject (Rosselli) for the future. 

Harvey testified that the memorandum “was not true, and Colonel 
Edwards knew it was not true.” (Harvey, 6/25/75, p. 97) Edwards 
confirmed that he was aware ,at that time that Harvey was “trying” 
to assume control of the operation. (Edwards, 5/30/Z?, p. 19) 

Harvey testified that Edwards’ entry would cause the record to show 
incorrectly that the operation had been terminated, when in fact it had 
not been. (Harvey, 6/25/Z, p. 102) Harvey’s reasons explaining the 
decision to “falsify” the record were : 

* * * if this ever came up in the future, the file would show that on such and 
such a date he was advised so and so, and he was no longer chargeable with 
this. * * * (Harvey, 6/25/75, p. 109) 

This was purely an internal document for use in closing out this operation as 
far as the Office of Security and its Director, that is its Chief, personally, was 
concerned. (Harvey, 6/25/75, p. 102) 

To bring this operation under some sort of sensible control, determine what 
it was, and attempt to insulate against what I consider a very definite potential 
for damage to the agency and to the government. (Harvey, 6/25/75, p. 101) 

When questioned about the fact that the Attorney General had been 
told that the operation had been terminated when in fact it was con- 
tinuing, Helms testified : 

* * * I am not able to tell you whether this operation was ongoing, whether 
it had really been stopped, whether it had been fairly stopped, whether there 
was fun and games going on between the officers involved as to, we will create 
a fiction that it stopped or go ahead with it. I just don’t recall any of those 
things at all * * ^. (Helms, 6/13/75, p. 109) 

(ii) Post-Bay Of Pigs Underwodd Plot-MONGOOSE Peviod 
This section discusses evidence bearing on whether the post-Bay of 

Pigs operation to assassinate Castro involving underworld figures- 
which began in April 1962. and continued at least through the Cuban 

xPapich presumably continued to receive reports from the CIA on Harve~‘s subsequent 
meetings with Rosselli. 
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missile crisis in October of that year-was autliorizrtl or known ahollt 
by Administration officials outside of the CIA. 

This issue nlnst be considered in light of the differing perceptions 
of Heltiis and his subot~tlinatrs. ou the 01w hand. :~iid of other meml)trs 
of the Kcnnetlv ,1tlniinistration, including the I>irect,or of the CIA. 
on the other. While Helms testified that he never received a direct 
order to assassinate (‘astro. he fully believed that the CIA was at all 
times acting within the scol)e of’ its arlthoriQ mid that Castro’s 
assassination came within the bounds of the Kennedv Administration’s 
effort to ovcrthow Castro and his regime. Helms sa&l that, he inherited 
the Rossclli pr?granl from Bissell. and. due to its sensitive and unsav- 
ory character, it was not the type of program one would discuss in 
front of high officials. He stated that he never informed M&one 01 
ang other officials of the Kennedy Administration of the assassina- 
tion plot. However. McCone and the surviving members of the Ken- 
nedy Administration testified that th&y believed a Castro assassination 
was impermissible without a direct order. that assassinat,ion was out- 
side the parameters of the Administration’s anti-Castro program? and 
each testified that to his knowledge no such order was given to Helms. 

An understanding of the Hennedy ,Qdministration’s 1962 covert ac- 
tion program for Cuba is essential to an evaluation of the testimony 
on the issue of authorization. That program, which was designed to 
overthrow the Castro regime, and the events in 1961 leading up to it 
are discussed below. 
follows. 

A detailed exposition of the testimony then 

(1) $hSTS 1’RECEDISO THE ~RTABLIBHMEST OF MONGOOSE 

,\. THE TAYLOR/KENNEDY BOARD OF INQUIRY 

On April 22,1961, following the Ray of Pigs failure, the President 
requested General Maxwell Taylor to conduct a reevaluation of “our 
practices and programs in the areas of military and paramilitary, 
guerilla and anti-guerilla activity which fall short of outright war.” 
Taylor was to give special attention to Cuba (Letter to Maxwell 
Taylol~, 1/‘L2/61) and Robert Kennedy was to be his principal col- 
league in the effort. 

The resulting review concluded : 
We have been struck with the general feeling that there can be no long-term 

living with Castro as a neighbor. His continued presence within the hemispheric 
community as a dangerously effective exponent of Communism and antLAmer- 
icanism constitutes a real menace capable of eventually overthrowing the elected 
Zorernments in any one or mnre of weak Latin American republics. * * * 

It is recommended that the Cuban situation be reappraised in the light of all 
presently known factors and new guidance be provided for political, military, 
economic and propaganda action against Castro. (Report to the President. 
R/13/61, Memo No 4 p 8) . 9 . 

It is clear from the record, moreover, that the defeat at the Bay of 
Pigs had been regarded as a hmniliation for the President person&y 
and for the CIA institutionally. 

By July 1961, t.he Special Group had agreed that “the basic objec- 
tive toward Cuba was to provide support to a IT.S. program to develop 
opposition to Castro and to help bring about a regime acceptable to the 



U.S.” (Memo for the Record. ‘i’/21/61) Occasional harassment op- 
erations were mounted during the summer but there was no overall 
strategy and little activity. 

B. SATIOSAL SEC~RI1’1’ ACTION ?\IEJIORANDUM 100 OF OCTOBER 5, 1961, AND 
THE CIA INTELLIGENCE ESTIMATE 

In the fall of 1961 the Kennedy Administration considered the con- 
sequences of Castro’s removal from power and the prospects for United 
States military intervention if that occurred. Two studies were pre- 
pared. National Security Action Memorandum 100 (NSAM 100) di- 
rected the State Department to assess the potential courses of action 
open to the United States should Castro be removed from the Cuban 
scene, and to prepare a contingency plan with the Department of De- 
fense for military intervention in that event. The CIA prepared an 
“Intelligence Estimate’: on the “situation and prospects” in Cuba. The 
focus of these studies was on the possible courses of action open to the 
United States in a post-Castro Cuba, rather than on the means that 
might bring about Castro’s removal. It does not appear, however, that 
assassination was excluded from the potential means by which Castro 
mi ht be removed. 

8 n October 5, 1961, McGeorge Rundy issued NSAM 100 entitled 
“Contingency Planning for Cuba.” 
of State and stated in full : 

It was addressed to the Secretary 

In confirmation of oral instructions conveyed to Assistant Secretary of State 
Woodward, a plan is desired for the indicated contingency. 

The Special Group Minutes of October 6, 1961, state that the 
Group was told that in addition to an overall plan for Cuban 
covert operations, ‘ca contingency plan in connection with the possible 
removal of Castro from the Cuban scene” was in preparation. (Memo- 
randum for the Record of Special Group meeting, 10/6/61) An 
October 5,196l Memorandum for the Record by Thomas Parrott, Sec- 
retary to the Special Group, states that Parrott informed the Deputy 
Assistant Secretary for Latin American Affairs that “what was wanted 
was a plan against the contingency that Castro would in some way or 
other be removed from the Cuban scene.” Parrott’s memorandum 
stated that in preparing the plan, “the presence and positions of R.aul 
(Castro) and Che Guevara must be taken into account,” and that 
General Taylor had told Parrott he preferred “the President’s inter- 
est in the matter not be mentioned” to the Assistant Secretary. This 
me.morandum also said that, “on the covert side, I talked to Trac,v 
Barnes in CIA and asked that an up-to-date report be furnished as 
soon as possible on what is going on and what is being planned.” 

The CIA’s Roa.rd of National Estimates (which was not part of 
the Directorate of Plans) prepared a study entitled “The Situat.ion and 
Prospects in Cuba.” 1 The CTA estimate was pessimistic about the 

l The Inspector General npnare”tlT had RCC~SS to an earlier draft of this Intelli~encc 
estimate. (1.G. Report. D. 4) In repnrtinc thnt many CIA ofaeers interviewed in the 1.0. 
inwstigatlon stressed thnt “elimlnntinn of the dominant figures in R covcmment l l l 

mill not neeessnrily cause the downfRl1 of the government,” the Report stated : “This 
P 

olnt 
w*- striwwd with respect to Castro and Cuhrr in a” internal CTA draft “ancr of Oc oher 
1061. whirh was Initiated in res”o”se to Genwnl Maw-11 Twlor’s desire for 9 contingency 
“Inn. The “nner took the nosition that the demise of Fidel Castro. from whntexv cause. 
worlld offer little opportunity for the liberation of Cub? from Communist and Sorfet Bloc 
rontro1.” f1.Q. Report. D. 4) 

The CIA has been unable to locate the drnft paper referred to in the Inspector General’s 
RPnort. 
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success of a Cuban internal revolt, and found that Castro’s assassi- 
nation would probably strengthen the Communist position in Cuba. 

After reviewing the economic, military, and political situation in 
C,uba, the CIA estimate concluded that the Castro regime had suffi- 
cient popular support and repressive capabilities to cope with any 
internal threat. The concluding paragraph of the estimate, entitled 
“If Castro Were to Die,” noted that : 

His [Castro’s] loss now, by assassination or by natural causes, would have 
an unsettling effect, but would almost certainly not prove fatal to the re- 
gime l * * [IIts principal surviving leaders would probably rally together in 
the face of a common danger. (Estimate, p. 9) 

The CL4 study predicted that if Castro died, “some sort of power 
struggle would almost certainly develop eventually,” and, regardless 
of the outcome of such a struggle, the Communist Pa.rty’s influence 
would be “significantly” increased.’ (Estimate, p. 9) 

Burldy testified that the contingency referred to in NSAM 100 and 
the related documents was “what would we do if Castro were no longer 
there,?’ and that “clearly one of the possibilities would be assassina- 
tion.” (Bundy, 7/U/75, p. 77) However, Bundy emphasized that 
NSAM 100 represented an effort to assess the effect should Castro 
be removed from power by any means (including assassination) but 
“without going further with the notion [of assassination] itself.” ’ 
(Bundy, 7/11/75, p. 77) Bundy contended that the President was not 
considering an assassination, but rather “what are things going to 
be like after Castro?” (Bundg, ‘i/11/75, p. 81) 3 

Taylor testified that, he had no recollection of NSAM 100 or of the 
events described in the related documents. (Taylor. 7/g/75, p. 18) 
Based 011 his review of the documents, Taylor testified that “it sounds 
like purely a political consideration of the sequence of power in 
Cuba” 4 and he emphasized that “never at any time” did he raise the 
question of assassination with Parrott, or with anybody else. (Taylor. 
7/g/75, p. 19) 

Special Group Secretary Parrott testified that the request for a 
plan reflected in his memorandum of October 5. 1961, and the refer- 
ence in that memorandum to the “contingency that Castro would in 
some way or another be removed from the Cuban scene”, reflected 
interest in a contingency st.udy for Castro’s removal. but by means 
“short of being killed.” (Parrott, 7/10/78, p. 83) 

‘A cover memorandum by Lansdale transmitting the CIA estimate to Robert Kennedy 
criticized the Pstimate’s assessment that “it is highly improbable that an extensive nopulnr 
uprising could be fomented” against Castro as a “concIusion of fact quite outside the nrw 
of intelligence.” Lansdale stated that the estimate “seems to be the major evidence to be 
11ned to OnposP .VO”1‘ program” (referring to the proposed overall MONGOOSE operation). 
(Memo, Lansdale to Robert Kennedy. 11/62, p. 1) As discussed in detail at p. 140. 
TJnnndale’n basic concept for the JIOSGOOSE program was to overthrow Castro through 
nn internal revolt of the Cuban people. 

2 “If people were suppestlng this to you and you were curious about whether it was 
worth exploring, one way of getting more light on it mithout going nny further with that 
notion itself would be to ask political people. not intelligence people, what they thought 
would happen if Castro were,no\there any longer.” (Bundy. 7/11/75, p. 79) 

3 Rundy explained : “* it was precleely to Insulate the President from any 
false inference that what he was asking about was assan&mtion. It Is easy to confuse the 
question. what are thines going to be like after Castro. with the other question. rind we 
were trying to focus attention on the information he obviouslv wanted. which is. ahnt 
would happen if we did do this sort of thing. and not eet one into the frame of mind of 
thinking that he was ronaidcring doing it.” (Bundy. ‘7/11/75. TI. 81) 

‘T&or wld he was ~uznled bv the wording of NSAM 100 and the related documents 
and stated, “I just cannot tie in the language here n-lth R plnnsihle explanntlon.” (Taylor. 
7/g/75. p. 18) 
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C. PRESIDENT KENNEDY’S NOVEMBER 9,lQ 6 1 CONVERSATION WITH TAD SZULC 

In early November 1961 Tad Szulc 1 was asked by Richard Goodwin, 
a Special Assistant to President Kennedy, to meet with Attorney 
General Robert Kennedy on November 8 to discuss the situation in 
Cuba. The meeting was “off-the-record.” Szulc attended as a friend 
of Goodwin’s, and not as a reporter. (Szulc, 6/10/75, p. 24) During 
the meeting with Robert Kennedy, the discussion centered on “the 
situation in Cuba following the [Bay of Pigs] invasion [and] the 
pros and cons of some different possible actions by the United States 
Government in that context.” (Szulc, 6/10/‘75, p. 25) According to 
Szulc the subject of assassination was not mentioned during this 
meeting. (Szulc, 6/10/75, p. 31) 

At the close of the meeting, Robert Kennedy asked Szulc to meet 
with the President. (Szulc, 6/10/75, p. 25) The next day Szulc, 
accompanied by Goodwin, met with President Kennedy for over an 
hour in the Oval Office.2 (Szulc, 6/10/?5, p. 25) Szulc recalled that 
the President discussed “a number of his views on Cuba in the wake 
of the Bay of Pigs, asked me a number of questions concerning my 
conversations with Premier Castro, and * * * what the United States 
could [or] might do in * * * either a hostile way or in establishing 
some kind of a dialogue * * *” (Szulc, 6/10/75, pp. 25-26) 

Szulc testified that after this general discussion, the President asked 
“what would you think if I ordered Castro to be assassinated?” 3 
(Szulc, g/10/75, pp. 26, 27 ; Szulc Notes.of conversation with Presi- 
dent Kennedy, 11/g/61) Szulc testified that he replied that an assassi- 
nation would not necessarily cause a change in the Cuban system, and 
that it was Szulc’s personal view that the United St&es should not be 
party to murders and political assassinations. (Szulc, 6/10/75, p. 26) 
Szulc said that the President responded, “I agree with you com- 
pletely.” Szulc stated : 

He [President Kennedy] then went on for a few minutes to make the point 
how strongly he and his brother felt that the United States for moral reasons 
should never be in a situation of having recourse to assassination. (Szulc, 6/W/ 
75, p. 27) 

Szulc’s notes of the meeting with the President state : 
JFK then said he was testing me, that he felt the same way-he added “I’m 

glad YOU feel the same way”-because indeed U.S. morally must not be part 
[sic] to assassinations. 

JFK said he raised question because he was under terrific pressure from 
advisers (think he said intelligence people, but not positive) to okay a Castro 
murder. sed [sic] he was resisting pressures. (Szulc note of conversation with 
President Kennedy, 11/g/61) 

‘Tad Ssulc was a reporter in the Washington Bureau of the New York Times. Ssulc 
had visited Cuba in May-June 1961. following the Bay of Pigs invasion. During the course 
of that trip, Szulc had a “series of very long conversations” with Castro. (Szulc, 6/10/75, 
P. 24) 

zGoodwin testfIled that President Kennedy met frequently with members of the press 
and others who were experts in various fields. but that it was “possible” that the meeting 
with Szulc may have been an occasion for the President to consider Ssulc for a position 
in the Administration. (Goodwin, 7/18/75, pp. 2%30) 

On November 2, 1961, Goodwin had addressed an “eyes only” memorandum to the 
President and the Attorney General outlining a suggested organization for what became 
the MONGOOSE operation. Goodwin proposed five “staff components.” including “intelll- 
Cence collection.” “guerrilla and underground,” and “propaganda.” The memorandum 
stated : “As for propaganda. I thought we might ask Tad Szulc to take a leave of absence 
from the Times and work on this on-although me should check with [USIA Director1 
Ed Murrow and Dick Bissell.” (Memo, Goodwin to the President and the Attorney General. 
11/2/61, p. 2) 

3S:aulr made notes of the conversation with President Kennedy as soon as he returned 
to his office. President Kennedy’s question regarding a Castro assassination nnnenrs in 
quotation marks in Szulc’s notes, which were made the same day from “rpasonahlp fresh” 
memory. (Szulc. 6/10/75. p. 30) 
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Szulc stated that it is “possible” and he “believed” that President 
Kennedy used such words as “someone in the intelligence business,” 
to describe the source of the pressure for a Castro assassination. (Szulc, 
6/10/75, p. 29) The President did not specifically identify the source 
of the pressure. (Szulc, 6/10/75, p. 27) 

There is no evidence other than Szulc’s testimony that the Presi- 
dent was being pressured. This lack of evidence was particularly 
troublesome since everyone else questioned by the Committee denied 
ever having discussed assassination with the President, let’alone having 
pressed him to consider it. 

Goodwin recalled that, after President Kennedy asked Szulc for 
his reaction to the suggestion that Castro be assassinated, President 
Kennedy said, “well, that’s the kind of thing I’m never going to do.” 
(Goodwin, 7/18/75, p. 3) Goodwin said that several daqs after the 
meeting he referred to the previous discussion of assassination and 
President Kennedy said “we can’t get into that kind of thing, or we 
would all be targets.” (Goodwin, 7/18/75. pp. 4,ll) 

D. PRESIDENT KENNEDY’S SPEECH OF NOVEMBER 16, 196 1 

-1 few days after the meeting with Szulc and Goodwin, and some 
six weeks after the issuance of NSAM 100, President Kennedy dc- 
livered a speech at the University of Washington, in which he stated : 

We cannot, as a free nation, compete with our adversaries in tactics of terror, 
assassination, false promises, counterfeit mobs and crises. (Public Papers of the 
Presidents, John F. Kennedy, 1961, p. 724) 

(2) OPERATION MONGOOSE 

A. THE CREATION OF OPERATION MONGOOSE 

In November 1962 the proposal for a major new covert action pro- 
gram to overthrow Castro was developed. The President’s ,Qssistant, 
Richard Goodwin, and General Edward Lansdale, who was exper- 
ienced in counter-insurgency operations, played major staff roles in 
creating this program, which was named Operation MONGOOSE. 
Goodwin and Lansdale worked closely with Robert Kennedy, who 
took an active interest in this preparatory stage, and Goodwin ad- 
vised the President that Robert Kennedy “would be the most effective 
commander” of the proposed operation. (Memo, Goodwin to the Pres- 
ident, 11/l/61, p. 1) In a memorandum to Robert Kennedy outlining 
the MONGOOSE proposal, Lansdale stated that a “picture of the situ- 
ation has emerged clearly enough to indicate what needs to be -done 
and to support your sense of urgency concerning Cuba.” (Memo. 
11/15/61) 

14t the end of the month, President Kennedy issued a memorandum 
recording his decision to begin the MONGOOSE project to “use 0111 
available assets * * * to help Cuba overthrow the Communist regime.” 
(Memo from the President to the Secretary of State. et al., 11/30/61) 

The establishment of Operation MONGOOSE resulted in important 
organizational changes. 
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(1) The Special Group (Augmented) (SGA) 
A new control group, the Special Group (Augmented) (SGA) was 

created to oversee Operation MONGOOSE. The SGA comprised the 
regular Special Group members (i.e., McGeorge Bundy, Alexis John- 
son of the Department of State, Roswell Gilpatric of the Department 
of Defense, John McCone, and General Lyinan Lemnitzer of the Joint 
Chiefs) augmented by Attorney General Robert Kennedy and Gen- 
eral Maxwell Taylor. Slthough Secretary of State Rusk and Secretary 
of Defense McNamara were not formal members of the Special Group 
or the Special Group (Augmented), they sometimes attended 
meetings. 

(2) General Lamdale named Chief-of-Operathu of MONGOOSE 
As a result of the Bay of Pigs failure, Presdent Kennedy distrusted 

the CIA and believed that someone from outside the Agency was re- 
quired to oversee major covert action programs. Rather than appoint 
his brother, Robert Kennedy, to head MONGOOSE, as nroposed by 
Goodwin, President Kennedy gave General Edward Lansdale the task 
of coordinating the CIA’s MONGOOSE operations with those of the 
Departments of State and Defense. Lansdale had developed a reputa- 
tion in the Philippines and Vietnam for having an ability to deal with 
revolutionary insurgencies in less developed countries. Kennedy ap- 
pointed General Taylor Chairman of the Special Group Augmented. 
Robert. Kennedy played an active role in the MONGOOSE Operation. 
a role unrelated to his position as Attorney General. 

(3) CIA Organization for MONGOOSE 
In late 1961 or early 1962, William Harvey was put in charge of 

the CIA’s Task Force W, the CIA unit for MONGOOSE Opera- 
tions. Task Force W operated under guidance from the Special Group 
(Augmented) and employed a total of approximately 400 people at 
CIA headquarters and its Miami Station. McCone and Harvey were 
the principal CIA participants in Operation MONGOOSE. Although 
Helms attended only 7 of the 40 MONGOOSE meetings. hr was sig- 
nificantly involved, and he testified that he “was as interested” in 
MONGOOSE as were Harvey and McCone. (Helms, ‘7/18/75, p. 10) 

B. LANSDALE’S THEORY AND OBJECTIVE FOR MONGOOSE 

In the fall of 1961, Landale was asked by President Kennedy to 
examine the Administration’s Cuba policy and to make recommenda- 
tions. Lansdale testified that he reported to President Kennedy that 
“Castro * * * had aroused considerable affection for himself per- 
sonally with the Cuban population * * by, (Lansdale, 7/S/75, p. 4), 
and that the United States “should take a verv different course” from 
the “harassment” operations that had been ‘directed against Castro 
up to that time. (Lansdale. 7/8/75. p. 3) Lansdale informed the 
President that these prior United States operations were conceived 
and led by Americans. (Lansdale, 7/8/75, p. 5) In contrast. Lansdale 
proposed in Operation MONGOOSE that the United States work 
with exiles, particularly professionals, who had opposed Batista and 
then became disillusioned with Castro. (Lansdale, 7/s/75, pp. 4, 
10-11) Lansdale’s ultimate objective was to have “the people them- 
selves overthrow the Castro regime rather than U.S. engineered 
efforts from outside Cuba.” (Lansdale, 7/S/75, p. 41) 
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Lansdale’s concept for Operation MONGOOSE envisioned a first 
step involving the development of leadership elements and “a very 
necessary political basis” among the ,Cubans opposed to Castro. (Lans- 
dale, 7/8/Z, p. 11) At the same time, he sought to develop “means to 
infiltrate Cuba successfully” and to organize “cells and activities in- 
side Cuba * * * who could work secretly and safely.” (Lansdale, 
7/8/75, p. 11) Lansdale’s plan was designed so as not to “arouse pre- 
mature actions, not to bring great reprisals on the people there and 
abort any eventual success.” (Lansdale, 7/8/75, p. 11) 

C. BTSSELL’S Tl%TIMONY CONCERNING PRFSIDENTIAI, INSTRUCTIONS M ACT 
MORE VICX.lROCSLY 

According to the Assistant to the head of Task Force W, sometime 
early in the fall of 1961, Bissell was “chewed out in the Cabinet Room 
of the White House by bot,h the President and the Attorney General 
for, as he put it, sitting on his ass and not doing anything about getting 
rid of Castro and the Castro regime.” (Assistant, 6/18/75, p. 8) 

The Assistant said Bissell told him about the meeting and directed 
him to come up with some plans. (Assistant, B/18/7$ pp. 8, 36-37) 
Bissell did not recall the White House meeting described by the As- 
sistant, but agreed that he had ‘been, in essence, told to “get off your ass 
about Cuba.” (Bissell, 7/25/75, pp. 37-38) 

Bissell was asked whether he considered that instruction authority 
for proceeding to assassinate Castro. He said, no, and that “formal and 
explicit approval” would be required for assassination activity (id., 
38-39). Bissell also said that there was in fact no assassination ac- 
tivity between the pre-Bay of Pigs/Rosselli operation and his depar- 
ture from the Agency in February 1962. 

D. THE JANUARY 19, 1962 SPECIAL GROW MEETING 

On -January 19, 1962, a meeting of principal MONGOOSE partici- 
pants was held m Attorney General Kennedy’s office.’ (McManus, 
7/22/75, p. 6) Notes taken at the meeting by George McManus, Helms’ 
Executive Assistant, contain the following passages : 

Conclusion Overthrow of Castro is Possible. 
“* * * a solution to the Cuban problem today carried top priority in U.S. Gov- 

[ernmenlt. No time, money, effort-or manpower is to be spared.” 
“Yesterday * * * the President had indicated to him that the Anal chapter 

had not been written-it’s got to be done and will be done.” (McManus memo 
I/19/62, p. 2) 

McManus attributed the words “the top priority in the U.S. Gov- 
[ernmenlt-no time, money, effort or manpower is to be spared” to the 
At,torney General. (McManus. 7/22/75, pp. 8-9) 

Helms stated that those words reflected the “kind of atmosphere” 
in which he had perceived that assassination was implicitly authorized. 
(Helms, 7/17/75, pp. 60-61) McManus agreed thmat Robert Kennedy 
“was very vehement in his speech” ,and “really wanted action,” but 

1 Those attending included the Attorney General. Lansdalc. McManus, General Craig. 
representing the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Don Wilson of USIA, Major Patehell of the Secretary 
of Defense’s office, and Frank Hand of CIA. It is probable that DDP Helms was also 
present. 
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M&anus disagreed with Helms’ perception, stating that “it never 
occurred to me” that Kennedy’s exhortation included permission to 
assassinate Castro, Nor did the spirit of the meeting as a whole leave 
McManus with the impression that assassination was either cont,em- 
plated or authorized. (McManus, 7/22/75, pp. 9-10) 1 

E. GENERAL LANSDALE’S MONGOOSE PLANNING TASKS 

On January 18, 1962, Lansdale assigned 32 planning tasks to the 
agencies participating in MONGOOSE. In a memorandum to the 
working group members, Lansdale emphasized that “it is our job to 
put the American genius to work on this project, quickly and effec- 
tively. This demands a. change from the business as usual and a hard 
facing of the fact that we are in a combat situation-where we have 
been given full command.” (Lansdale memorandum, l/20/62) 

The 32 tasks comprised a variety of activities, ranging from in- 
telligence collection to planning for “use of U.S. military force to 
support the Cuban popular movement” and developing an “opera- 
tional schedule for sabotage actions inside Cuba.“2 In focusing on 
intelligence collection, propaganda, and various sabotage actions, 
Lansdale’s tasks were consistent with the underlying strategy of 
MONGOOSE to build gradually t,owards an internal revolt of the 
Cuban people. 

Lansdale transmitted a copy of the tasks to Attorney General Ken- 
nedy on January 18, 1962, with ,a handwritten note stating: “my re- 
view does not include the sensitive work I have reported to you ; I felt 
you preferred informing the President privately.” Lansdale testified 
that this sensitive work did not refer to assassinations and that. he 
“never took up assassination with either the Attorney General or the 
President.” He said that he could not precisely recall the nature of this 
“sensitive work” but that it might have involved a special trip he made 
under cover to meet Cuban leaders in Florida to assess their political 
strengths. (Lansdale, 7/8/75, p. 30) 

In a memorandum to the Bttorney General on January 27, 1962. 
Lansdale referred to the possibility that “we might uncork the touch- 
down play independently of the institutional program we are spur- 
ring.” (Memo, Lansdale to Attorney General, l/27/62) Lansdale 

IThere was a great deal of evidence showing that Cuba had a high priority in the 
Kennedy Administration, and the very existence of a high-level group like the Special 
Group (Augmented) further demonstrated Cuba’s importance. McNamara stated that “we 
were hysterical about Castro at the time of the Ray of Pigs and thereafter.” (I” the same 
context. MeNamara stated “1 don’t believe we contemplated assassination.“) (McNamara. 
7/22/75. p. 93) Similarly. General Lansdale informed the members of his interagency 
committee that MONGOOSE “demands a change from business-as-usual and a hard facinc 
of the fact that you’re in a combat situation where we have been given full command.” 
(Lansdale Memo. l/20/62) 

On the other hand. Theodore Sorensen testified that “there were lots of top priorities. 
and it was the job of some of [us] to continually tell rarlous agencies their particular 
subject was the top priority” and although Cuba was “important” it was “fairly well down 
on the list of the President’s agenda.” (Sorensen. 7/21/75, p. 12) For example, when 
President Kennedy was told that his first letter to Khruscher in the secret correspondenw 
which lasted two or three years would be “the single most lmpor*nt document you will 
write during your Presidency.” President Kennedy said, “Yes, we get these every day 
over here.” (Sorensen, 7/21/75, p. 12) 

2 Parrott sarcastically characterized Lansdale’s plans as follows : 
“1’11 give you one example of Lansdale’s perspicacity. He had a wondwfnl plan for get- 

ting rid of Castro. This plan consisted of spreading the word that the Second Coming of 
Christ was imminent and that Christ was against Castro (who) was anti-Christ. And 
you would spread this word around Cuba. and the” on whatever date it was. that there 
would be a manifestation of this thing. And at that time--this is absolutely true-and 
at that time just over the horizon there would be a” America” submarine which would 
surface off of Cuba and send up some starshells. And this would be the manifestation 
of the Serond Coming and Castro would be overthrow” * * * 

Well. some wag called this operation--and somebody dubbed this-Elfml”at1o” by 
Illuml”atlo”.” (Parrott, 7/10/75, pp. 49, 50) 
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testified that the phrase “touchdown play” *ms a “breezy way of 
referring to a Cuban revolt to overthrow the re,rriIrIe” rather than to 
(“astro’s assassination. (Lansdale, Y/8/75, p. 45) 1 The esamJ)les of 
such pl,ays cited in the memorandum (e.g., “stir up workers in Latin 
America and Cuba,” work through “ethnic language groups,” “vouth 
elements,” or “families through the Church”) do not contain an! 
indication of assassination.’ 
l/27/62, p. 1) 

(Memo. Lansdale to Attorney General: 

On ,January 19, 1862, Lansdale added an additional task to those 
assigned on ,January 18. “Task 33” involved a plan to “incapacitate” 
Cuban sugar workers during the harvest by the use of chemic,al war- 
fare means. Lansdale testified that the plan involved using nonlethal 
chemicals to sicken Cubans temporarily and keep them away from the 
fields for a 24-48 hour period “without ill effects.” The task was 
initially approved for planning purposes with the notation that it 
would require “policy determination” before final approval. After :I 
study showed the plan to be unfeasible, it was cnnrrlled without eve1 
being submitted to the SGA for debate. (Lansdale, 7/8/75 p. 29; SGA 
Minutes, l/30/62, p. 1) 

The SGA approved Lansdale’s ~3 tasks for planning purposes 011 
.January 30, 1962. (SGA Minutes, l/30/62, p. 1) On February 20: 
Lansdale detailed a six-phase schedule for MONGOOSE, designed to 
culminate in October, 1962, with an “open revolt and overthrow of the 
Communist regime.” (r ,ansdale Jlemorandnm, 2/20/62. p. 2) As one 
of the operations for this “Resistance” phase. Lansdale. listed “attacks 
on the cadre of t,he repime, inclndinp key leaders.” (Landsdale, 7/S/75, 
p. 151) Lansdnle’s plan stated : 

This should be a “Special Target” operation  ̂ * * Gangster elements might 
provide the best recruitment potential for actions against police--G2 [intelli- 
8ence] officials. (rd., p. 151) ’ 

1 The testimony was as follows : 
The CHAIRMAN. What precisely did you mean by “uncork the touchdown play in- 

dependently of the institutional programs we are spurring?” 
General L~ssn~r,e. Well., I was holding almost dally meetings with my working group. 

and-in tasking, and findmg how they were developing plans I was becoming more and 
more concerned that they kept going back to doing what I felt were pro forma Amerlcatl 
types of actions rather than actively exploring how to get the Cubans into this. and 
to have them undertake artinns. 

To me. the touchdown play was a Cuban revolt to overthrow the regime. I did not feel 
that we had gotten into the real internal Dart of cettlnr Cubans into the action. and 
I was concerned about that. 

. - 

Senator BAKER. In the same context, it is fair to say that the name of the game was 
to get rid of Castro or his regime and that touchdown play was one of several methods 
that might have been used for that purpose? 

General LansnaLE. Yes. 
Senator BAKRR. All right. now what was the touchdown play that you had in mind 

here ? 
General La~sna~e. Well. it was a revolt by the Cubans themselves * l * a rerolutlou 

that would break down the police controls of the state and to drtre the top people out 
of power and to do that, there needed to be political actions cells. psychological propn- 
ganda action cells, and eventually when possible, guerrilla forces developed in the 
country in a safe place for a new government to set up and direct the revolution that 
would evento?lly move into Havana and take over. (Lansdale. ?/S/75. pp. 4-7-56) 

3 Lanndale’n memorandum described the “touchdown play” as follows : 
“It may be a special effort which professional labor operators can launch to stir up 

workers in Latin America and Cuba. It may be through ethnic-language groups: Spain 
has an untapped action potential. It could be a warming-up of the always lively youth 
element in Latin America and Cuha. through some contacts specially used. It could br 
with the families through the Church. with families resisting the disciplined destruction 
of social justice by the Communists. It could be an lmaglnatlre defection project which 
cracks the ton echelon of the Communist gang now running Cuba.” (Uemorandum. 
Lansdalc to Attorney General, l/27/62) 

a An earlier reference to use of can&w-type elements had ~pneared in a CIA nwmo- 
randum for the SGA on January 24. 1962. Commenting on Task 5 of Lansdale’n original 
32 tasks (which called for planning for “drfertlon of top Cuban government officials”). 
the CIA memorandum noted that planning for the task will “necessarily be bawl! 
upon an appeal made inside the island by intermediaries” and listed “crime srndlcntw 
along with other groups as possible intermediaries. (CIA Memorandum. l/24/62) 
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Lansdale testified that early in the MONGOOSE operation he had 
suggested that working level represent,atives of the MONGOOSE 
agencies get in touch with “criminal elements” to obtain intelligence 
and for “possible actions against the police structure” in Cuba. (Lans- 
dale, 7/S/75, p. 104) Lansdale conceded that his proposal to recruit 
gangster elements for attacks on “key leaders” contemplated the 
targeted killing of individuals, in addition to the casualties that might 
occur in the course of the revolt itself. (Lansdale, 7/S/75, p. 107) 

Lansdale’s 33 plans were never approved for implementation by the 
SGA. As discussed below, the SGA tabled Lansdale’s six phase plan 
altogether in February 1962, and directed him to plan for and conduct 
an intelligence collection plan only. (SGA Minutes, 3/j/62) 

F. LANSDALE’S REJECTION OF A SUGGESTION THAT A PROPAGANDA CAMPAIGN, 

INCLUDING REWARDS FOR ASSASSINATION, BE EXPLORED 

On January 30: 1962, the representative of the Defense Depart- 
ment and the Joint Chiefs on the MONGOOSE Working Group 
forwarded for Lansdale’s consideration ‘(a concept for creating dis- 
trust and apprehension in the Cuban Communist Hierarchy.” (Memo, 
Craig to Lansdale, l/30/62) The concept titled Operation Bounty, was 
described as a “system of financial rewards, commensurate with posi- 
tion and stature, for kil3ing or delivering alive known Communists.” 
Under the concept, leaflets would be dropped in Cuba listing rewards, 
which ranged from $5,000 for an “informer” to $100,000 for “govern- 
ment officials.” A reward of “‘2$” was listed for Castro. Lansdale 
testified that the 24 bounty was designed “to denigrate * * * Castro 
in the eyes of the Cuban populat.ion.” (Lansdale, 7/8/75, p. 26) Lans- 
dale said tha,t he “tabled” this concept when he received it because “I 
did not think that it was something that should be seriously under- 
taken or supported further.” (Lansdale, 7/8/75, p. 26) He never 
brought Operation Bounty before the SGA. 

G. THE CONTROL SYSTEM FOR MONGOOSE OPERATIOk 

In establishing the MONGOOSE Operation on November 30,1961, 
President Kennedy had emphasized that the SGA should be “kept 
closely informed” of its activities. (Memorandum by the President, 
11/30/61) 

In practice, as Harvey’s Executive Assistant on the CIA MON- 
GOOSE Task Force W testified, this resulted in the submission of 
“specific detailed plans for every activity carried out by the task force.” 
(Assistant, 6/18/75, p. 16) The Assistant testified that those plans were 
submitted “in nauseating detail :” 

It went down to such things as the gradients on the beach, and the composi- 
tion of the sand on the beach in many cases. Every single solitary thing was in 
those nlans, full details, times, events, weaponry, how it was going to happen, 
who was going to do what + * * the full details of every single thing we did. 
(Assistant, 6/M/75, p. 1’7) 

Harvey also characterized the control process as requiring the sub- 
mission of “excruci,ating detail.” It was understood that the SGA 
was to be given an 0pportnnit.y to debate proposals and to decide 
after weighing their strengths and weaknesses. (Harvey, 6/25/75, 
pp. 114, 123-124) 
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The documentary evidence further illustrates the SGB’s tight con- 
trol procedures for MONGOOSE. For example, after Lansdale sub- 
mitted his 33 tasks and his overall concept for MONGOOSE for 
SGA consideration in January, he was ordered to cut back his plan 
and limit it to an intelligence collect.ion program for the March-May 
1962 period, rather than t.he five-stage p1a.n culminating in an October 
“popular revolution,” as originally conceived by Lansdale. (Memo 
3/2/62, by Lansdale) In approving the modified intelligence collec- 
tion plan, the SGA pointed out t,hat : 

* * * any actions which are not specifically spelled out in the plan but seem 
to be desirable as the project progresses, will be brought to the Special Group 
for resolution. (SGA Minutes, 1962) 

In addition, t,he Guidelines for the ?tlOSGOOSE program empha- 
sized the SGA1’s responsibility for control and prior approval of im- 
portant, operations : 

The SGA is responsible for providing policy guidance to the [JIOSGOOSEI 
project, for approving important operations and for monitoring progres. (Guide- 
lines for Operation MOXGOOSE, Xarch 14, 1962) 

The SGA request for Helms to estimate “for each week as far into 
t,he next twelve months as possible * * * the numbers and type of agents 
you will establish inside Cuba * * * [and] brief descriptions * * * of 
actions contemplated,” is eanother example of the close control the SGA 
exercised over Operation MONGOOSE. (Memo, Lansdale to Helms, 
3/5/62) Any proposal to supply arms and equipment to par- 
ticular resistance groups inside Cuba was also required to “be sub- 
mitted to the Special Group (Augmented) for decision ad hoc.” (Lans- 
dale Memo to the Special Group, 4/11/62, p. 1) These procedural 
requirements were operative at the time of Harvey’s meeting with 
Rosselli in Miami. 

The Guidelines for Operation MONGOOSE stated : 

During this period, General Lansdale will continue as Chief of Operations, 
calling directly on the partici,pating departments and agencies for support and 
implementation of agreed tasks. The heads of these departments and agencies are 
responsible for performance through normal command channels to higher au- 
thority.’ (Guideline for Operation MOSGOOSE, 3/14/62) 

Harvey complained to M&one about the SGA control requirement 
for advance approval of “major operations going beyond the collec- 
tion of intelligence.” He stated that : 

To permit requisite flexibility and professionalism for a maximum operational 
effort against Cuba, the tight controls exercised by the Special Group and the 
Present time-consuming coordination and briefing procedures should, if at all 
possible, be made less restrictive and less stultifying. (Memo, Harvey to McCone, 
4/W/62) 

1 The initial draft of these Guidelines had referrf-d to the President. hot wan later 
amended to wad “higher authority.” (Draft Gutdelines. 3/5/62. p. 2) The minutes 
of the consideration of these Guidelines WP~P also amended with respect to thr manner 
in which the Guidelines were approved. .\ Jlrmornndum for Record. entitled “IXscuesion 
of ODeration MOSGOOSE with the President.” stated : 

“In the presence of the Special Group (Augmented) the President was given a progress 
report on Operation MONGOOSE. The Guidelines dated March 14. 1962 were circulated 
and were used as the basis of the discussion. lfter a prolongpA consideration of the vir- _ 
ibility, noise level and risks entailed, Gcrwral Lansdale and the Special Group (Augmentrd) 
mere given tacit authorization to proceed in accordance with the Guidelines.” (SGA 
Memo for the Record. 3/16/62) 

A note, dated March 22, 1962. appeared on the bottom of this memornndnm and 
stated : 

“This minute was read to the Special Groan (AogmentwI) today. The Group wns 
unanimous in feeling that no authorization. eithcr tacit or othuwiw. wits Cirpo bv hlFhrr 
Ruthority. The members of the Group asked that the minute be amended to ‘indicate 
that the Group itself had dedded to proceed in accordance with the Guidelines.” 
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Even as the Cuban Missile Crisis approached, and the increasing 
pressure to act against the Castm regime led to a “stepped-up” MON- 
GOOSE plan? the SGA continued to require that all sensitive opera- 
tions be submitted to it for advance approval. For example, when the 
SGA approved in principle 
ber 14,1962, Bundy 

a proposed set of operations on Septem- 

l * * made it clear that this did not constitute a blanket approval of every 
item in the paper and that sensitive ones such as- sabotage, for example, will 
have to be presented in more detail on a case by case basis. (Memo of SGA Meet- 
ing, S/14/62, P. 1) 

Helms and the members of the SGA differed on whether or not 
these control requirements were consistent with Helms’ perception that 
assassination was permissible without a direct order. That testimony 
is discussed in subsection (3)) infra. 

H. THE PATTERN OF MONGOOSE ACTION 

The Kennedy Administration pressed the MONGOOSE operation 
with vigorous language. Although the collection of intelligence infor- 
mation was the central objective of MONGOOSE until August 1962. 
sabotage and paramilitary actions were also conducted,l including a 
major sabotage operation aimed at a large Cuban copper mine. Lans- 
dale described the sabotage acts as involving “blowing up bridges t.o 
stop communications and blowing up certain production plants.” 
(Lansdale, 7/8/75, p. 36) During the Missile Crisis in the fall of 1962, 
sabotage was increasingly urged. 

Despite the Administrat,ion’s urgings, the SGA shied away from 
sabotage and other violent action throughout 1962, including the 
period of the Missile Crisis. Helms noted in a memorandum of a meet- 
ing on October 16,1962, that Robert Kennedy, in expressing the “gen- 
eral dissatisfaction of the President” with MONGOOSE, “pointed out 
that [MONGOOSE] had been underway for a year * * * that there 
had been no acts of sabotage and that even the one which had been 
attempted had failed twice.” (Memo by Helms, 10/16/62) A memo- 
randum to Helms from his Executive Assistant (who spent full time 
on Cuba matters) reviewed the MONGOOSE program in the after- 
math of the Missile Crisis, and stated : 

During the past year, while one of the options of the project was to create 
internal dissension and resistance leading to eventual U.S. intervention, a review 
shows that policymakers not only shied away from the military intervention 
aspect but were generally apprehensive of sabotage proposals. (Memo to Helms, 
10/16/62) 

Harvey concurred in this SGA assessment. MONGQOSE docu- 
ments bear out the operation’s emphasis on intelligence gathering. The 
only phase of Lansdale’s six-phase plan approved for January through 
August 1962 was described by Lansdale as “essentially an intelligence 

1 In early March 1962, the RCA recognized the need to begin “preliminary actions l l l 
involving shch things as spotting. assessing and training action-type agents” but the 
WA agreed that it must “keep its hand tiebtly” on these actions. The SGA saw, 
however. that such control might not be completely effective and recognized ‘that many 
of the agents in5ltrated into Cuba would be of an all-purpose type: that is, they would 
he trained in paramilitary skills, as well as those of exclusively intelligence concern? It was 
noted that once the apents are within the country, they cannot be effectively controlled 
from the U.S.. although every effort will he made to attempt such control.” (SGA Minutes. 
3/R/62) 
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-1ftrr the intelligence collection phase ended in August 1962, the 
SG,1 considered \vhether t.o adopt a “stepped-up Course B plus,” 
which. in contrast. to Phase I, was designed to inspire a revolt against 
the (‘lastro regime. (Memo for the SG,1 from Lansdale, s/8/62) The 
SGA initially decided against this course and in favor of a “CL4 
variant” on August 10, 1962. (Minutes of SGA Meeting, s/10/62) 
The “CIA variant,” which was proposed by McCone, posted limited 
actions to avoid incitin.g a revolt and sought, a split between Castro 
and “old-line Commm11sts” rather than Castro’s overthrow. 

‘On August 20, Taylor told the President that the SGA saw no like- 
lihood that Castro’s Government would be overturned by internal 
means without direct United States military intervention, and that the 
SGA favored a more aggressive MONGOOSE pr0gram.l (Menfo, 
Taylor to the President, s/20/62,) ,011 August 23, McGeorge Bullcly IS- 
sued NSC Memorandum No. 181, which stated that, at the President’s 
directive, “the line of activity projected for Operation MONGOOSE 
Plan B plus should be developed with all possible speed.” On Au- 
gust 30, the SGA instructed the CIA to submit a list of possible 
sabotage targets and noted that: “The Group, by reacting to this 
list? could define the limits within which the Agency could operate 
on its own initiative.” (Minutes of S/30/62) 

The onset of the Cuban Missile Crisis intially caused a reversion to 
the stepped-up Course B plan. At an SGA meeting on ‘October 4, 
19@2, Robert Kennedy stated that the President “is concerned about 
progress on the MONGOOSE program and feels that more priority 
should be given to trying to mount sabotage operations.” The Attorney 
General urged that “massive activity” be undertaken within the 
MONGOOSE framework. In response to this proposal, the SGA 
decided that “considerably more sabotage” shoulcl be undertaken, and 
that “all efforts should be made to develop new and imaginative ap- 
proaches with the possibility of getting rid of the Castro regime.‘? 
(Minutes of SGA Meeting, 10/14/62, p. 3) * However, on October 30, 

‘There are references in the SGA records to attacks on Soviet personnel in Cuba. The 
record of the SGA meeting on September 9, 1962. states: “It was suggested that the 
matter of attacking and harassing of Soviet personnel within Cuba should be considered.” 
(SGA 3Iinuten. g/9/62) 

Earlier. on August 31, 1962. Lansdale had included a task “to provoke incidents between 
Cubans and Bloc personnel to exacerbate tensions” in a proposed projection of actiqn: 
for Phase II of MONGOOSE. (Memo to SGA. Action No. 47.. S/31/62) The Sprcla 
Group thereafter decided. as a means of “emphasizing such activity,” to replace that tns’ 
with one to “cause actions by Cnbans against Bloc personnel.” and to note that “con 
!Srration will be dven to provoking and conducting physical attacks on Bloc personnel.' 
(Memo to Taylor. Rusk, and McNamnm. from Lansdalc. R/12/62, pp. l-2) 

2 The SGA also decided on October 4. 1962. that Robert Kennedy would chair the Group’ 
meetings “for the time being.” (Id., p. 3.) Subsequently. at a meeting on October 16. 1962 
Robert Kennedy stated that he was going to give MONGOOSE “more personal attention 
in view of the lack of progress and would hold daily meetings with the working grou 
rrnresentativen. i.e.. Lansdale. Harvey. and the other Agency members. (Memo of Meetin 
hr Helms. 30/16/62. p. 1) Helms testifiwl that he diA not rwxll any such daily mpetinr 
with the Attorney General. He had the imnresaion there may hare been several at firs 
hut that then they ceased. (Helms, 7/U/75. pp. 54-55) 
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1962, the Special Group (Augmented) ordered a halt to all sabotage 
operations. (Lansdale Memo for the record, 10/30/62)l 

Theodore Sorensen, a member of the Executive Committee estab- 
lished to deal with the Missile Crisis, testified that Cuba was the “No. 
1 priority” during the Crisis. He said that although “all alternatives, 
plans, possibilities were exhaustively surveyed” during that time, the 
subject of assassination was never raised in the National Security 
Council or the Executive Committee. (Sorensen, 7/21/75, p. 11) 

(3) EVIDENCE BEARING ON KSOWLEDGE OF AXD AUTHORIZATION FOR 
THE ASSASSINATIOX PLOT, PHASE II 

As discussed below, both Helms and the high Kennedy Administra- 
tion officials who testified agreed that no direct order was ever given 
for Castro’s assassination and that no senior Administration officials? 
including McCone, were informed about the assassination activity. 
.Helms testified, however, that he believed the assassination activity 
was permissible and that it was within the scope of authority given 
to the Agency. McCone and other Kennedy Administration officials 
disagreed, testifying that assassination was impermissible without a 
direct order and that Castro’s assassination was not within the bounds 
of the MONGOOSE operation. 

As DDP, Helms was in charge of covert operations when the poison 
pills were given to Rosselli in Miami in April 1962. Helms had suc- 
ceeded to this post following Bissell’s retirement in February 1962. 
He testified that after the Bay of Pigs : 

Those of us who were still [in the Bgency] were enormously anxious to try 
and be successful at what we were being asked to do by what was then a 
relatively new Administration. We wanted to earn our spurs with the President 
and with other officers of the Kennedy Administration. (Helms, 7/17/75. p. 4) 

A. HELMS TJBTIMONY CONCERNING AUTHORITY 

IHelms testified that he doubted that he was informed when Harvey 
gave poison pills to Rosselli and that he did not recall having author- 
ized Castro’s assassination by that means. He said, however, that he 
had authorized that assassination plot because “we felt that we were 
operating as we were supposed to operate, that these things if not 
specifically authorized, at least were authorized in general terms.” 
(Helms, 6/13/Z& p. 61) 

(1) Helm&Perception of Authority 
Helms testified that t,he “intense” pressure exerted by the Kennedy 

Administration to overthrow Cask0 had led him to perceive that the 
CIA was acting within the scope of its authority in attempting 

*Harvey testified that he had a “confrontation” with Robert Kennedy at the height of 
the Missile Crisis concerning Harvey’s order that agent teams be sent into Cuba to 
support any conventional U.S. military operation thaf might occur. Harvey stated that 
Robert Kennedy “took a great deal of exception” to this order and, as a result. M&one 
ordered Harvey to stop the agent operations (Harvey. ‘T/11/75. pp. 80-81). Elder, McCone’s 
assistant at the time, similarly described this incident and stated that. although Harvey 
had attempted to get guidance from top officials during the Missile Crisis, Harvey “earned 
another black mark as not being fully under control.’ (Elder, S/13/75. pp. 34-35) 
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Castro’s assassination, even though assassination was never directly 
ordered.’ He said : 

I believe it was the policy at the time to get rid of Castro and if killing him 
was one of the things that was to be done in this connection, that was within 
what was expected. (Helms, 6/13/75, p. 137) 

I remember vividly [the pressure to overtbrow Castro] was very intense. 
(Helms, 6/13/75, p. 26) 

Helms stated that this pressure intensified during the period of 
Operation MONGOOSE and continued through much of 1963. 
(Helms, 6/13/75, p. 27) As the pressure increased, “obviously the 
extent of the means that one thought were available * * * increased 
too.” (Helms, 6/13/B, p. 26) 

Helms recalled that during the MONGOOSE period, “it was made 
abundantly clear * * * to everybody involved in the operation that the 
desire was to get rid of the Castro regime and t+ get rid of Castro * * * 
the point was that no limitations were put on this injunction.” (Helms, 
7/17/75, pp. 1617) 

Senator MATHIAS. Let me draw an example from history. When Thomas 
Beckett was proving to be an annoyance, as Castro, the King said who will rid 
me of this man. He didn’t say to somebody, go out and murder him. He said who 
will ,rid me of this man, and let it go at that. 

Mr. HELMS. That is a warming reference to the problem. 
Senator MATHIAS. You feel that spans the generations and the centuries? 
Mr. HELMS. I think it does, sir. 
ISenator MATHIAS. And that is typical of the kind of thing which might be said, 

which might be taken by the Director or by anybody else as Presidential author- 
ization to go forw,ard? 

Mr. HELMS. That is right. But in answer to that, I realize that one sort of 
grows up in [the] tradition of the time and I think that any of us would have 
found it very difficult to discuss assassinations with a President of the U.S. I 
just think we all had the feeling that we’re hired out to keep those things out of 
the Oval 05ce. 

Senator MATHIAS. Yet at the same time you felt that some spark had been 
transmitted, that that was within the permissible limits? 

‘Mr. HELMS. Yes, and if he had disappeared from the scene they would not have 
been unhappy. (Helms, g/13/75, pp. 72-73) 

Helms said that he was never told by his superiors to kill Castro, 
(Helms, 7/17/75, p. 15) but that : 

No member of the Kennedy Administration * * l ever told me that [assassina- 
tion] was proscribed, [or] ever referred to it in that fashion * l *. Nobody ever 
said that [assassination] was ruled out * l * (Helms, 7/17/75, pp. 18, 43) ’ 

Helms said that the delivery of poison pills for assassinating Castro : 

“with all the other things that were going on at that time * * * seemed to be 
within the permissible part of this effort * * l . In the perceptions of the time and 
the things we were trying to do this was one human life against many other 
human lives that were being lost.” (Helms, 6/13/75, pp. 64, 99)3 

1 The extent to which pressure In fact existed “to do something about Castro” is dis- 
cussed in detail in the section immediately above deallng with Operation MONGOOSE, its 
strategy of causing an internal revolt of the Cuban people against Castro, the strict con- 
trol system established by the Special Group Augmented, and the pattern of intelligence 
collection and sabota e activity actually authorized anh undertaken. 

2 Helms testltled: “5 n mv 25 years in the Central Intelligence Agency, I always thought 
I was working within a,lthorlzatlon, that I was doing what I had been asked to do by 
proper authority and when I was operating on my own I was doing what I believed to 
be the legltlmate business of the Agency as it would have been expected of me.” (Helms, 
6/13/75. pp. 30-31) 

3 Helms elaborated : “* * * people were losing their lives in raids. a lot of people had 
lost their life at the Bay of Pigs, agents were being arrested left and right and put 
before the wall and shot.” (Helms, 6/13/75, p. 64) 
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(2) Helm’ Testimmay Concerning the Absence of a Direct Order and 
Why He Did Not Inform Administration 0 ficz”als 

Helms testified that there was no direct order to assassinate Castro. 
He said that his perceptions of authority did not reach the point where 
he could testify that he had specific instructions to kill Castro. Helms 
told the Committee : 

I have testified as best I could about the atmosphere of the time, what I 
understood was desired, and I don’t want to take refuge in saying that I was 
instructed to specifically murder Castro * * *. (Helms, 6/13/75, p. 88) 

When asked if President Kennedy had been informed of any assassi- 
nation plots, Helms pointed out that “nobody wants to embarrass a 
President of the United States by discussing the assassination of for- _ 
cign leaders in his presence.!’ (Helms, 6/13/‘75, p. 29) He added that 
the Special Group was “the mechanism that was set up * * * to use as a 
circuit breaker so that these things did not explode in the President’s 
face and that he was not held responsible for them.” (Helms, 6/13/75? - 
p. 29) He said that he had “no knowledge that a Castro assassination 
was ever authorized” by the SGA. (Helms, 6/13/‘i’5, pp. 28-29) 

Helms testified that he never informed the SGA or any of its mem- 
bers that Harvey had given the pills to Rosselli in Miami “because to 
this day I do not recall Harvey ever having told me they were passed.” 
(Helms, 7/18/‘75, p. 22) 

(3) Helms’ Perception of Robert Kennedy’s Position on Assas&mtion 
Helms emphasized that Robert Kennedy continually pressed for 

tangible ,results in the MONGOOSE eff0rt.l He testified : 

I can say absolutely fairly we were constantly in touch with each other in 
these matters. The Attorney General was on the phone to me, he was on the 
phone to Mr. Harvey, to Mr. Fitzgerald, his successor. He was on the phone even 
to people on Harvey’s staff, as I recall it. (Helms, 7/17/75, p .13) * 

1 Q. So it was your impression that he was sort of setting the tone for the group’s 
action or activity. 

“A. Oh, yes l l l there wasn’t any doubt about that. He was very much interested in 
this and spent a great deal of time on it.” (Helms, 6/13/75, p. 22) 

“The telephone records of the Attorney General’s office indicate frequent contact be- 
tween the Attorney General and Helms. Helms stated that his conversations with Robert 
Kennedy were “candid” and that “he and I used to deal in facts most of the time.” 
(Helms, 6/13/75, p. 63) Helms testified about the detail of his talks with Robert Kennedy : 

“For example, we had projects to land sabota e teams. Well, (the Attorney General 
would ask) have you got the team organized, d d the team go? Well, no, we’ve been ‘i 
delayed a week because the weather is bad or the boats don’t run, or something of this 
kind. It even got down to that degree of speclflclty.” (Helms, 7/17/75, p. 40) 

Au official in the Western Hemisphere Division of the Directorate of Plans who was 
responsible for evaluating potential Cuban assets testified that in June or July 1962, 
he was told by his superior [either Harrey or Harvey’s assistant] “go see the Attorney 
General, he has something to talk about” (05clal. g/18/75, p. 28). The o5clal said that 
he went to the Justice Department and was told by the Attorney General that: “He 
wanted to see a man who had contact with a small group of Cubans who had a plan 
for creating au insurrection, or something like that l l *” (05cia1, g/18/75, p. 30) 

The contact recommended by the Attorney General, referred the official to 6ve or six 
Cubans who claimed to have conncctlous within Cuba and who requested weapons, money, 
and supplies to start au insurrection. The o5clal said he reported to the Attorney Gen- 
eral that the Cubans did not have a concrete plan: the Attorney General rejected the 
o5cial’s evaluation and ordered him to go to Guantanamo Naval Base in Cuba “usfug 
whatever assets we could get to make contact with people inside Cuba rind start work- 
lug and developing this particular group.” (Offlclal, g/18/75, p. 34) bhen the otflclal 
protested that the CIA had agreed not to work out of Guantanamo, the Attorney General 
responded. “we will see about that.” The o5clal said that he then reported his eonver- 
sation with the Attorney General to Harvey. who replied: “There was a meeting about 
that this morning. I forgot to tell you about it. I will take care of it l * l ” fO5Cia1, 
9/1&X/75, p. 35) The ofeclal said that he had no further contact with the Attorney Gen- 
eral or the Cubans. 
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During one appearance before the Committee, Helms was asked by 
the Chairman : 

The CIIAIRMAR. Since he [Kennedy] was on the phone to you repeatedly did 
he ever tell you to kill Castro? 

Mr. HELMS. So. 
The CHAIRMAN. He did not? 
Mr. HELMS. Sot in those words, no. (Helms, 7/17/75, p. 13) r 

Helms testified that he had never told Attorney General Kennedy 
about any assassination activity. He assumed that “he wasn’t in- 
formed by anyone,” and added that “Harvey kept phase 2 [the 
Rosselli plot] pretty much in his back pocket” (Helms, 6/13/75, pp. 
57-58). Helms also said that the Attorney General had never told him 
that assasination was ruled out. (Helms, 7/17/75, p. 13) He added 
that he did not know if Castro’s assassination would have been morally 
unacceptable to the Attorney General, but he believed that Robert 
Kennedy ‘Lwould not have been unhappy if [Castro] had disappeared 
off the scene by what,ever means.” (Helms, 7/17/75, pp. 17-18) 

(4) Helms’ Testimlzy as to Why he Did Not Obtain a Direct Order 
Helms testified that assassination “was not part of the CIA’s p01- 

icy” and was not part of its ‘<armory.” (Helms, 6/13/75, pp. 87-88) 
Helms said that he “never liked assassination.” and banned its use five 
years after he became Director of Central Intelligence. (Helms, 
6/13/75, p. 166) Helms also testified to his “very grave doubts about 
the wisdom” of dea.ling with underworld figures when Harvey pro- 
posed contacting Rosselli to see if gangster links to Cuba could be 
developed. (Helms. 6/13/75, p. 33; 7/18/75, p. 31) 

Despite these reservations, Helms did not seek approval for the 
assassination activity. He sa,id this was because assassination was not 
a subject which should be aired with higher authority. (Helms, 
7/18/75, pp. 31-32) Specifically, he said he did not seek SGA ap- 
proval because : 

I didn’t see how one would have expected that a thing like killing or murdering 
or assassination would become a part of a large group of people sitting around 
a table in the United States Government. (Helms, 7/17/75, p. 14) 

His unwillingness “to embarrass a President of the United States 
[by] discussing the assassination of foreign leaders in his presence” 
has already been noted. (Helms, 6/13/75, p. 29) 

Helms gave additional testimony in response to questions concern- 
ing his failure to seek explicit a.uthorization for assassination 
activity. 

Senator HUDDLESTON. * * * it did not occur to you to inquire of the Attorney 
General or of the Special Group or of anyone that when they kept pushing and 
asking for action * * * to clarify that question of whether you should actually 
be trying to assassinate? 

Mr. HELMS. I don’t know whether it was in training, experience, tradition or 
exactly what one points to, but I think to go up to a Cabinet officer and say, am 

‘Helms immediately reiterated that his perception of authority for Castro’s assaasina- 
tion derived from the pressure exerted by the Administration against Castro. The exchange 
between the Chairman and Helms continued as follows : 

“The CHAIRMAN. Well, did he ever tell you in other words that clearly conveyed to 
you the message that he wanted to kill Castro? 

“HELMS. Sir. the last time I was here [before the Committee]. I did the best I could 
about what I believed to be the parameters under which we were workins. and thnl 
was to get rid of Castro. I can’t imagine anp Cabinet officer wanting to sign off on some- 
thing like that. I can’t imagine anybody wanting something in writing saying I have just 
charged Mr. Jones to go out and shoot Mr. Smith.” (Helms, 7/17/75, pp. 13-14) 
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1 right in assuming that YOU want me to assassinate Castro or to try to assassi- 
nate Castro, is a question it wouldn’t have occurred to me to ask. 

* * * l * l * 

Senator HUDDLESToN. * l * [because assassination has such serious conse- 
quen-1 it seems to fortify the thought that I would want to ‘be dead certain, I 
would want to hear it from the horse’s mouth in plain, simple English language 
before I would want to undertake that kind of activity.” (Helms, 7/17/75, 
pp. 51-52) 

l l * l * * * 

“Senator MOB~AN. In light of your previous statement that this is a Christian 
country and that this Committee has to face up to the prime moral issue of 
whether or not killing is * * * acceptable * * * don’t you think it would have 
taken affirmative permission or authority to kill, rather than just saying it was 
not eliminated from the authority or you were not restricted * * *? 

“Mr. HELMS. * * * killing was not part of the CIA’s policy. It was not part 
of the CIA’S armory * * * but in this Castro operation * * * I have testified as 
best I could about the atmosphere of the time, what I understood was desired 
[and] that this was getting rid of Castro, if he had been gotten rid of by this 
means ,that this would have been acceptable to certain individuab * * * I was 
just doing my best to do what I thought I was supposed to do.” (Helms, 6/13/75, 
pp. 87-88) 

When asked why he had not sought clarification from the Special 
Group, its members, or Robert Kennedy as to whether it was “in fact, 
the policy of the Government to actually kill Fidel Castro,” Helms 
answered, 

I don’t know * * * There is something about the whole chain of episodes in 
connection with this Ross&Ii business that I am simply not able to bring back in a 
coherent fashion. And there was something about the ineffectuality of all this, or 
the lack of conviction that anything ever happened, that I believe in the end made 
this thing simply collapse, disappear. And I don’t recall what I was briefed on at 
the time. Maybe I was kept currently informed and maybe I wasn’t, and today 
I don’t remember it * * * But I do not recall ever having been convinced that 
any attempt was really made on Castro’s life. And since I didn’t believe any 
attempt had been made on Castro’s life, I saw no reason to pursue the matter 
further. (Helms, 7/18/75, pp. 31-32) 

(5) Helm’ Perception of the Relation of Special Group Gontmls to 
Assassination Act&&y 

Helms stated that the SGA’s control system for MONGOOSE was 
not intended to apply to assassination activity. (Helms, ‘7/B/75, p. 21) 
Helms stated that the SGA’s decision on March 51962, that major op- 
erations going beyond the collection of intelligence must recerve ad- 
vance approval referred to +ather specific items that the Special 
Group had on its agenda” from the outset of MONGOOSE (Helms, 
7/18/75, p. 21) Helms said that since assassinat,ion was not among those 
items, the SGA would not have expected assassination activity to come 
within its purview. (Helms, 7/18/75, p. 21) As to the SGA’s stated 
desire to “keep its hands tightly on preliminary actions” leading 
towards sabotage and other covert activity, Hel,ms characterized it as 
the kind of iniunction “that appears in all kinds of governmental 
minutes of meetings.” (Helms, 7/18/75, pp. 16-17) 

Helms stated that although there were “no limitations” on actions 
to remove Castro during MONGOOSE, there were restraints on sabo- 
tage operations. He did not understand the absence of specific limita- 
tions to authorize more drastic actions, such as committing the. United 
States military to an invasion of Cuba. (Helms, 7/18/75, p. 9)l 

1 H&w testified that, rlthowh loss of life was implicit in the MONGOOSE operations. 
“I think there was an effort made not to take tacks that would recklessly kill a lot of 
people and not achieve very much. I think there was an effort. if you had a sabotage 
ooeratlon. not to throw a lot of hand grcmdes into a city. but rather take out the power 
plant which would actually damage the cconoms of the country. There was an effort made 
to 5nd devices that would seem to have a useful end.” (Helms, 7/17/75, PP. 63-M) 
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B. HARVEY% TESTIMONY CONCERNINQ AISTHORITY 

(1) Harvey’s Perception of Authority 
Harvey stressed that he was a line officer reporting to the DDP, his 

immediate superior within the Agency. (Harvey, 6/25/75, p. 83) He 
pointed out that his information about authorization from outside the 
agency came from the DDP : 

IAlt no time during this entire period * * * did I ever personally believe or 
have any feeling that I was either free-wheeling or end-running or engaging 
in any activity that was not in response to a considered, decided U.S. policy, prop- 
erly approved, admittedly, perhaps, through channels and at levels I personally 
had no involvement in, or first-hand acquaintance with, and did not consider it 
at that point my province to, if you will, cross-examine either the Deputy Director 
or the Director concerning it. (Harvey, 6/25/75, p. 83) 

Harvey stated that he believed that authorization for the 1962 as- 
sassination activity carried over from the period when Allen Dulles 
was DCI. He based his belief on statements made to him by I&sell. 
On the question of McCone’s knowledge or authorization, the follow- 
ing exchange occurred between Harvey and the Chairman : 

The CHAIRMAN. That doesn’t necessarily mean that because the previous direc- 
tor had knowledge that Mr. McCone had knowledge. It is not like a covenant that 
runs in the land. 

Mr. HARVEY. No, of course not, and they don’t always brief their successors. 
(Harvey, 6/25/75, p. 85) 

(2) Harvey and the Specicd Group (Augrnenkd) 
During the MONGOOSE period, Harvey attended many SGA 

meetings as the CIA’s representative. He testified that he never in- 
formed the SGA or any of its members of the ongoing assassination 
plots and that at no time was assassination discussed at any meetings, 
except the one on August 10,1962.l 

Early in 1962, Harvey was appointed chief of Task Force W, 
CIA’s action arm for MONGOOSE activities. In the latter part of 
April 1962, Harvey went to Miami where the CIlA had its JM/WAVE 
station. Harvey testified that in addition to meeting with Rosselli and 
delivering the poison pills, his trip had other purposes totally un- 
related to assassination : 

“ * * * this was one of a number of periodic trips for the purpose of reviewing 
in toto * l * the actual and potential operations at the Miami base * * * and this 
covered the whole gamut from personnel administration, operational support in 
the way of small craft [and] so on * * *.” (Harvey, 7/11/75, pp. 15-16) 

The SGA expected to receive a report from Harvey on his April 
tri to M?ami. While Harvey was still in Miami, Lansdhle told t;he 
S$A that: 

“Upon the return of Mr. Harvey from his current field visit, more specific 
information on the status of agent training and operations should Ibe made 
available.” (Memorandum for the SGA, 4/19/62, p. 2) 

On April 26, 1962, Lansdale told the SGA that Harvey was in 
Florida “initiating a new series of agent infiltrations” and would 
return to Washington on April 30. (Memo for the SGA, h/26/62, from 
Lansdale) At an SGA meeting on April 26, General Taylor requested 
that Harvey “attend the next meeting and report on agent activities.” 

A This meeting and the testimony concerning it is treated in depth in the section, inlra, 
pp. 161-169. 
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(Memo for the Record, April 261962, by M&one) The next dav, Mc- 
Cone’s assistant sent Harvey a memorandum informing him of Gen- 
eral Taylor’s request and notifying him that McCone wanted to meet 
with Harvey and Lansdale “immediately on your return to discuss the 
Task Force activities.” (M emo for Action, Elder to Harvey, a/27/62) 

Harvey reported to the SGA as requested. He testified that he did 
not inform the SGA, or any individual outside the Agency, that he 
had given the poison pills to Rosselli. (Harvey, 7/11/75, p. 16) Harvey 
said he did not tell McCone about the poison pills when he briefed the 
Director because he did not believe it was necessary. (Harvey, ‘7/l l/75, 
p. 17)’ 

Harvey gave a progress report to the SGA on “agent teams” and 
t,he “general field of intelligence” when he reported to them following 
his trip to Miami. (Memo of SGA Meeting, 5/3/62) Accordinu to the 
minutes, Harvey reported that three agent teams had been i&ltrated 
and that 72 actual or potential.reporting sources were also in the place. 
The minutes of the May 3? 1962, SGS meeting make no mention of 
Harvey’s assassination activities. 

Shortly after the May 3 meeting, General Taylor gave the President 
what Taylor called a “routine briefing.” (Taylor, 7/g/75, p. 27) Gen- 
eral Taylor’s memorandum of that briefing makes no reference to 
Harvey’s contacts with Rosselli or the delivery of pills and guns. 
(Memo for Record, May 7, 1962, by General Taylor) Taylor testified 
that he had never heard of Harvey’s delivering pills to poison Castro, 
or of any assassination attempts. (Taylor, 7/g/75, p. 42) 

C. TESTIMONY OF KENNEDY ADMINISTRATION OFFICIALS 

The Committee took testimony from the Kennedy Administration 
officials principally involved in the MONGOOSE operation, all of 
whom testified that the assassination plots were not authorized. Their 
testimony focused on whether any authority for a Castro assassination 
existed, whether they had knowledge of any Castro assassination ac- 
tivity, and whether it was probable that Robert Kennedy might have 
given Helms an assassination order through a ‘%ack channel.” 2 

McCone, who testified that he had never been informed of the 
assassination plots, said that neither President Kennedy, Attorney 
General Kennedy? nor any of the Cabinet or White House staff ever 
discussed with him any plans or operations to assassinate Cast,ro. 
(M&one, 6/6/75, p. 44) 

McCone said that although the Cuban problem was discussed in 
terms of “dispose of Castro,” or “knock off Castro,” those terms were 
meant to refer to “the overthrow of the Communist Government in 
Cuba,” and not to assassination. (McCone, 6/6/75, p. 44 ; Memo to 
Helms, April 14,1967) 

1 Hvvey explained his failure to brief the SGA in the following exchange : 
“Q. l l l Did you believe that the White House did not want the Special Group to know? 
“HARVEY. Well, I would have had no basis for that belief. but I would have felt that if 

the White House [tasked] this [operation to the CIA] and wanted the Special Group to 
know abont it, it was up to the White House to brief the Special Group and not up to me 
to brief them, and I would have considered that I would have been very far out of line 
and would have been subject to severe censure.” (Harvey. 7/11/76, p. 77) 

s In one of Helms’ subsequent appearances before the Committee he testi5ed that Robert 
Kennedy never gave him such an order. 
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Op~rat ion (Taylor. 7, 9,‘;;). p. 1”). and as President Kennedy’s Mili- 
tar!; 1Zt~l)res~~~lt:~ti\-(~ and Intelligence Advisor after the Ray of Pigs 
11nt 11 llis appointment as Chairman of the ,Joint Chiefs of Staff in 
Sovrn~lw 196”. (Taylor, ‘i/9/75, 1). 11; Rundv. 7/11/75, p. 25) He 
testified that a l)lan to assassinate Castro was”“ne.ver” submitted to 
the S(;&Y, either orally or in writ,ing. (Taylos, 7/g/75, p. 41) He said 
the SGh was never told of the poison pills given to Rosselli in April 
1965, and that the passage of those pills without the knowledge of the 
SGA was “entirely, c.ompletely out of [the] context and character of 
the way the [SGA] operated or the way it would accept” that an 
operation was properly authorized. (Taylor, 7/9/75, p. 43) Taylor 
test’ified that although the SGA was “certainly anxious for the down- 
fall of Castro,” an “ 
(Taylor, 7/g/75, p. 62) 

assassinaton never came up” at its meetings. 

Taylor stated “the President and the Attorney General would nevel 
have gone around” the SGA to deal with Helms or other CIA ofi- 
cials in planning an assassination. (Taylor, 7/g/75, p. 49) To have 
done so would have been “entirely contradictory to every method of, 
operation I ever saw on the part of the President and his brother.” 
(Taylor, 7/9/75, p. 45) Taylor acknowledged that Robert Kennedy 
frequently pushed for more direct action during MONGOOSE, but 
said that “there was no suggestion [of] assassination.” (Taylor, 7/g/75, 
p. 67) He testified that Robert Kennedy dealt directly with Lansdale 
outside SGA channels “only for the purpose of imparting his own 
sense of urgency,” but “never” would have done so on substantive 
issues.’ 

In General Lansdale’s appearance before the Committee, the fol- 
lowing exchange occurred : 

The CHAIRMAN. You do not recall ever having discussed with the Attorney 
General a plan or a proposal to assassinate Fidel Castro? 

General LANSDALE. No. And I am very certain Senator, that such a discussion 
never came up * * * neither with the Attorney General nor the President.” (Lans- 
dale, 7/S/75, p. 18) * 

Lansdale said that he had not discussed assassination with the Pres- 
ident or the President’s brother because he “had do&W that assas- 
sination was a “useful action, and one which I had never employed in 
the past, during work in coping with revolutions, and I had con- 

* The evidence showed, however. that there were occasions when the Attorney General 
dealt with officials involved in MONGOOSE without consulting General Taylor. For es- 
ample (as discussed in detail in the section on MONGOOSE operations), on January 18. 
1962. General Lansdale sent a copy of his MONGOOSE program review to Robert Kennedy 
with a cover memorandum indicating that other “sensitive work” not in the review was to 
be dealt with by the President, the Attorney General, and Lansdale only. The nature of 
that work, which Lansdale testified involved political contacts in the Cuba exile com- 
munity, is discussed at D. 142. 

* Lansdale was questioned about the term 
set of SGA minutes : 

“touchdown plays” which appeared in one 

“Senator BAKER: Now do you completely rule out the possibility that the touchdown 
play had to do with the possible assassination eRorts against Fidel Castro? 

“General LAN~DALE : Yes l * * I never discussed, nor conceived, nor received orders about 
an assassination of Castro with my dealings with either the Attorney General or the Presi- 
dent.” (Lansdale, 7/8/75, p. 56) 
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siderable doubts as to its utility and I was trying to be very prag- 
matic.” 1 (Lansdale ( 7/S/75, p. 31) 

When asked if he thought the President was aware of efforts to de-, 
pose Castro and his government, Lansdale answered : 

I am certain he was aware of efforts to dispose of the Castro regime. I am 
really not one to guess what he knew of assassinations, because I don’t know. 
(Id., p. 32.) 

With regard to the Castro assassination attempts, Lansdale testified 
that Harvey “never” told him that Harvey was attempting to assas- 
sinate Castro. (Lansdale, ‘7/8/75, p. 24) Lansdale stated : 

I had no knowledge of such a thing. I know of no order or permission for such 
a thing and I was given no information at all that such a thing was going on by 
people who I have now learned xere involved with it. (Lansdale, 7/S/75, p. 58) 

When asked if Robert Kennedy might have by-passed the SGA and 
Lansdale to deal directly with Agency officials on a Castro assassina- 
tion, Lansdale testified : 

I never knew of a direct line of communication between the President or the 
Attorney General and Harvey apart from me on this * * *.a 

Bund 
B 

served as President Kennedy’s Special Assistant for Na- 
tional ecurity Affairs throughout the Kennedy Administration 
(Bundy, 7/11/‘75, p. 2) 

to the creation of 0 
and participated in the planning that led 

eration MONGOOSE. He was also a member of 
the SGA. (Bundy, B /11/75, pp. 34,87) Bundy worked on an intimate 
basis with the President and the Attorney General during the entire 
Kennedy Administration. 

Bundy testified that it was his conviction that “no one in the Ken- 
nedy Administration, in t,he White House * * * ever gave any au- 
thorization, approval, or instruction of any kind for any effort to 
assassinate anyone by the CIA.” (Bundy, 7/U/75, p. 54) He said that 
Castro’s assassination was “mentioned from time to time,” but “never 
that I can recall by the President.” (Bundy, 7/11/75, p. 73) Bundy 
emphasized that the question came up “as something to talk about 
rather than to consider.” (Bundy, 7/11/75, p. 73) 

The CIIAIRMAN. Based upon that acquaintanceship, do you believe, under 
any of the circumstances that occurred during that whole period, either one 
of them would have authorized the assassination of Fidel Castro? 

Mr. BUNDY. I most emphatically do not * * *. If you have heard testimony 
that there was pressure to do something about Cuba, there was. There was 
an effort, both from the President in his style and from the Attorney General 
in his style to keep the government active in looking for ways to weaken the 
Cuban regime. There was. But if you, as I understand it, and not even those 
who pressed the matter most closely as h’aving essentially been inspired by the 

1 “Senator BAKER : Is that the reason you didn’t. because of the principle of deniabillty? 
“General It.3 NPDALE : No, it wasn’t. The subject never came up, and I had no reason to 

bring it up with him.” 
z “Retiator HVPDLESTON : You never had any reason to believe that the Attorney General 

had dealt directly with Mr. Harvey? 
“General LANSDALE : I hadn’t known about that at all. no l l *. 
“Senator HUDDLESTON : * * * You have no reason to believe that he might have broached 

[a Castro assassination1 with the Attorney General? 
“General LANSDALE : I wouldn’t know about that-1 certainly didn’t know it. 
“Senator HUDDLESTON : You had no reason to believe that there was any kind of activity 

going on in relation to Cuba outside of what you were proposing 01 what was coming before 
the Speclnl Group? 

“General LANSDALE : No, I was supposed to know it all, and I had no indication that I did 
not know lt all [except for one operation by Harvey unrelated to assassinations].” (Lans- 
dale, 7/S/75. p. 45) 
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White House can tell you that anyone ever said to them, go and kill anyone. 
Let me say one other thing about these two men, and that is that there 

was something that they really wanted done, they did not leave people in doubt, 
so that on the one hand, I would say about their character, their purposes, and 
their nature and the way they confronted international atFairs that I tlnd it 
incredible that they would have ordered or authorized explicitly or implicitly 
an assassination of Castro. I also feel that if, contrary to everything that I know 
about their character, they had had such a decision and such a purpose, people 
would not have been in any doubt about it. (Bundy, 7/11/75, pp. 98-99) 

Bundy said that he could not explain Helms’ testimony that Helms 
had believed the CIA had been authorized to develop and engage in 
assassination activity. (Bundy, 7/U/75, pp. 99-100) He said that 
despite the extreme sense of urgency that arose during the Cuban 
Missile Crisis, Castro’s assassination was never discussed, and it would 
have been “totally inconsistent” with the policies and actions of the 
President and the Attorney General during that crisis. (Bundy, 7/U/ 
75, pp. 95,97-98) 1 

Bundy testified that he was never told that assassination efforts 
against Castro had been undertaken or that the CIA had used under- 
world figures for that purpose. (Bundy, 7/11/75, p. 63) He said that 
he had heard about “Executive Action * * * some time in the early 
months of 1961” (Bundy, 7/U/75, p. 4)) but that since it had been 
presented to him as an untargeted capability, he did not “discourage 
or dissuade” the person who briefed him.2 (Bundy, 7/U/75, pp. 4, 7, 
10) 

When asked if he recalled any specific covert plans against Cuba 
involving poisons, Bundy stated : 

I have no recollection of any specific plan. I do have a very vague, essentially 
refreshed recollection that I heard the word poison at some point in connection 
with a possibility of action in Cuba. But that is as far as I have been able to 
take it in my own memory. (Bundy, 7/U/75, p, 42) 

Bundy recalled that the proposal had seemed “impractical” because 
it was going to kill “a large group of people in a headquarters mess, or 
something of that sort.” (Bundy, 7/11/75, pp. 4243) 

Bundy stated that although Robert Kennedy did spur people to 
greater effort during MONGOOSE, “he never took away from the 
existing channel of authority its authority or responsibility.” (Bundy, 
7/11/75, pp. 4748) He said that Robert Kennedy and Maxwell Taylor 
(SGA Chairman) had “a relation of real trust and confidence.” It was 
Bundy’s opinion that Robert Kennedy would not have by-passed 
Taylor to develop a “back-channel” with someone else to assassinate 
Castro. (Bundy, 7/11/75, p. 87) 

McNamara served as Secretary of Defense throughout the Kennedy 
Administration. He represented the Departme’nt on the Special Group 
and the SGA during the MONGOOSE operations. 

McNamara stated that he had never heard either the President or 
the Attorney General propose Castro’s assassination. (McNamara, 
7/11/75, p. 4) He noted that: ‘(We were hysterical about Castro at 

l Bundy stated: “* l l the most important point I want to make l l l is that I find the 
notion that they separately. privately encouraged. ordered. or arranged efforts at asnassinn- 
tlon totally inconsistent with what I knew of both of them. And. BR an example, I would 
rite-and one among very many-the role played by the Attorney General in the Missile 
Crisis, because it was he who, most emphatically. argued against a so-called surgical air 
strike or any other action that would bring death upon many. in favor of the more careful 
approach which was eventually adopted by the President in the form of a quarantine or a 
blockade.” (Bundv, 7/11/75, p. 98) 

*Executive Action is fully discusSed in Section (III) (cl. 
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the time of the Bay of Pigs and thereafter, and that there was pres- 
sure from [President Kennedy and the, Attorney General] to do 
sofnethine: about Castro. But I don’t believe we cokemnlated assassi- 
nation. we did, however, contemplate overthrow.” (McNamara. 
7/11/75, p. 93) 

14n exchange that occurred during McNamara’s testimoky captures 
the dikmma posed by the evidence: 

The CHAIRMAN. We also have received evidence from your senior associates 
that they never participated in the authorization of an assassination attempt 
against Castro nor ever directed the CIA to undertake such dttemnts. 

‘ve hare much testimony establishing the chain of command where covert 
action was concerned, and all of it has been to the effect, that the Special Group 
or the Special Group (Augmented) had full charge of covert operations, and that 
in that chain of command any proposal of this character or any other proposal 
having to do with covert operations being directed against the Castro regime, or 
against Castro personally, were to be laid before the Special Group (Augmented) 
and were not to be undertaken except with the authority of that group and at the 
direction of that group. 

Now. at the same time we know from the evidence that the CIA was in fact 
engaged during the period in a series of attempts to assassinate Castro. 

Now, you see what we are faced with is this dilemma. Either the CIA was a 
roeue eleDhant ramDaginrr out of control, over which no effective direction was 
h&g giGen in this-mitt& of assamination, or there was some secret channel 
circumventing the whole structure of command by which the CIA and certain 
officials in the CIA were authorized to l~oceed with assassination ploti and 
assassination attempts against Castm. Or the third and final point that I can 
think of is that somehow these oflicials of the CIA who were so engaged misunder- 
stood or misinterpreted their scope of authority. 

Now it is terribly important, if there is any way that we can And out which of 
these three points &presented what actually happened. That is the nature, that 
is the quandry. 

Now, is there anything that you can tell us that would assist us in finding an 
answer to this central question? 

Mr. MCNAMARA : I can only tell you what will further your uneasiness. Because 
I have &ted before and I believe today that the CIA was a highly disciplined 
organization, fully under the control of senior ofecials of the government, so 
much so that I f.4 as a senior otllcial of the government I must assume respon- 
sibility for the actions of the two, putting assassination aside just for the moment. 
But I know of no major action taken by CIA during the time I was in the govcrn- 
ment Rabat was not properly authorized by senior o5cials. And when I say that I 
want to emphasize also that I believe with hindsight we authorized actions that 
were contrary to the interest of the Republic but I don’t want it on the record 
that the CIA was uncontrolled, was operating with its own authority and we 
can be aihsolved of responsibility for whlat CIA did, again with exception of 
assassination, again which I say I never heard of. 

The second point you say that you have, you know that CIA was engaged in a 
series of ,attempts of ‘assassination. I think to use your words. I don’t know that. 
I accervt the fact that vou do and that vou have information I was not aware of. 
I find* t,hat impossible* to reconcile. I just can’t, understand how it could have 
happened and I don’t ,accept the third point, that they operated on the basis of 
misunderwtanding, because-it seems to me that the MeCone position that he was 
ODDOSed to it. his clear recollection and his written memo of 1967 that I was 
s&ngly oppc&d to it, his statement that Murrow opposed, all should eliminate 
any point of misunderstanding. So I frankly can’t reconcile. ( McNamara, ?/H/75, 
PP. 38-41) 

McNamara concluded : 
I find it almost inconceivable that the assassination attempts were carried on 

during the Kennedy Administration days without the senior members knowing 
it, and I understand the contradiction that this carries with respect to the facts. 
( McNamara, 7/11/75, p- 90) 
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He emphasized that approval of an assassination by t.he President or 
his brother would have been “totally inconsistent with everything I 
know about the two men.” (McNamara. 7/11/f&p. 4) 

Roswell Gilpatric served as Deputy Secretary of Defense through- 
out the Kennedy Administration and represented the Department on 
the Special Group and the SGA during the MONGOOSE operatio!l. 
(Gjilpatric, 7/S/75, p. 5) 

Gilpatric testified that he understood the. mandate of the Special 
Group during Jiosooos~, was not to kill Castro, but to “so undermine, 
so disrupt the Cuban system under Castro that it could not be ef- 
fective.’ (Gilpatric, f/8/75, p. 28) Gilpatric emphasized that “it 
was the system we had to deal with,” and that words such as “get rid 
of Cast,&” were said “in the context of the system, of the * * * govern- 
ment he had installed and was presiding over, but of which [Castro] 
was only one part.” (Gilpatric. 7/s/75, p. 29) 

Gilpatric said he knew of 110 express restriction barring assassina- 
tion. but that it was understood that “there were limits on the use of 
power,” and that those limits precluded assassination. (Gilpatric. 
‘i/8/75. p. 31) While he believed that it was “perfectly possible” that 
someone might reasonably hare inferred that assassmation was au- 
thorized, the limits imposed by the SGA would hare required anyone 
receiving general instructions to make specific efforts to determine 
whether those instructions authorized assassination.* 

Gilpatric testified that “within our charter, so to speak, the one 
thing that was off limits was militarv invasion.” (Gilpatric, 7/8/i’s, 
1’. 45) When asked whether the “killing of Castro by a paramilitary 
group [would] have been within bounds,” Gilpatric responded, “I 
know of no restriction that would have barred it.” (Id.) When asked 
if there was any concern that the raids and infiltration efforts were 
too limited, Gilpatric said : 

NC, to the contrary. The complaint that the Attorney General had, if we 
assume he was reflecting the President’s views on i4, [was that] the steps taken 
by the CIA up to that point, [and] their plans were too petty, were too minor, 
they weren’t massive enough, they weren’t going to be effective enough. (Gil- 
patric, 7/s/75, p. 47) 

’ “-hen Gllpatric was first interriened by the Committee staff on July 7. 1975, he did not 
recall the Operation MONGOOSE designation and what it referenced. Nor did he recall 
that General Lansdale was Chief of Operations for the project. eve” though Gllpmtrir 
had previous1.v recommended Lansdale for promotion to Brlgsdier General and had worked 
closely with him esrlier on a Viet Nam operation. Gilpatric did generally recall the covert 
activities in Cuba. Gilpatric attributed his failed recollections to the lapse of time (approxl- 
mltely fifteen years) since the events. 

Robert McNamara testified before the Committee on July 11. 1975. that he had spoken 
with Gilpatric on May 30. 1975. McNamara said: “0 l l on May 30 in connection with 
my Inquiries to determine exnctly who General Lansdale was working for at the time of 
August 1962. I called * l l Ron Gilpatrir * l *. and during my conversation with 
Mr. Gilpatrlc I asked him specifically what Lansdale was working for in August ‘62 and 
Mr. Gilpatrir stated that he was not working for either himself, that is Gilpstric. or me 
in Aupust ‘62. hut rather for the committee that was dealing with the MONGOOSE 
operation.” (MrNamara. 7/11/75. p. 78) 

2 “Penator HUDD~XSTOS : * l l It’s on the basis of these words that everybody admits 
were used. like replace or get rid of. on the basis of these kinds of conrersat’on alone +hnt 
[Helms] was firmly convinced and that apparently went right down through the whole 
rank of command, firmly conrlnced that he had that authoritv to move against the life 
of a head of state. Xom this disturbs me. and I don’t know whether our councils of gor- 
ernment oDerate that way in all areas or not. but if they do then it seems to me it would 
raise a very serious question as to whether or not the troons are getting the right orflcrs. 

Mr. GILPATRIC : * * * I thourht there were limits on the use of “ower. and that was 
one of them. 

il . 

Senator HU”“UE~TOX : And going beyond that would require that somebody make a spe- 
rific effort to make sure he understood precisely what they were talking about, would that 
be your interpretation ? 

Mr. G~LPATR~C: It would.” (Gflpatrlc, ?/S/75, p, 31) 



Cont,rary to the opinion expressed by other witnesses. Gilpakc 

testified that “it was not unusuaI’Z for the President and the Attorney 

General to deal directly with people at various levels in the Execu- 
tive Branch. (Gilpatric. 7/B/75, p. 58) He described Robert Kennedy 
as the “moving spirit” of MONGOOSE (Gilpatric, ‘7/B/75, p. 11) 
whose role was “principally to spur us on, to get going, get cracking.” 
(Gilpatric, 7/B/75, p. 47.) Although Robert Kennedy frequently com- 
plained that the plans of the CIA and MONGOOSE were not “massive 
enough.” and that “we should get in there and do more,” Gilspatric 
said that the Attorney General was not urging specific proposals, and 
that he had desired only “to limit the Castro regime’s effectiveness.” 
(Gilpatric, 7/B/75, p. 47) 

Dean Rusk served as Secretary of State throughout the Kennedy 
Administration ,and participated in a number of SGA meet.in;qs dur- 
ing the MONGOOSE operation. (Rusk, 7/10/75, p. 7) 

Rusk testified that he had never been informed of any Castro 
assassination plans or undertakings and had no knowledge of any 
such activity. (Rusk, 7/10/75, p. 52) He found it “very hard. to be- 
lieve” that in t.he course of urging action against Castro. President 
Kennedy or Robert Kennedy Lvould have sanctioned .any measure 
against Castro personally. 1 He believed that while it was “possible” 
that someone might have thought. t.hat specific courses of action were 
authorized by the emphasis in SGA meet.ings, permission to mmmit 
an assassination could not have been reasonably inferred. 

- 

It would have been an abuse of the President and the Attorney General if 
somebody had thought ,they were getting that without confirming that this was, 
in fact, an officia1, firm policy decision. (Rusk, 7/10/75, pp. 97-98) 

Rusk testified that, he could not imagine the President or lhe At- 
torney General having circumvented the SGA by going directly to 
Helms or Harvey about assassinating Castro.2 

Theodore Sorensen served as a Special Assistant to President Ken- 
nedy during the entire Kennedy Administration. He was a member 
of the National Security Council Executive Committee that de:& with 
the Missile Crisis, but was not involved with MONGOOSE. 

Sorensen testified that in all his daily personal meetings n-ith the 
President and ‘at NSC meetings he attended. there was “not at any 

1 “Senator HUDDLESTCIN : * * * [Do] your contacts with Robert Kennedy or President 
Kennedy, indicate to you that they were agitated to such au extent about (Juba and 
M’ONGOOSFI progress t&at in a conversation with someone urging them to get off their rear- 
end and get something done that they might convey the message that they meant anything. 
go to any length to do something about the Castro regime? 

Mr. RUSK. I And it very hard to believe that Robert Kennedy standing alone. or par- 
ticularly Robert Kennedy alleging to speak for President Kennedy. would lave gone 
down ,that trail l * *.” (Rusk, 7/10/75, p. 96.) 

*“Senator MONDALE: * l l We asked General Taylor yesterday whether ht? thought 
something of informal, subter 
level to Helms would have be 

nanean, whatever kinds of communicratlons from the highest 

was incredible, he didn’t think 
en possible without his knowledge, and he said he felt that 
it was possible. 

Do you think that it woulc 1 be likely that au informal order around channels, say to 
Helms or to Harvey- 

The CHAIRMAN : Over a three-year period. 
Senator MONDALE: Over a three-year period would hare been possible without you, 

being informed 7 

Sen 
Mr. 

have 
You 

way. You know the echoes would come back.” (Kusk, 7/10/73. P. YY) 

Mr. RUSK : Theoretically, Sermtor, one would have to say it is possible. 
ator MONDALE : But based on your experience? 
RUSK: In terms of practicality, probability and so forth. I don’t see hov it could 

bappeued. 
-know those things, in these circles we were moving in cp_uJd not be llmit~‘d in that - -._,-- 
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time any mention-much less approval1 by [the Pr&dent]+f any 
U.S.-sponsored plan to assassinate any foreign leaders.?’ (Sorensen, 
7/x/75, p. 4) 

(4) TIW ~\I:wsT 10, 1962 SI~XAT, (+RoI-P (AUGMENTED) MBETING 

The question of liquidating Cuban leaders was raised at a meeting 
of the SGA on August 10,1962. On August 13,1962, Lansdale directed 
Harvey to include in a proposed plan for Phase II of MONGOOSE, 
an option for the “liquidation of leaders.” 

At the outset, it should be noted that t,he documents and testimony 
about the meeting indicate that the discussion of assassination on 
August 10 was unrelated to the assassination activity undertaken by 
Harvey and Rosse& or to any other pl’ans or efforts to assassinate 
Cast,ro. The Inspector General’s Report states: 

The subject (of a Castro assassination) was raised at a meeting at State on 
10 August 1962, but is unrelated to any actual attempts at assassination. It did 
result in a MONGOOSE action memorandum by Lansdale assigning to CIA 
action for planning liquidation of leaders. (I.G. Report, p. 118) 

This finding of the Inspector General is supported by both the 
chronology of the Cast.ro assassination efforts and the testimony of 
Harvev. Harvey gave Rosselli the poison pills for use against C’astro 
(and shortly thereafter was informed that t.he pills were inside Cuba) 
three months before the August 10 meeting. There was no Castro 
assassina8tion activity during the remainder of 1962. 

Harvey attended the August 10 meeting and recalled that the ques- 
tion of a Castro assassination was raised. He testified that t,he assas- 
sination discussion was not related to his activities with Rosselli. 
(Harvey, 7/11/75, pp. 48-50) He said that he did not regard the 
SGA discussion as authorization for his Rosselli operation because 
“the authority, as I understood it, for this particular operation went 
back long before the formation of the SGA.” (‘Harvey, 7/111/B, p. 49) 

A. THE CONTEMPORANEOUS DOCUMENTS 

(1) Lansdule’s August 13,1962 Memorandum 

Lansdale’s August 13 memorandum was sent to Harvey and to 
the other members of Lansdale’s interagency working gr0up.l The 
Memorandum stated : 

In compliance with the desires and guidance expressed in the August 10 policy 
meeting on Operation MONGOOSE, we will produce an outline of an alternate 
Course B for submission. 

I believe the paper need contain only a statement of objectives and a list of 
implementing activities. The list of activities will be under the heading of: 
Intelligence, Political, Economic, Psychological, Paramilitary, and Military. 

1 Lansdale sent copies of his memorandum to Robert Hurwitcb (State Department). 
General Benjamin Harris (Defense Department) and Donald Wilkon (United States In- 
formation Agency). 

When General Harris tentitled. he identiiled a document drafted by the MONGOOSE 
WoTklng Group in the Defense Department shortly before the August 10 meeting. The 
document listed a number of steps that could be taken in the event of an intensified 
MONGOOSE program that might involve United States military intervention. One such 
step was “assassinate Castro and his handful of top men.” General Harris stated that this 
was “not out of the ordinary in terms of contingency planning l * l it’s one of the 
things you look at.” (Harris. S/18/75. p. 37) There was no evidence that this document 
was distributed outside the Defense Department’s MONGOOSE Worklng Group. 
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Lansdale’s memorandum then assigned to Harvey preparation of 
papers on the following subjects : 

Mr. HARVEY. Intelligence, Political, [words deleted], Economic, (sabotage, 
limited deception), and Paramilitary.” (Id.) 

According to a memorandum from Harvey to Helms on the following 
day, the words deleted from the quoted passage were “including liqui- 
dation of leaders.” (Memo, Harvey to Helms, 8/14/62) 

(2) Harvey’s August 14, 1969 Memorandum 
After receiving Lansdale’s August 13 memorandum, Harvey wrot,e 

a memorandum to Helms. He attached a copy of the Lansdale memo- 
randum, and noted that he had excised the words “including liquida- 
tion of leaders.” Harvey’s memorandum explained that : 

The question of assassination, particularly of Fidel Castro, was brought up by 
Secretary McNamara at the meeting of the Special Group (Augmented) in 
Secretary Rusk’s office on 10 August. It was the obvious consensus at that 
meeting, in answer to a comment by Mr. Ed Murrow, that this is not a subject 
which has been made a matter of official record. I took careful notes on the 
comments at this meeting on this point, and the Special Group (Augmented) is 
not expecting any written comments or study on this point.” (Id.) 

Harvey’s memorandum further stated that he had called Lansdale’s 
office and pointed out “the inadmissability and stupidity of putting 
this type of comment in writing in such a document.” (Id.) He also 
told Lansdale’s office that t.he CIA “would write no document pertain- 
ing to this and would participate in no open meeting discussing it.” 
(Id-) 
(3) The MGrmtes of the August 10, 196.3 Meeting 

The minutes of the August 10 meeting contain no reference to 
assassination. (Memo for Recorcl, Special Group Au*gmented Meet- 
ing, Auaust 10,1962, hereafter “August 10 Minutes”) Thomas Parrott, 
who aut R ored the August 10 Minutes, testified that he did not recall 
a. discussion of assassination at that meeting, but that, the fact t.hat 
the minutes reflect no such discussion does not necessarily indi- 
cate t.hat t.he matter had not come up. (Parrott, 7/10/‘75, p. 34) 
Parrott pointed out that his minutes “were not intended to be a 
verbatim transcript of everything that was said,?’ since their purpose 
was “to interpret what the decisions were and to record those and to 
use them as a useful action document.” [Parrott, 7/10/75, pp. 34-35.1 
Parrott testified : “we had 15 or 16 people [at the Sugust 10.1962 meet- 
ix1 * * * all of them well informed, all of them highly articulate. 
This meeting, as I recall, went on for several hours. * *’ * Now I’m 
sure that particularly in a group like this that there were a great many 
proposals made that were just shot down immediately.” (Parrott, 
7/10/75, pp. 34-35) 

Parrott testified that he did not record proposals that were quickly 
rejected. (Parrott! 7/10/75, p. 35) He said t,hat, although he had no 
recollection of a discussion of ‘Castro’s assassination at, the meeting, he 
would infer from the related documents [the Lansdale and Harvey 
Memoranda of August’ 13 and 14, respectively] that the subject \vas 
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raised but “it never got off the ground * * *. Therefore, I did not 
record it.” (Parrott, ‘7/10/75, p. 35) 

(4) The August 10 Mee&:ing 
The purpose of the August 10 Meeting was to decide on a course of 

action to succeed the intelligence collection phase of MONGOOSE, 
scheduled to conclude in August. (McCone, 6/6/75, I>. 34) Because it 
was a policy meeting, a larger number of officials than usual attended. 
The Meeting was chaired by Secretary of State Rusk and those attend- 
ing included the principals of the other agencies taking part in MON- 
GOOSE, ZIP., Secretary of Defense McNamara, CIA Director McCone, 
and T’SL\ Director Afurrow. 

General Lansdale submitted a MONGOOSE proposdl for a 
“stepped-up Course 13” that would involve operations to “exert all 
possible diplomatic. economic, psychological, and other overt pressures 
to overthrow the Castro-Communist regime, without overt employ- 
ment of U.S. military.” (I lansdale Memo for Special Group Aug- 
mented, g/8/62) 

The SGA decidetl against the “stepped-up Course I%‘? In discussing 
Lansdale’s proposal, Rusk “emphasized the desirability of attempting 
to create a split between Castro and old-line Communists.” McNamara 
questioned whether the practice of building up agents in Cuba would 
not lead to actions that “would hurt the U.S. in the eyes of world opin- 
ion.” 1 The minutes state that McNamara’s concern “led to the sug- 
gestion bv General Taylor that we should consider changing the over- 
all object’ive [of MONGOOSE] from one of overthrowing the Castro 
regime” to one of causing its failure. (SGA Minutes, g/10/62, p. 2) 

Instead of Lansdale’s “stepped-up Course B,” the SGA chose a plan 
advanced by McCone which assumed Castro’s continuance in power 
and had the more limited obiective of splittin? off Castro from “old- 
line Communists.” 2 (SG,Q Minutes, g/10/62, p. 2) The decision and 
“a&ion” were described as follows : 

The principal members of the Special Group felt, after some discussion, that 
the CIA variant should be developed further for consideration at next Thursday’s 
meeting of the Special Group. McCone was asked to stress economic sabotage, 
and to emphasize measures to foment a Castro-oIdIine Communist split. 

* . l l l *  . 

.4ction to be taken.: CIA to prepare a new version of its variant plan, in accord- 
ance with the aboveclummarized discussion. This should be ready by Wednesday, 
August 15. (SGA Minutes Memo, S/10/62, pp. 2-3) 

The discussion which follows treats testimony bearing on whether 
Lansdale’s request to Harvey for an assassination plan reflected the 
wishes of the SGA or was contemplated by the SGA’s decision to pro- 
ceed with a plan of “reduced effort” that posited Castro’s continuance 
in power. 

1Th~t remark bv McNamlra seems to be inconsistent with his raising the question of 
aswnsination in any sense of advocacy at the same meeting. 

*The Aueuet 10 Minutes show that McCqne pointed oat that the stmed-un Cow-se B 
“will risk inviting sn uprising, which might result in a Hungsrv-tvne blood hnth if WI- 
supported.” McCone “emphasized that the stepped-up nlan should not be undertaken unless 
the TJ.S. is prepared to acreI)t sttributabilitv for the necesssrv nctinw includinrr the 
eventual use of military force.” The August 10 h0nutes further stated thrrt. in McCone’s 
view, the ‘CIA variant “would avoid all of these dangers because it would not invite an 
uprising.” (SG.4 Minutes, S/10/62, p. 2) 
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B. THE TESTIMONY 

Harvey, M&one, and Goodwin recalled that the question of assassi- 
nating Castro was raised at the August 10 meeting.’ Their testimony 
is discussed first with regard to the meeting itself, and second, with 
regard to the action that followed. 

(I) Testimony About the August 10 Meeting 

M&one testified that “liquidation” or removal of Castro and other 
Cuban leaders arose at the August 10 meeting in the context of “ex- 
plorin 

8 
the alternatives that were available” for the next phase of 

MON OOSE. (McCone, 6/6/75, p. 34) He did not recall who made 
this suggestion, but remembered that he and Edward Murrow took 
“strong exception” to it. A memorandum written by McCone in 1967 
states : 2 

I took immediate exception to this suggestion, stating that the subject was 
completely out of bounds as far as the USG [U.S. Government] and CIA were 
concerned and the idea should not be discussed nor should it appear in any 
papers, as the USG could not consider such actions on moral or ethical grounds. 

M&one testified that there was no decision at the meeting not 
to include assassination in the program, and that “the subject was 
just dropped” after his objection. (McCone, 6/6/‘75, p. 37) McCone’s 
1967 memorandum stated that : “At no time did the suggestion receive 
serious consideration by the Special Group (Au,,gented) nor by any 
individual responsible for policy.” 

(b) Harvey 

It was Harvey’s recollection that the question of assassination was 
raised by Secretary McNamara as one of “shouldn’t we consider the 
elimination or assassination” of Castro. (Harvey, 7/U/75, p. 30) 
Harvey testified : 

I think the consensus of the Group was to sweep that particular proposal or 
suggestion or question or consideration off the record and under the rug as rapidly 
as possible. There was no extensive discussion of it, no discussion, no back and 
forth as the whys and wherefores and possibilities and so on. (Harvey, 7/11/75, 
P. 30) 

(c) Goodwin 

Goodwin testified that he had a recollection of “limited certainty” 
that the subject of a Castro assassination was raised at the August 10 

* Other participants (Rusk, McNamara, Bundy, and Gllpatric) did not recall the August 
10 discussion. 

*On April 14, 1967. after McCone left the CIA. he dictated a memorandum stating his 
recollection of the August 10, 1962 meeting. The memorandum was prompted by a 
telephone call from the newspaper columnist. Jack Anderson, who at that time was pre- 
paring a column on Castro assosainatloa attempts, Implicating President Kennedy and 
Robert Kennedy. After talking with Anderson on the telephone at Robert Kennedy’s 
request, McCone dictated the April 14, 1967 memorandum. which stated. In DRI?. 
several MOSGOOSE meetings on August 8. 9. or 10. 1962, “I recall a suggestion being 
made to liquidate top people in the Castro regime, including Castro.” 
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meeting,’ but he was unable to say “with any certainty” who raised the 
subject. (Goodwin, 7/B/75, p. 8) * 

(d) XcNama?-a 

McNamara testified that alt,hough he did not recall assassination 
being discussed at the SGA meeting, he did remember having ex- 
pressed-opposition to any assassination attempt or plan when he spoke 
with M&one several days later. (McNamara, 7/11/75, pp. 7, 8) 

(2) Testimony airout Events After the August 10,1962? meeting 

(a) MeCone 

McCone testified that he called McNamara after receiving- Lans- 
dale’s ,4ugust 13 Memorandum and : 

* * * insisted that that alemorandum be withdrawn because uo decision was 
made or1 this subject, and since no decision was made, theu Lansdale was quite 
out of order in tasking the Central Iutelligence Agency to cousider the matter.” 

McCone said that McNamara agreed that Lansdale’s Memorandunr 
should bc withdrawn 4 for the same reason. (McCone, 6/6/75, p. 39) 

(b) Harvey 

Harvey’s demand that the words “liquidation of leaders” be excised 
from Lansdale’s memorandum and his further statement that “the 
Special Group (Augmented) is not expecting any written comments 
or study OD this point,” raise an important question. Did Harvey mean 
that t,he SGA was not considering assassination or merely that the 
subject should not be put in writing? When Harvey was asked “was it 

1 In a staff interview prior to his testimony, Goodwin recalled the date of the meeting 
at which a Castro assassination was raised as falling in early 1961. after the Bay of Pigs. 
(Memorandum of Staff Interview with Goodwin, 5/27/75, p. 2) After reviewing the 
Minutes of thp Auwst 19. 1962 meeting and the Lansdale and Harvey memoranda of 
August 13 and 14, respectively. Goodwin testi5ed that he had “misplaced the date of the 
meeting in my own memory.“(Goodwin, 7/18/75, p. 7.) In placing the incident on August 
10, 1962, Goodwin stated “Now, of course, you know, it may not be. That’s the best 
recollection I now have. It’s a little better than the earlier one, hut it’s not certain.” 
(Goodal”. 7/18/7.5, p. R) 

fin a magaainr article in June 1975. Goodwin Was quoted as stating that at one of 
the meetings of a White House task force on Cuba it was McNamara who said that 
“Castro’s assassination was the only productive way of dealing with Cuba.” (Branch and 
Crib?, “The Kennedy Vendetta,” Harpers, July, 1975, p. 61). In his testimony on July 18, 
1975, Goodwin said: “that’s not an exact quote” in the article, and explained: “I didn’t 
tell [the author of the magazine article1 that it xvas de5nitely McNamara. that very 
possibly it was McNamara. He asked me about McNamara’s role, and I said it very well 
conld have been McNamara.” (Goodwin, 7/18/75. p. 33) 

Goodwin told the Committee: “It’s not a light matter to perhaps destroy a man’s 
career on the basis of a 5fteen year old memory of a single sentence that he might have 
said at a meeting without substantial certainty in your own mind, and I do not have 
that” (Goodwin, 7/18/75, pp. 34-35). It is difficult to reconcile this testimony with 
Goodwin’s testimony that he told the author of the article that McNamara might very 
nell have made the statement about assassination at the August meeting. 

:‘ McCone’s 196i Memorandum stated : “Immediately after the meeting. I called on 
Secretary McSamara personally and reemphasized my position, in Which he henttily 
agreed. I did this because Operation MONGOOSCan *in~teydppartmental affair-was 
onder the operational control of [the Defense Department] 

* MrNamara confirmed this testimony : “I agreed nith Mr. &Cone that no such plan- 
ning should be undertaken.” (McNamara, 7/11/75, p. 8.) He added : “I have no knowledge 
or information about any other plans or preparations for a Castro assassination.” (Mc- 
Nanrara, 7/11/75, p. 7) 
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understood in an unwritten way that [assassination] was to proceed,” 
he replied : 

Not to my knowledge, no * * *. If there was any unwritten understanding 
on the part of the members of the Special Group concerning this, other than 
what was said at the meeting, I do not know of it * * *. (Harvey, i’/lljT5, pp. 
30-31) 

Harvey said that shortly after the meeting, McCone informed him 
that he had told &McNamara that assassination should not be discussed. 
l\lcCone also told McR’amara that involvement in such matters might 
result, in his own excommunication. (Harvey, ‘7/U/75, p. 25) 

(c) Elder 

Walter Elder. McCone’s Executive Assistant, was present when Mc- 
Cone telephoned McNamara after the August 10 meeting. Elder testi- 
fied that McCone told McNamara “the subject you just brought up, I 
think it is highly improper. I do not think it should be discussed. It is 
not an action that should ever be condoned. It is not proper for US to 
discuss, and I intend to have it expunged from the record.” (Elder, 
B/13/75, p. 23) 

Elder testified that this was the essence of the conversation but 
that he distinctly remembered “several exact phrases, like ‘would not be 
condoned’ and ‘improper’.” (Elder, 8/13/75, pp. 23,24) 1 

McCone spoke with Harvey in Elder’s presence after receiving 
Lansdale’s August 13 memorandum. According to Elder, “McCone 
made his views quite clear in the same language and tone * * * that 
he used with Mr. McNamara.” (Elder, 8/13/75, p. 25) Elder testified 
that Harvey did not t.hen tell McCone that Harvey was engaged in a 
Castro assassination effort. (Elder, 8/13/75, p. 25) 

Elder also described a meeting held in his office with Helms shortly 
after the McCone/Harvey/Elder meeting. Elder stated : 

I told Mr. Helms that Mr. M&one had expressed his feeling to Mr. McNamara 
and Jlr. Harvey that assa,ssination could not be condoned and would not be 
approved. Furthermore, I conveyed Mr. M&one’s statement that it would be 
unthinkable to record in writing any consideration of assassination because it left 
the impression that the subject had received serious consideration ~g govern- 
mental policymakers, which it had not. Mr. Helms responded, “I understand.” 
The point is that I made Mr. Helms aware of the strength of Mr. M&one’s opposi- 
tion to assassination. I know that Mr. Helms could not have been under any mis- 
apprehension about Mr. MeCone’s feelings after this conversation. (Elder 
Affidavit, g/26/75. p. 2) 

Helms, after reading Elder’s affidavit, told the Committee that he 
had no recollection of the meeting. (Helms. 9/16/‘75. p. 16) 

T,ansdale recalled that the subject of Castro’s assassination had sur- 
faced at the August 10 meeting. He testified that the “consensus was 
* * * hell no on this and there was a very violent reaction.” (Lansdale, 

1 Elder Lsaid he heard the entire telephone conversation via x speaker phone. He said 
that McNmnnra “just more or less accepted what Mr. McCone said without comment OT 
rejoinder.” (Elder, S/1.7/75. p. 24) 
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*i/8/75, 1~1 20) Lansdalc n-as questioned as to why he subsequently 
asked Harvey for a Castro assassination plan: 

Senator RAKER. Why did you, three days later if they all said, hell no, [gal 
ahead with it? 

General LAXRDALE. * * * the meeting at which they said that was still on a 
development of my original task, which was a revolt and an overthrow of a 
regime. At the same time, we were getting intelligence accumulating very quickly 
of something very different taking place in Cuba than we had expected, which 
was the Soviet technicians starting to come in and the possibilities of Soviet 
missiles being placed there * * * At that time, I thought it would be a possibility 
someplace down the road in which there would be some possible need to take 
action such as that [assassinationll (Lansdale, 7/S/i’& p. 21) 

Lansdale stated that, he had one brief conversation with Harvey 
after the August 13 memorandum in which Harvey stated “he would 
look into it * * * see about developing some plans.” Lansdale said that 
was the last he ever heard of the matter. (Lansdale, 7/B/75, p. 124) 
Lansdale stated that as the Cuban Missile Crisis developed, MON- 
GOOSE “was being rapidly shifted out of consideration” and thus 
“I wasn’t pressing for answers * * * it was very obvious that another 
situation was developing that would be handled quite differently in 
Cuba.” (Lansdale, 7/B/75, p. 124) 

Lansdale testified that he was “very certain” that he never discussed 
a Castro assassination plan or proposal with Robert Kennedy or with 
President Kennedy. He said that he had asked Harvey for a plan 
without having discussed the matter with anyone: 

Senator BAKER : * * * did you originate this idea of laying on the CIA a require- 
ment to report on the feasibility of the assassination of Castro or did someone 
else suggest that? 

General LANGDALE: I did, as far as I recall. 
Senator BAKER: Who did you discuss it with before you laid on that require- 

ment? 
General LANGDALE: I don’t believe I discussed it with anyone. 
.Senator BAKER: Only with Harvey? 
General LANSDALE: Only with Harvey. 
Senator BAKER: Did you ever discuss it with Helms? 
General LAN~DAI.E: I might have, and I don’t believe that I did. I think it was 

just with Harvey. 
Senator BAKER: Did you ever discuss it with Robert Kennedy? 
General LANSDALE : No, not that I recall. 
Senator BAKER: With the President? 
General LANSDALE : No. (Lansdale, 7/S/75, pp. 19-20) 

(3) Testimony of Reporters About Lardale’s Con&me& on the Au- 
gust 10 Meeting 

During the Committee% investigation, reports concerning the 
August 10 meet,ing and Landsdale’s request. for a Castro assassination 
plan appeared in the press. One report was based on statements made 
by Lansdale to David Martin of the Associated Press and another 
on La,nsdale’s statements to Jeremiah O’Leary of the Washington 
Star-News. Because there was conflict between- Lansdale’s testimony 

= "Q. * * * Why,if. It is true that assassination idea was turned down on August 10. did 
you send out your memo on August 13 ? 

General LAMDALE. l l l I don’t recall that thoroughly, I don’t remember the reasons 
whv I would. 

Q. Is it your testimony that the August 10 meetin turned down assassinations as a 
subject to look into, and that you nevertheless asked I r Harvey to look into it? %. 

General LANSDALE I guess it is, yes. The way you put It to me now has me baffled about 
why I did it. I don’t know.” &t.nsdale, 7/8/E, pp. 123-124) 
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to the Committee and what he was reported to have told Martin and 
O’Leary, the Committee invited both reporters to testify. Martin 
testified under subpoena. O’Leary appeared voluntarily but stated 
that the policy of his newspaper against disclosing news sources pre- 
cluded him from elaborating on t.he contents of a prepared statement, 
which he read under oath. O’Leary stated that his news report (‘rep- 
rese.nts accurately my understanding of the relevant information I 
obtained from news sources.” (O’Leary. 9/26/75, p. ,s) 

(a) The Ma&l Report 

The lead paragraph of Martin’s report stated: 

Retired 3Iaj. Gen. Edward G. Lansdale said Friday that acting on orders 
from President John F. Kennedy delivered through an intermediary, he devel- 
oped plans for removing Cuban Premier Fidel Castro by any means including 
assassination. 

Martin testified that this paragraph was an accurate reflection of 
his conclusion based on the totality of his interview with Lansdale 
on May 30. 1975. (,llart.in, 7/24/75, pp. 19-20) Lansdale testified that, 
after reading Martin’s story, he told the reporter that “your first 
sentence is not only completely untrue, but there is not a single thing 
in your story that says it is true.” (Lausdale. 7/S/75. p. 65) 

In view of Martin’s testimony that the report’s lead paragraph was 
a conclusion based on his total interview with Lansdale, it should 
be noted that the remainder of Martin’s story does not state that Lans- 
dale was ordered by President Kennedy or the Attorney General to 
develop plans for Castro’s assassination. The report quotes Lansdale 
as stating “I was working for the highest authority in the land * * * 
the President.” and then states that Lansdale said he did not deal 
directly with the President, but “worked through’? an intermediary 
who was more intimate with the President than Rundy.’ The Com- 
mittee notes that the phrases “working for” and “working through” 
do not carry the same meaning as the lead paragraph’s conclusion that 
Lansdale was “acting on orders” to develop a Castro assassination 
plan. Subsequent paragraphs in the Martin report indicat,e that Lans- 
dale told the reporter that the decision to undertake assassination plan- 
ning was his own ; Lansdale so testified before t.he Committee. Accord- 
ing to the Martin article. Lansdale said that assassination was “one of 
the means he considered,‘: that he believed assassination would not have 
been “incompatible” with his assignment. and that he ((* * * just 
wanted to see if the 1T.S. had any such capabilities.” Martin said he 
did not ask Lansdale specifically if Lansdale had acted on orders 
regarding an assassination plan, nor did Lansdale volunteer that infor- 
mation. Rather, Martin asked Lansdale “JJ7ho were you working 
for?” 2 
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In a subsequent conversation on June 4, 1975, Martin said he asked 
Lansdale specifically, “Were you ever ordered by President Kennedy 
or any other Kennedy to draw up plans to assassinate Castro?” 
(Xartin, i/14/75. 1~. 21 ) Martin testified that Lansdale replied “no” 
and that. his orders were “very broad.” (Martin, 7/24/75, p. 21) 
Martin further testified that in the June 4 conversation he asked Lans- 
dale whether “any assassination planning you did was done on your 
own initiative,” and that Lansdale replied “yes.” (Jfartin 7/24/75, 
1’. ~1) Martin stated his belief that Lansdalc’s statements on June 4 
were at variance with his prior statements on M?y 30. (Martin 7/24/75, 
1’. 21) It is, of corn-se, possible that since Martln posed different ques- 
tjons in the two conversations, he and Lansdalr may have misunder- 
stood each other. 

(71) T?M O’Lemy Report 

O’Leary’s report began : 

Retired Maj. Gen. Edward G. Lansdale has named Robert F. Kennedy as the 
administration official who ordered him in 1962 to launch a CIA project to 
work out all feasible plans for “getting rid of” Cuban Prime Minister Fidel 
Castro. 

J,ansdnle, in an interview with the Washington Star, never used the word 
“assassination” and said it was not used by Kennedy, then the attorney general. 

But he said there could be no doubt that “that project for disposing of Castro 
envisioned the whole spectrum of plans from overthrowing the Cuban leader to 
assassinating him.” 

O’Leary’s report contained the statement that “Lansdale said he was 
contacted by Robert Kennedy in mid-summer of 1062 * * *.” O’Leary 
told the Committee that this reference modified the reference in the 
lead paragraph of his report, (O’Leary, g/26/75, 1). 13) 

Lnnsdale testified that, he had submitted a statement to the Wash- 
ington Xtar iVfws stating that O’Leary’s report was “a distortion of 
my remarks.” (Lansdale, 7/8/‘75, p. 61) Lansdale said he told the 
newspaper that : “perhaps someplace in the planning there is some- 
thing about what. to do with a leader who would threaten the lives of 
milllons of Americans [with Soviet Missiles] * * * but I can say I 
never did receive any order from President Kennedy or from Robert 
Kennedy about taking action against Castro personally.” (Lansdale, 
7/18/75, pp. N-62) 

Lansdale testified that, he told O’Leary that, he did take orders from 
Robert Kennedy, but made clear that “Kennedy’s orders to him were 
on a very widr-ranging type of thing.!’ (Lansdale. 7/s/75, p. 62) 

After the story appeared, the * * * Washington Rtar asked me what wide- 
ranging things were you talking about? 

1 said there were economic matters and military matters and military things 
and they were very wide-ranging things. I said perhaps all O’Leary was think- 
ing Of was assassination. I was thinking of far wider than that. (Lansdale, 
i/S/75, pp. 62-83) 

The O’Leary repont, states : 
Lansdale said he is certain Robert Kennedy’s instructions to him did not in- 

clude the word “assassination.” He said the attorney general. as best he could - 
recall, spoke in more general terms qf exploring all feasible means and practicali- 
ties of doing something “to get rid of” Castro. 
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This section examines rridence relating to \I-hether offkinls in the 
Krnnedv or ,Johnson -idministrations were aware of or authorized 
the CI.i’i; use of A;\I/LASH as a potential assassin. Thr question is 
examined in light of the policies of those Administrations toward 
Cuba as well as the evidence bearing more directly on the authoriza- 
tion issues. 

The evidence falls into a pattern similar to ,that described in the 
discussion of post-Bay of Pigs activity in the Kennedy Administra- 
tion. Aclministration officials testified that they had never been in- 
formed about) the plot and that. they never intended to authorize 
assassination. Richard Helms, on the other hand., testified that he had 
believed that assassination was permissible in view of the continuing 
pressure to overthrow the Castro regime exerted by the respective 
Administrations and the failure of either Administration to place 
limits on the means that could be used to achieve that end. 

( 1) KENNEDY ADMINISTRATIOX’S POLICY TOWARD CUBA IN 1963 

a. Organi2ationuZ Changes 

The MONGOOSE Operation was disbanded following the Cuban 
Missile Crisis, and an interagency “Cuban Coordinating Committee” 
was established within the State Department with responsibility for 
developing covert action proposals. (Bundy, ‘7/11/‘75, p. 148) The 
SGA was abolished, and the Special Group, chaired by McGeorge 
Bundy, reassumed responsibility for reviewing and approving covert 
actions in Cuba. (Bundy, 7/11/75, p. 148) 

United States policy toward Cuba in 1963 was also formulated in 
the National Security Council’s Standing Group, the successor to the 
Executive Committee which had been established for the Missile 
Crisis. Members of the Standing Grou included Robert Kennedy, 
Robert McNamara, John McCone, MC B 
Sorensen. 

eorge Bundy and Theodore 

Four aspects of the Kennedy Administration’s 1963 Cuba policy 
are discussed below : (1) the Standing Group’s discussion of possible 
developments in the event of Castro’s death; (2) the Standing 
Group’s discussion of policy options ; (3) the covert action program 
approved by the Special Group ; and (4) the diplomatic effort to 
explore the possibility of reestablishing relations with Castro. The 
first three took place in the spring or early summer of 1963; the 
fourth-the effort to communicate with Castro-occurred at the same 
time the CIA offered AM/LASH the poison pen device for Castro’s 
assassination. 

b. Discussion of the Contingency of Castro’s Death 

In the spring of 1963. Bundy submitted t.o the Standing Group a 
memorandum entitled “Cuba Alternatives” which discussed “possible 
new directions” for American policy toward Cuba. (Bundy Memo- 
randum, 4/21/63) The memorandum distinguished between events 
which might occur independently of actions taken by the United 
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States, and those which the United States might “initiate.” Listed 
under the first category was the possibility of Ca&ro’s death. In May 
1963, the Group dlscussed this contingency and found that the possi- 
bilities for developments fa.vorable to the United States if Castro 
should die were “singularly unpromising.” (Summary Record of 
Standing Group Meeting, 5/28/63) 

When Bundy’s memorandum was first discussed by the Group in 
April, Robert Kennedy proposed a study of the “measures we would 
take following contingencies such as the death of Castro or the shoot- 
ing down of a U-2.” (Summary Record of Standing Group Meeting, 
4/23/63) Bundy’s follow-up memorandum, an agenda for a future 
Standing Group discussion of Cuban policy, listed contingency 
planning for Castro’s death under a category comprising events not 
initiated by the United States, e.g., “occurrence of revolt or repression 
in the manner of Hungary, ” “attributable interference by Castro in 
other countries,” and “the reintroduction of offensive weapons.” 
(Bmldy Memorandum, 4/29/63) 

After the Standing Group’s meeting on April 23, 1963, the CIA’S 
Office of National Estimates was assigned the task of assessing pos- 
sible developments if Castro should die. (Memorandum for Members 
of the Standing Group, 5/2/63) The resulting paper analyzed the 
forces likely to come into play in Cuba after Castro’s death, includ- 
ing the roles of his top aides, Raul Castro and Che Guevara, and 
possible Soviet reactions. (Draft Memorandum by 05ce of National 
Estimates titled “Developments in Cuba and Possible U.S. Actions in 
the Event of Castro’s Death,” pp. 2-5) The paper concluded that “the 
odds are that upon Castro’s death, his brother Raul or some other fig- 
ure in the regime would, with Soviet backing and help, take over con- 
trol” 1 The paper warned : “If Castro were to die by other than natural 
causes the U.S. would be widely charged with complicity, even though 
it is widely known that Castro has many enemies.” 

The paper also identified several courses of action open to the United 
States in the event of Castro’s death, ranging from no United States 
initiatives, action to support a government in exile, quarantine and 
blockade. and outright invasion. 

On May 28. 1963, the Standing Group discussed this paper. The 
Group decided that. “all of the courses of action were singularly un- 
promising”. (S ummary 
No. ‘7/63, May 28,1963) 

Record of NSC Standing Group Meeting 

Bundy testified that the Standing Group “certainly posed the ques- 
tion” in the Spring of 1963 of what would happen if Castro died or 
were killed. (Bundy, 7/11/‘75, p. 130) However, he said that he had 
no recollection of Castro’s assassination being considered by the Stand- 
ing Group when that contingency was discussed. (Bundy, 7/11/75, 
p. 14)2 

Bundy said that one reason for having requested the estimate was 
to make a record establishing that the United States should not be 

‘The paper also saw little chance that B government favorably disposed toward the 
United States would be able to come to power without extensive United States milltarS 
support: “Anti-Moscow Cuban nationalfsts would require extensive U.S. help in order 
to win, and probably U.S. military intervention.” 

2Rundy did recall that over the period 1961 to 1963 “the subject of a Castro as- 
sasninstion 1~88 mentioned from time to time by different individuals,” but he snld that 
be WOP not aware of “much discussion In the Spring of 1963 on that subject.” (Bundy, 
T/II f  75, p. 140) 
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“fussing” with assassination, and that assassination was not a sound 
policy. (Bundy, 7/11/75, p. 142) 

Bundy said that it was not unusual to assess the implications of a 
foreign leader’s death, and named Stalin and De Gaulle as examples. 
In the case of Castro, Bundy said he felt it was only prudent to at- 
tempt to assess a post-Castro Cuba since Castro was such a “dominant 
figure.” (Bundy, 7/11/i?, p. 145) 

c. The Standing Group’s Discussion of United Rates Policy Tmmrd 
Cuba 

The Standing Group’s documents indicate it continued to assume 
the desirability of harassing Cuba, but recognized that there were 
few practical measures the United States could take to achieve Cas- 
tro’s overthrow. 

In his April 21 memorandum on “Cuban Alt,ernatives” Bundy 
identified three possible alternatives : (1) forcing “a non-Communist 
solution in Cuba b all necessary means!” (2) insisting on “major but 
limited ends,” or 3) moving 9 “in the direction of a gradual develop- 
ment of some form of accommodation with Castro.” (Bundy Memo- 
randum, 4/21/63, p. 3) These alterna,tives were discussed at the Stand- 
ing Group meetings on April 23 and May 28,1963. 

Sorensen participated in these meetings. He testified that the 
“widest possible range of alternatives” was discussed, but that 
“assassination was not even on the list.” (Sorensen, 7/21/75, p. 4) 
He said that options such as forcing “a non-Communist solution in 
[Cuba by all necessary means” 

* * * could not have included or implied assassination. Instead, it expressly 
referred to the development of pressures and gradual escalation of the con- 
frontation in Cuba to produce an overthrow of the regime, including a willing- 
ness to use military force to invade Cuba. Such a course was obviously not 
adopted by the President, and in any event expressed an approach far different 
from assassination. (Sorensen affidavit, 7/25/75)’ 

The record of the first Standing Group discussion of Bundy’s 
memorandum shows that a number of alternatives (none of which 
involved assassination) were considered but no conclusions were 
reached. 

The Standing Group again met on May 28, 1963. McCone argued 
for steps to “increase economic hardship” in Cuba, supplemented by 
sabotage to “create a situation in Cuba in which it would be possible 
to subvert military leaders to the point of their acting to overthrow 
Castro.” (Summary Record of NSC Standing Grou 

B 
Meeting, 

5/28/63) McNamara said that sabotage would not e “conclu- 
sive” and suggested that “economic pressures which would upset 
Castro” be studied. Robert Kennedy said “the U.S. must do something 
against Castro. even though we do not believe our actions would bring 
him down.” (id.) Bundy summarized by stating that the task was 
“to decide now what actions we would take against Castro, acknowl- 

‘The Bundy memorandum also used the phrase “all necessary measures” to describe 
the steps the American Government wa8 willing to take to “prevent” a direct military 
threat to the United States or to the Western Hemisphere from Cuba. Sorensen explained 
the meaning of thls phrase in the context of the April 23 discussion of Kennedy Admlnls- 
tratlon policy. “[this phrase] could not by any stretch of semantics or logic have ln- 
cloded assassination or any other initiative. It reflected the purely defensive posture 
implemented six months earlier when long-range missiles and other offensive weapons 
were placed in Cuba.” (Sorensen affidavit, 7/25/7#5) 
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edging that the measures practical for us to take will not result in his 
overthrow.” (id.) 

d. The Special Group’s Authorization of a Sabotage Program 
Against Cuba 

During the first six months of 1963, little, if any, sabotage activity 
against Cuba was undertaken.’ However, on June 19, 1963, following 
the Standing Group’s discussion of Cuba policy in the spring, Presi- 
dent Kennedy approved a sabotage program.2 (Memorandum for the 
Special Group, 6/19/63) In contrast to the MONGOOSE program, 
which sought to build toward an eventual internal revolt, the 1963 
covert action program had a more limited objective, i.e., “to nourish a 
spirit of resistance and disaffection which could lead to significant 
defections and other byproducts of unrest.” (id) 

After initial approval, specific intelligence and sabotage operations 
were submitted to the Special Group for prior authorization. On Octo- 
ber 3,1963, t.he Special Group approved nine operations in Cuba, sev- 
eral of which involved sabotage. On October 24, 1963, thirteen major 
sabotage operat,ions, including the sabotage of an electric power plant, 
an oil refinery, and a sugar mill, were approved for the period from 
November 1963 through January 1964. (Memorandum, ‘7/H/75, 
CIA Review Staff to Select Committee, on “Approved CIA Covert 
Operations into Cuba”) 

e. The Diplomatic Effort to Explore an Accommwdation with Castro 
As early as ,January 4,1963, Bundy proposed to President Kennedy 

t.hat the possibility of communicating with Castro be explored. 

r?i!dum on 
emorandum, Bundy to the President? l/4/63) Bundy’s memo- 

“Cuba Alternatives” of April 23, 1963, also listed the 
“gradual development of some form of accommodation with Castro” 
among policy alternatives. (Bundy memorandum, 4/21/63) At a meet- 
ing on June 3, 1963, the Special Group agreed it would be a “useful 
endeavor” to explore “various possibilities of establishing channels 
of communication to Castro.” 
ing, 6/6/63) 

(M emorandum of Special Group meet- 

In the fall of 1963, William Atwood was a Special Advisor to the 
United States Delegation to the United Nations with the rank of 
ambassador. (,Qtwood, 7/10/75, p. 3) Atwood testified that from 
September until November 1963, he held a series of talks with the 
Cuban Ambassador to the United Nations to discuss opening negotia- 
tions on an accommodation between Castro and the United States, 

Atwood said that at the outset he informed Robert Kennedy of these 
talks and was told that the effort “was worth pursuing.” (Atwood, 
7/10/75, pp. 5-9) Atwood said he regularly reported on the talks to the 
White House and to Adlai Stevenson, his superior at the United 
Nations. (Atwood, 7/10/75, pp. 67) Atwood stated that he was told 

‘At an April 3, 1963 me&lag on Cuba, Bundy stated that no sabotage operations were 
then underway because the Special Group “had decided 
worth the effort expended on it.” 

* l l that such activity is not 
(Memorandum of Meeting on Cuba, 4/3/63) 

*The sabotage program was directed at “four major segments of the Cuban economy,” 
(1) eIectric power; (2) petroleum re5neries and storage facilities; (3) railroad and 
highway transportation and (4) production and manufacturing. (Memorandum for the 
Special Group, June 19, 1963, p. 1.) Operations under this program were to be conducted 

hy CIA-controlled Cuban agents from a United States island 08 It’lorida and were to 
complement a similar effort designed to 
could carry out sabotage.” (id) 

“develop internal resistance elements which 
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by Bundy that President Kennedy was in favor of “pushing towards 
an opening toward Cuba” to take Castro “out of the Soviet fold and 
perhaps wiping out the Bay of Pigs and maybe getting back to 
normal.” (Atwood, 7/10/75, pp. 5-9) 

Atwood said he believed that the only people who knew about his 
contacts with the Cubans were the President, Ambassador Averell 
Harriman, Ambassador Stevenson, Attorney General Kennedy, 
McGeorge Bundy, Bundy’s assistant, and journalist Lisa H0ward.l 
Atwood also testified that he arranged for a French journalist, 
Jean Daniel, to visit the White House prior to Daniel’s scheduled trip 
to see Castro. (Atwood, ‘7/10/7$ p. 19) (According to an article by 
Daniel in December 1963, Daniel met with President Kennedy on 
October 24, 1963. They discussed the prospects for reestablishing - 
United States-Cuba relations and President Kennedy asked Daniel to 
report to him after seeing Castro.) 2 

On November .lS, 1963, Atwood spoke by telephone with a member 
of Castro’s staff in Cuba. (Atwood, 7/10/75, p. 8) Pursuant to White 
House instructions, Atwood informed Castros staff member that the 
United States favored preliminary negotiations at the United Nations 
(rather than in Cuba as proposed by the Cubans), and that the United 
States desired to work out an agenda for these talks. (Atwood, 7/10/ 
75, pp. S-9) Atwood reported this conversation to Bundy who told 
him that after the Cuban agenda was received, President Kennedy 
wanted to see Atwood to “decide what to say and whether to go or 
what we should do next.” (X., p. 9) Jean Daniel, the French jour- 
nalist, met with Castro four days later on November 22, 1963, the 
same day AM/LASH was given the poison pen. On that same day, 
President Kennedy was assassinated.3 With the change of Admin- 
istrations, Atwood’s talks with the Cubans became less frequent, and 
eventually ceased early in 1964. (Atwood, 7/10/75, p. 10) 

( 2 ) TESTIMONY ON THE QUESTION OF AUTHORIZATION FOR THE A&f/LASH 

POISON PEN DEVICE 

a. The October Meeting with AM/LASH and the Use of Ro6ert 
Xennedy’s Name Wit&t O&taking His Approm.2 

Desmond Fitzgerald met AM/LASH in October 1963, and repre- 
sented to AM/LASH that he was the personal representative of Robert 
Kennedy. He gave AM/LASH assurances of full support should 
AM/LASH succeed in overthrowing Castro. 

The 1967 Inspector General’s Report states that, according to Fitz- 
gerald, Helms and Fitzgerald discussed the planned meeting with 
AM/LASH, and Helms decided “it was not necessary to seek approval 
from Robert Kennedy for Fitzgerald to speak in his name.” (I.G. 
Report, pp. 88-89) When he testified before the Committee, Helms 
said he did not recall such a discussion with Fitzgerald. He stated 

1 Howard had initially placed Atwood in contact with the Cuban Ambassador after re- 
porting to Atwood that during a trip to Cuba, she had learned Castro was anxious 
to establish communications with the United States. Thereafter Howard served as an 
~8~~rmediary III arranging Atwood’s meetings with the Cubans. (Atwood, 7/10/75 pp. 4, 

2 Daniel, “Unot7ieid Envoy: A Hietoric Report from Two Capitals,” (New Republic, 
December 14. 1963). 

B Daniel was with Castro when Castro received the report of President Kennedy’s 
assassination. Daniel, “When Castro Heard the News,” (New Republic, December 7, 1963) 
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however, that he believed he had pre-existing authority to deal with 
BM/LASH regarding “a change in government” (as opposed to 
assassination) and that authority would have obviated the need to 
obtain Robert Kennedy’s approva1.l Helms testified: “I felt so sure 
that if I went to see Mr. Kennedy that he would ha.ve said yes, that I 
don’t think there was any need to.” (Helms, 6/13/75, p. 132) 

Helms said he had considered AM/LASH to be a political action 
agent, not a potential assassin, and that Fitzgerald’s meeting with 
AM/LASH and Helms’ decision not to contact Robert Kennedy 
should be viewed in that light. 

* * * given this Cuban of his standing and all the history * * * of trying to 
find someone inside Cuba who might head a government and have a group to re- 
place Castro * * * this was so central to the whole theme of everything we had 
been trying to do, that I [found] it totally unnecessary to ask Robert Kennedy 
at that point [whether] we should go ahead with this. This is obviously what 
he had been pushing, what everybody had been pushing for us to t.ry to do * * * 
let’s get on wi-ith doing it.” (Helms, 6/13/75, pp. 117-118) * 

b. The Delivery of the Poison Pen on iVoven&r ?Z?, 1963. 

Helms testified that while the delivery of a poison pen to AM/LASH 
was not part of an assassination plot, he believed Castro’s assassina- 
tion was within the scope of the CIA’s authority. As in the case of the 
1962 plots, Helms based his belief on the vigor of the Administration’s 
policy toward Cuba and his perception that there were no limits on 
the means that could be used in the effort against Castro. (Helms, 
g/11/75, pp. 11-12) When asked whether it was his opinion that the 
offer of the poison pen to AM/LASH was authorized because it came 
within the scope of the 1963 program against Castro, Helms 
responded : 

I think the only way I know how to answer that is that I do not recall 
when things got cranked ap in 1963 any dramatic changes or limititions being 
put on this operation. There was still an effort being made by whatever device, 
and perhaps slightly differently oriented at ,this time, to try to get rid of Castro 
* * * But I do not recall specific things being said now, [we are not] going to do 
this, we’re not going to do that, and we’re not going to do tihe other th.ings, and 
we will do just these things. (Helms, O/11/75,11-12) 

Each Kennedy Administration official who testified on AM/LASH 
agreed thrat he had never been informed about any assassination plot 
a.nd that he knew of no order to assassinate Castro. Their statements 

1 The following exchange occurred in Helms’ testimony. 
Sen. HART of Michigan. Dealing with respect to what? A change in government, or 

nssassination ? 
Mr. HELMS. A change in government, Senator Hart. This is what we were trying to do.” 

(Helms, 6/13/75. p. 132.) 
z As discussed above (see pp. 88), there was conflicting testimony from CIA oflicers 

concerning whether or not they viewed AM/LASH as an assassin and the purpose for 
giving him the poison pen. The documentary evidence, however, indicates that in 1963 
AM/LASH was intent on assassinating Castro, that the CIA officers knew this. and that 
in addition to offering him a poison pen. the officers told AM/LASH they would supply 
him with high Dowered rifles with telescopic sights. 

Helms testified that because AM/LASH “was the asset we were looking for, [wle didn’t 
want him to blow himself or blow anything else by getting involved in something like 
this [assassination] and have it fail. We wanted him to stav in place.” (Helms, 6/13/75, 
p. 131) Helms stated that “at no time was it the idea of [the AM/LASH] case offleers. 
or those people in the chain behind. to use [AM/LASH] to assassinate Castro.” (Helms, 
6/13/75, p. 135) 

Helms further stated: “* l l there was an enormous amount of temporizing with this 
fellow to keep him on the team, to keep him working away at this job, but to try and 
persuade him that this was not ,the way to go &out it.” (Helms, 6/13/75. p. 133.) Helms 
testified that S&f/LASH was given the poison pen “because he was insisting on something 
and this was a temporizing gesture rather than giving him some kind of a gun he had 
asked for * * l .” (Helms, 6/13/75, p. 133) 
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are consistent with Helms’ testimony that he did not know that the 
AM/LASH operation involved assassination, but they a 
with Helms’ view that an assassination plot could he un % 

ain disagreed 
ertaken with- 

out express authority. Running against the possibility that Admin- 
istration officials intended an assassination of Castro was testimony 
that it was inconceivable that the President would have approved an 
assassination at the same time that he had authorized talks to explore 
the possibility of improved relations with Castro.’ 

(3) THE QUESTION OF AUTHORIZATION IN THE JOHNSON 
ADMINISTRATION 

a. &??mmuy of the AssG%simttin Activity 
The CIA delivered arms to AM/LASH in Cuba in March and June 

of 1964. Early in 1965, after AM/LASH had become more insistent 
that Castro’s assassination was necessary and had asked for a silenced 
weapon, the Agency put AM/LASH in contact with the leader of an 
anti-Castro group, “B-1,” with the intention that AM/LASH obtain 
his desired weapon from that group. The Agency subsequently learned 
that AM/LASH had received a silencer and other 
from B-l and was preparing to assassinate Castro. 

special equipment 

b. The Issue of Authorization 
The issue of authority in the Johnson Administration is similar to 

that in the Kennedy Administration. The 
Kennedy Administration * 
positions durin 

(and DDP 
rincipal officials of the 

He ms) continued in their P 

(Robert Kenne If 
the relevant period of the Johnson Administration 

y left the Administration in September 1964). Helms 
testified that he believed Castro’s assassination was within the sco 
of the CIA’s authority in view of Administration policy toward Cu % 

e 
a 

reflected in the AM/LASH operation in both 1963 and 1964-65. 
(Helms, 6/13/75, pp. 137-138) Again, there was no direct evidence that 

McCone or an 
AM/LASH T 

one outside the Agency authorized or knew about the 
p ot. 

The Committee examined four events that may shed light on the 
perceptions of the Administration and CIA officials about assassina- 
tion during the early years of the Johnson Administration: 
covert action program against Cuba in 196&1965 ; (2) the $ 

1) the 
pecial 

Group’s action in investigating reports of Cuban exiles/underworld 
plots to assassinate Castro ; (3) Helms’ report to Rusk that CIA was 
not involved with AM/LASH in a Castro assassination plot ; and (4) 
Helms’ briefing of President Johnson on the 1967 Inspector General’s 
Report on alleged CIA assassination plots. 

1 Rusk testified that “I tlnd it extraordinarily difecult to believe” and that “I just can’t 
conceive” President Kennedy would have authorized the passage of an asassination device 
for use against Castro while Atwood was exploring the possibility of normalizing relations 
with Castro. (Rusk, 7/10/i%, pp. 85-86) Similarly, Bundy testified he “absolutely” did 
not believe President Kennedy would have authorized or permitted an assassination device 
to have been 
pursued. (Bun If 

assed at the same time a possible rapprocbment with Castro was being 
y, 7/U/75. pp. 156151.) 

On the other hand when the possibility of exploring better relations with Castro was 
Initially raised (but before any talks were begun) Bundy indicated that accommodation 
could be explored on a “separate track” while other proposed actions, such as sabotage. 
were going on. (Agenda for Special Qroup meeting of 4/29/63, p. 2) 

a Rusk (Secretary of State), McNamara (Secretary of Defense), McCone (Director of 
Central Intelligence), and Bundy (Special Assistant for National Security and Chairman 
of the Special Qroup). 
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c. The Covert Action Program Against Cuba in 196&1965 
According to the minutes of a Special Group meeting on April 7, 

1964, President Johnson decided to discontinue the use of CIA-con- 
trolled sabotage raids against Cuba.’ (Memorandum of Special Group 
Meeting, 4/7/64) A McCone memorandum indicated that in reaching 
that decision, President Johnson had abandoned the objective of 
Castro’s overthrow. 

At the April 7 meeting, Rusk opposed sabotage raids because they 
were unproductive and had a “high noise level” that called attention 
to them. Rusk added he suspected the “Cuban exiles who actually con- 
duct the raids of possibly wishing to leave fingerprints pointing to U.S. 
involvement in order to increase that involvement.” (Id, p. 2) McCone 
disagreed noting that the covert action program relied on a “well- 
planned series of sabotage efforts. Bundy said that since the June 1963 
approval of the current sabotage program “policy makers * * * had 
turned sabotage operations on and off to such an extent that [the sabo- 
tage program] simply 
ble.” (Id, p. 2) 2 

does not, in the nature of things, appear feasi- 

d. TJw Speck.2 Group Znntestigatkm of Reported Castro Ammha- 
tim Hid8 by Cuban Z?xiZes 

On June 10, 1964, Helms sent McCone a memorandum stating that 
Agency officials had learned of several plots by Cuban exiles to 
assassinate Castro and other Cuban leaders. (Memorandum, Helms to 
&Cone, 6/10/f%) According to the memorandum, several of the plots 
involved “people apparently associated with the Mafia” who had been 
offered $150,000 by Cuban exiles to accomplish the deed. Helms’ memo- 
randum stated that the sources of the reports were parties to the plots 
who had presumably given this information to CIA officials with the 
expectation that they would receive legal immunity if the plots 
succeeded. (Id.) 

Helms’ memorandum, however, did not mention any of the CIA 
assassination plots a,gainst Castro .3 To the contrary, it stated that 
“Agency officers made clear to each of the sources that the United 

IA memorandum by Bundy on April 7, 1964, listed seven aspects of the covert action 
program which had been in effect. These were: (1) collection of intelligence ; (2) covert 
propaganda to encourage low risk forms of active and passive resistance; (3) cooperation 
with other agencies in economic denial (4) attempts to identify and establish contact with 
potential dissident elements inside Cuba; (5) indirect economic sabotage; (6) CIA-con- 
trolled sabotage raiding: and (‘I’) autonomous operations. (Memorandum for the Record 
of the Special Group, 4/7/64) 

s In a memorandum the day after President Johnson’s decision to stop CIA-controlled 
sabotage operations, MeCone stated : “the real issue to be considered at the meeting and 
by the President was a questlon of whether we wished to implement the polic 

I (Out- lined in certain memoranda) or abandon the basic objective of bringing about the iquida- 
tion of the Castro Communist entourage and the elimination of Communist presence 
in Cuba and thus rely on future events of an undisclosed nature which might accomplish 
this objective”. (Memorandum by McCone, 4 

I 
8/64) 

In the context of the Special Group’s d scussion, MeCone’s use of the words “llquida- 
tlon” and “el1mlnatlon” appears to be another example of inartful language. A literal in- 
terpretation of these words leaves one with the impression that assassination was con- 
templated. But the context of the discussion does not bear out such an interpretation. 
Thus in specifying what he meant by “future events of an undisclosed nature” McCone 
pointed to “extreme economic distress caused by a sharp drop in sugar prices.” and “other 
external factors.” (Id., p. 8) M&one testi5ed that such references as the “elimination” or 
“liou1datlon” of the Castro regime may not refer to assassination. (McCone, 6/6/i’& 
P. 32) 

3 Moreover. according to Bundy, no one informed him at the meetings that “in earlier 
years there had been a relationship with * l l persons allegedly involved with the criminal 
syndicate-in order to accomplish the assassination of Fidel Castro.” (Bundy, 7/11/‘i5, 
D. 71) 
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;\li>Col,cB iaid in :I Special Group Meeting on June 18, 1964. that he 
wah “solllewhnt skeptical” and opposed additional investigation, but 
“others. including Mr. Rundy, felt that the United States was being 
put on notice and should da everything in its power to ascertain 
promptly the veracit,y of the reports and then undertake prevention.” 
(Memorandum of Special Group Meeting, 6/18/64) McCone made a 
Memorandum of the June 18 meetin which indicated that he had 
dissented from the Special Group’s 3 ecision. He had expressed his 
belief that the Special Group was “overly exercised,” and that he was 
inclined to dismiss the matter as “Miami cocktail party talk.” M&one 
noted, however. that the Special Group “was more concerned than I 
and therefore planning to discuss the subject with the Attorney Gen- 
eral and possibly Mr. Hoover.” (Memorandum, S/18/64? p. 1) 

The Special Group decided to transmit the reports to the Attorney 
General “as a matter of law enforcement,” and when Robert Kennedy 
was so informed a few days later, he stated that the Justice Hepart- 
ment would investigate. (Memorandum of Meeting, 6/22/64) The 
FBI then conducted an investigation and its results were submitted 
by McCone to the Special Group on August 19, 1964.’ (McCone to 
Rundy Memorandum, S/19/64) 

e. Helm’ Report to Ru& 
In 1966 Helms sent a memorandum to Rusk reporting the CIA’s rela- 

tions with AM/LASH. The memorandum stated that the CIA’s con- 
tact with AM/LASH was for “the express ,purpose” of intelligence 
collection. (Id.) Noting allegations that had come to his attention that 
,QM/LASH had been involved with the CIA in a Castro assassination 
plot, Helms stated : 

The Agency was not involved with [AM/LASH] in a plot to assassinate Fidel 
Castro. * * * nor did it ever encourage him to attempt such an act. 

Helms’ memorandum made no mention of the fact that CIA officers, 
with Helms’ knowledge, had offered a poison pen to AM/LASH on’ 
November 22 1963. that the CIA had supplied arms to AM/LASH in 
1964, or that the CIA had put AM/LASH in touch with B-l to obtain 
a silenced weapon to assassinate Castro. 

Helms told the Committee that. this memorandum to Rusk was 
“inaccurate” and not factual. (Helms, 6/13/75, p. 115) 

The CIA’s copy of the memorandum contains a typed notation 
recommending that Helms sign the document. That notation was by 
Thomas Karamessines, who had become DDP. (Rusk, 7/10/75, p. 2) 
Helms testified that the day before his .June 13,1975, testimony to the 
Committee he had asked Karamessines why the memorandum to Rusk 
had been written in the way that it was. Helms stated he and Kara- 
messines had concluded that they did not know the reason but Helms 
speculated that “it may be until we conducted the Inspector General’s 
Tnvestigation somewhat later we didn’t have the facts straight, or 

1 McCone’s memorandum summarized seven FBI reports on Its lnvestl atlon. The F’I?4 
said that seven11 of the persons interviewed stated they had knowledge 0 f the exiles’ plot 
and had reported the information to the CIA. Others interviewed denied knowledge bf 
the plans. 
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maybe we had the facts straight then but we did not have them 
straight later.” (Helms, 6/13/‘75: p. 115) 

f. Helms’ Briefing of President Johnson on the 196’7 Inspector Gen- 
eral’s Report 

Drew Pearson’s newspaper article in the spring of 1967 alleging 
United States involvement in plots to assassinate Fidel Castro 
prompted President Johnson to direct Helms, who was then DCI, to 
conduct an investigation. The result was the Inspector General’s Re- 
port of May 23, 1967. (Helms, 6/13/75, pp. 35-36) After receiving 
the Report, Helms briefed the President “orally about the contents.” 
(Id., p. 36.) During his testimony, Helms was shown his handwritten 
notes which appeared to have been made in preparation for his brief- 
ing of the President. Those notes carried the story of CIA’s involve- 
ment in assassination through mid-1963. When asked if he had told 
President Johnson that the Inspector General had concluded that 
efforts to assassinate Fidel Castro had continued into Johnson’s presi- 
dency, Helms replied, “I just can’t answer that, I just don’t know. I 
can’t recall having done so.” (Id., p. 38.) He did note that it would 
not have occurred to him to brief President Johnson on the 1964 
AM/LASH gun deliveries because “I don’t think one would have ap- 
proached the AM/LASH thing as an assassination plot against 
Castro.” (Id., p. 39)l 

(4) Helms’ Testimony on Authorization in the Johnson Adminis- 
tration. 

Helms was asked if the Agency regarded “whatever marching 
orders they had obtained prior to the death of President Kennedy as 
still being valid and operative” when President Johnson succeeded 
to the office. Helms replied : 

This is not very clear to me at this stage. A lot of the same officers were 
serving President Johnson as they served President Kennedy, and * l * I can’t 
recall anymore whether there was any specific issue about whether this was 
taken up with President Johnson at any meeting or any session. If it had been, 
I would have thought there wouu have been records someplace. (Helms, 6/13/75, 
p. 139.) 

Helms testified that with respect to the AM/LASH operation in the 
period 1964-1965, he had no knowledge or recollection that assassina- 
tion was involved in the CIA’s relat.ionship with him. (Helms, 
g/11/75, pp. 20-21) Helms said: “[tlhe policy making and policy 
approval mechanism in President Johnson’s Administration has to 
have gone through some changes in shifts I don’t remember exactly 
what they were.” (Id., p. 22) 

So if these things [placing AM/LASH in contact with a Cuban exile leader 
who would supply him with an assassination device] were happening after 
President Kennedy was assassinated, I don’t know what authorization they’re 
working on or what their thought processes were, whether these were simply low 
level fellows scheming and so forth, on something that didn’t have high level 
approval. I honestly cannot help you. I don’t recall these things going on at the 
time. (Id.) 

When asked whether President Johnson had been informed of or 
had authorized continuing efforts to assassinate Castro, Helms replied : 

1 Helms earlier testified that AMLBSH was an intelligence and polttical action agent. 
The Inspector General Report, however, treated the AMLBSH operation as an assassina- 
tion plot. 
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The Special Group would have continued to consider these matters, and I 
would have assumed that whoever mas chairing the Special Group would have in 
turn reported to the President, which was the usual practice. (Id.)’ 

of 
The records of the Special Group do not show any consideration 
Castro’s assassination or of the AM/LASH plot during the Johnson 

Mministration (or earlier) and there was no other evidence that 
JIcCone or anyone above the Agency was informed of or specifically 
authorized the AM/LASH plots. 

1 In an interview with Leo Janis in 1971, former President Johnson was reported to 
bare said that xhen he had taken office, he had discovered that “we had been operating a 
damned Murder. Inc., in the Caribbean.” (L. Janis. “The Last Days of the President,” At- 
lmtic, July 1973, pp. 35, 39, Janis w-as interviewed by the Committee staff and affirmed the 
accuracy of this remark.) The Committee has not ascertained who related this statement 
to Johnson. It should be noted that Johnson attended post-Trujillo assassination meetings 
wbicb assessed United States involvement in that killing. His reference to Murder, Inc.. 
may hare derived from his knowledge of that episode or from general knowledge he had 
of other violent covert activities conducted during the Kennedy Administration. 
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